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PREFACE 

This is an unsettling story of an unsettling reality. It is a story 

of aggravated e:ssault 1:.pon the rules and decorum of Americ.:c ... 's urban public 
.' 
\ 

~, high schools. It is an often unpleasant story as all stc ... 'i ps must be 'Where 

leading themes are fear, prejudice, poverty, arrogance, Ll:bnsi ti vi ty, and 

brut ali ty . It is a continuing story. For its basic plot is created and 

rec;reated daily in the pathologies of current urban tensions. Fu:-thermore, 

many of the cures fOl' perceived troubles are ineffable except in tel"lllS ·of 

the rr.::>raJ. regeneration of an entire na.tion -- an unlikely possibility. 

But it is easy to lament the human condit jon including man's propen-

sity for perjured helplessness. It is also easy to conjure and to style 

quick and simple solutions to cQmplex problems. Neither liter~;y posture 

is appropriate to the task assigne~ ,to the Policy Institute of the Syracuse 

University Research Corporation by the United States Office of Education. 

In tt~e Spring of 1970, fTe 'Were asked to investigate the causes of violent 

unrest ar,l. edl.J.cational disruption in a fair sample of the nation1s urban 

high schools, and to identify strategies that appeared to be successful in 

mitigating the worst of the troubles. This request stemmed from an accumula-

tion of evidence in the hands of the U. S. Commissioner of Education to the 

effect the,t recent deportment in an increasing number of urban high schools 

had deteriur.ated to a point 'Where the educative capacity of the high schools 

was seriously if not mortally, threatened. And +he turbulence seemed to be' 

spreading. ,: .: 
.--

'. 
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The Job assigned to the staff of the Policy Inotitute was to learn 

~nough through reading, interviews, direct observation, aild survey re-

search to be able to describe the phenomena ana the problems accurately 

and then to suggest therapies whose validation had been tested. clinically 

by responsible actions in existing urban settings. 

Our findings on these matters constitute this report. 

A few notes on matters of definition and method. We found early that 

there 'was no simple way of determining the contours and parameters of the 

vTord "disruption. II There is P.. wider word, "unrest, 11 even more difficult 

to define but probably more commonly usee.. It was our judgment from a 

thoro\~ review of the literature and from informal discussions with 

schoolmen in the Syracuse, New York area that ~ in sp:Lte of the strictures, 

we would ho.ir~ to loin-point :earticula.r behavior as disruptive €': ~ try tv 

avoid tJ:v= fil!lShiD~s;,; of the '..rord "unrest." One cOl!l!D.ent by a high bchool 

principaJ. in the San Francisco B!lo/ Are,a graphically illustrates the point: 

""Thich do you ·v.an~; to talk about? Unrest cr Disruption? We have a lot 

of unrest hel'e which shows that we are doing a good job. 11 

\~e final~ agreed that a school disruption is any event which signifi-

cantly interrupts the educ~tion of stude~ts. Most common among these would 

be student boycotts, wa:..Jwuts} or strikes; teacher boycotts, walkouts 0;>: 

strikes; property damage including arson and vandalism; rioting and figut-

ing; physical confrontations between students and staff; picketing and 

unau'Caorized parading: che presence-on campus of unruly, unauthorized, )10n-

school persons; and last~v_ that catch-all phrase ~bnormal unTulin~ss 

among ·students. 
,.£ .. -
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As far a~ research method is concerned, the first period of the project 

was sp-ent collecting and analyzing useful current literature. Some of the 

best items on high school disrll .... 1tion came from Dr. Ma.:rlr Chesler 01' the Univer-

sity of Michigan's Center for Research on Utilization of Scientific Knowledge 

which hl:!.S considerable experience in developing kno\dedge and wisdom ablut 

the subject. We have included in append':'x B au annotated biblio[.raphy If 
selected references. In no sense is this list comprehensive. It is designed 

to introduce anyone interest€:d in this problem to litera.ture we ccnsider par-
; 

ticularly helpful. It is noteworthy that there has been, to date, very little 

treatment of the matter in the scholarly journals. Much of the best work 

appears in the more popular media. 

Of the staff of seven 'Working en this project, one half-time graduate 

student 'Was assigned as librarian ar.d was responsible for collecting, collat-

ing, and analyzing incoming literature and, later, incoming site-visit reports. 

Reading "TaS supplemented by field work. The Policy Institute staff 

selected 19 large cities in the United States to visit. 'nlO criteria were 

paramount: firat, that all sections of the country would be represented; 

and s€<:!ond, and in our view more important because of the sensitivity of this 

subject among schoolmen, +,hat son:e member. of the field staff would already 

have hRd personal contact with relevant actors in selected cities and part i-
t I", 

c.uIar s~hools. (S~e appendix C for list of cities.) In other 'Words, the 

Policy Insti tu:t;e 's concern with access to complete and honest information 

in the field was deemed extremely important. It is not a negative criticism 

of people in the se,condary. school community to note that, for the most part, .. ~ 

they are not naturally e'!Lger to discuss their most serious prooleiEs .. '1ith 

total stranger-so 
l~ .. " ....... 
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This reluctanc~ ~.' Dlso true of' center ~ity students as reflected in a 

common question to our field people, "~o are you'l Some kind 0::':' cop?" 

All the schools visited were public institutions. Our quick review of 

the news media in the early Spring of 19',0 ind:i.cated almost no reported dis-

r'.l.ptions in private urba.l1 secondary schools, a phenomena which might suggest 

further research ~~d a further report. 

Finally, we were clear in our own minds that when we did field work. on 

,- a "scho0.L1I
, we should include aD, Clire ... ·t )?arties '(;10 an i'lstitution1s existence 

and maintenance -- parents, teachers, administrators, system officials, students] 

cOlI'munity orc;anizations that pa;)' attention to the schools, othl:!l.' community 

opinion-formers, the local press~ police officials, and even thosE' such as 

cab drivers in school neighborhoods or businessmen with particular interests 

in the fo~tunes of the 8chools. 

Summary :t.op;"istical data on the field-work phase are as folloNs: 

Time span -- March 12 - JUlie 30, 1970. 

Number of cities visited -- 19. 

Number of secondary schools visited -- 27. 

ApF,roximate number of students in these 27 schools -- 60:.000. 

Field research staff -- 5 plus two occasional consultants. 

The ruv s ... te-visit reports indicate that the Istaff discussed disruption 

ei ther alnne ::;r in small groups with the follOifing numbers of persons l'clated 

to the 2~( schools: 

95 adninj,strators. 

155 teachers. 

300 students. 

82 parents. 

55 community people. 

30 poli.:e. .. ".~ 

:~.":, 

40 school district officials.· 

32 "others". 
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The raw site-visit reports are not incluJed with this document because 

they contain a great deal of ini'ormation developed ai'tt:!r a clear commitment 

of anonymity to the informer on the part oi' the interviewer. On the other 

hand, in the pages which follow, we have folded in illustrations and examples 

from the 27 schcols to fur~her amplify the points we ~~e. 

Additional inputs into the research include notes and reports i'rom 

important conff~rences such as the gatherin3 of parents, students, teachers, 

. principals , and related peoplp. rom six Brooklyn, New York high SChOO]0, all 

. of which had 'oeen disrupted. That particular meeting, held on March 8 and 9, 

19'{O, was ,:~al1ed by the Brooklyn representative on the New Yo;:-k Board of 

Ed1~catio:u at a retreaJo in Tuxedo, New York. 

In addition to reading, site-visit interviews and ooservations, and 

conferences, tbe Policy Ir!stitute stat't' i'elt it wise to prov-l.de through 

'Hlrvey research a sYEt€':natic referent against which to consider, and by 

meens of which to enrich further, the raw data acquired on site-visits. 

With the assistance of the Institute for COlJll1lunity Psychology at Syracuse 

Uni vt::r3it~/, a questionnaire was sent to all public secondary schools in the 

Ur,ited States, that met the following criteria: first, the reported enroll

ment had to be 750 stUdents or more; and se~ond, the school's post office 

address, according to the National Associ£'.tion of Secondary School Pri:tcipals, 

. had to be a city or other les£-than-county political jurisdiction of at least 

50,000 persons. We are fl.ware ths.:~ there is a. certa.in frayen edge to til. list 

at' this kind. For eX8lllPle, a high school such as Park Rose just outsid~ 

Portland, Oregon, has a Portland label address ill the files of the NASSP. 
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We consider this a minor weakness. 2,000 questionnaires were sent cut, the 

vast majority to central city secbnGary schools, an unidenti~iable ~ev to 

Itsuburbantt schools, and nOlle to rural institutions. 

683 have been executed and returned in time ~or analysis and inclusion 

in this report. In view of the ~act that del~s over which the Policy Insti-

tute had no centrol precluded the mailing o~ the questionnaire until ~~er 

school was out in late June 1970, we consider 35% a respectable respondent rate 

under the circumstances. 

The que3tionnaire (seeappendi~~ E) contained 106 multiple-choice items 

and was designed to be accomplished 'by a principal in approximately 30 minutes'. 

As -the reaqer of appendix E can see ~ the survey generates factual in~ormation 

about disruptive events in hundreds of secondary sC"hools, a systematic Under-

6tandi~g of the kinds of strategies used to cope with those events, and n 

r&nge of principals' views on a series of propositions relating to secondary 

uchvol disruption. 

In making this report we are esp~cially indented to hundreds of American 

citizens, ins~de and outside of school buildings, who gave our staff unusual 

amounts of time and consideration. Most fully realized that disruption 

threatened the very education of the y01Jl1/?;, a phenomen0u which no viable 

society could withstand for long. They rose to that challenge and were candid, 

thoughtful, and constructive. We owe them much. 

Responsibility for all errors of fact and judgment are BSlsumed by the 

Policy Institute of the Syracuse University Research Corporation. 

Syracuse, New York 
August 1, 1970 
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PARr II 

mZE AND Ni\.TURE OF THE PROBLEM 

There have been three recent and useful studies of high school protest and 

disruption priOlo to the Sy'cacuse survey reported in more o.etail here in Part II. 

Comparisons among these 8J!d ours are rocky at best because all four used differ-

ent samples and different definitions. 

1. In ea:'ly 1969, the National Association of Secondary School Principals 

reported on their study of more than 1000 high schools. NASSP found that 59% 

of the high schools and 56% of the junior high schools had experienced some form 

of "protest". In def~ning protest, NASSP included almost any activity tha.t was 

"out of the ord.inary". Analyzing the academic year 1968-1969, this study reported 

that 10% of the p~i~cipals re~ol1ding to the survey had undergone race - related 

protests. 

2. A short time later, Dr. Alan F. Westic ~ .Tho is Director of the Center 

for Research and Education in American Liberties at Columbia University, reported 

that 348 high schools in 38 states had undergone some form of disruption between 

November 1968 and February 1969, and that an addi tiotial 239 schools hali suffered 

"k~rious" episodes. ~restin' s research was based on a systematic survey of Aroer-

iean nevlspapers. He found that by Hay 25, 1969 the total number proteBts stood 

at around 2000. 

3. The most comprehensive survey in the public domain was conducted by the 

House Sub commi ttee on General Education for the year 1968-1969. The Sub committee 

sent a questionnaire to all of the nati~n's 29,000 public, private, and parochial 

high schools, More than 50% of the schools responded. The Subcotmnittee's de.fin-

, 
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ition of protest 'Was more akin to the Syracuse survey a.s it actually listed partic-

ular disruptions such as strikes, boycotts, sit-ins, riots, and so on. 

As interpreted and summarized by the National 8chool Public Relations ABSOC-

iation in its newsletter dated March 2, 1970, the basic findings of the Subcommittee 

survey were as follows: 

A. Eighteen percent of the schools responding had experienced "serious pro-

tests". 

B. The major issues of protest were disciplinary rules, dress codes, school 

services ~d facilities, and curricuJ.um policy. 

a" The survey considered racial issues in a separate category and found that 

this was a f~ctor in more than 50% of the protests in schools wit~ more 

than 1000 students and in 30% of the smaller schools. Racial issues were 

involved in city school protests about four times as often as in sub-

urban or rural schools. 

D. Of all schools respondip.-6 ~ 20% had had II a significant increase in minority 

group enrollment in the past five years". Of this group, 22% had experi-

enced stUdent protests compared to only 16% of schools who had not had 

a slgnificant increase in minority gr':>up involvement. 

4. The Syracuse survey finds that 85% of the schools respcuding to its 

questionnaire in Jillle of 1970 had experienced some type of disruption (in the past 
\ 
j 
I three years) as defined in Tables I and II~ Table I also gives the percentage of 

responding schools which suffered each particuJ.ar type of disruption and whether I 
i 
! that r.articu~8.r disruption had a racial basis. °rable II ;.;111ch follows breaks down 
j 

1 
I 
~: 

the same information by regions of the United States. 

Appendix E presents the questionnaire and a large variety of int~resting con-

t .. t .,. 
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elusions from the SyracUse sur-V'ey. Significant among these are: 

A. The size of the student body is a more important varia'tle than the 

> :.'~>~ -::-,,,:~_::~~-:~>.~:;I~:;:;:~::~,~;~~~ 

j' 

size of the city in which a school is located. Larger schools have 

more problems. 

B. Disruption is positively related to integration. Schools which are 

almost all white or all black are less likely to be disrupted. This 

might suggest a policy of apartheid as a solution to disruption, but 

this option is unavailable. Among other drawbacks, it is un:-:onstitu-

tional. The Kerner Commission spoke of other drawbacks with consider-

able. vigor. In sum, a society polarized between white and black would 

be almost impossible to manage wi thout even raising the moral stature 

of the nation as a question. A segregated educational systenl would 

hardly train the young for an integrated future when they become adults. 

C. Integrated Gchools with higher percentages of black students are less 
.. 

likely to be disrupted if such schools also have high percentages of 

black staffs. Conversely. schools ~ith high percentages of blecks 

but with predominately white staffs are more likely to be disrupte~. 

D. Disruption and average daily attendance are directly related. Where 

average daily attendance is lower, disruption is higher and vice versa. 

E. Principals with the least experience in ~heir office: 

1. Report greater black enrollments. 

2. Endorse a more a:::tive response to disruption (in contrast to 

"riding it out"). 

3. Report a greater concern for positive preventive training programs. 

4. Aa'e more hesitant to project the blame for disruption on to external, 

non-school factors. 

'. 
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TABLE I· 

A Summary of Reported Disruption In The Pa£t Three Years 

In Tenns Of 

Percentage of Schools A:ffectec~ 

Occurred Occurred Occurred 
Did Not No Somewhat Substantial 
Occur Occurred Racial Basie Racial Basis Racial Basis 

Teacher boycott, 
·"alkout ~ or strike 77 22 21 1 0 

• Student boycott, 
walkout, or strike 66 33 13 9 II 

Arson r(8 21 16 3 2 

Property damage other 
than arson 43 ~6 47 6 3 

Rioting 88 li 2 3 6 

Stuaent-tea.cher 
physical confrontation 69 29 16 10 3 

Picketing or parading 74 25 15 4 6 

Presence on campus 
. of unruly, unauthorized, 

non-school person8 45 54 32 -14 8 

Abnormal unruliness 65 33 '3 14 6 

* Percentages in any given category, in this table and in all others, 'Will not 

necessarily sum to 100% because of occasional omissions of particular responsee 

by principals. 
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Region # 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

TABLE II 

u. S. Government Field Regions Used in 

the Syracuse Survey 

NEW ENGLAND 

Connecticut; 
Maine 
Massachusetts 
New Hampshire 
Rhode Island 
Vermont 

NEW YORT(-NEYl JERSEY 

New Jersey 
New York 

MID-ATLANTIC 

Delaware 
Kentucky 
Ml1:l.'yland 
North Carolina 
PennE'ylvania 
Virginia 
West Virginia 
D. ,C. 

SOUTH 

Alabama 
Florida. 
Georgia 
Mississippi 
South Carolina 
Tennessee 

MID-WEST 

Illinois 
, Indiana 

Michigan 
Minnesota 
Ohio 
Wisconsin 

Region 1/ 

6 

7 

8 

18 

SOUTHWEST 

Arkansas 
Louisiana 
New Mexico 
Oklahoma 
Texas 

MOUNTAIN ----
Colorado 
Idaho 
Iowa 
Kansas 
Missouri 
Montana. 
Nebraska 
North Ds:.l,kota 
South Dakota 
Utuh 
Wyoming 

WEST 

Alaska 
Arizona 
l'..1lifornia 
Hmraii 
Nevacla 
Oregon 
Washington 
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TABLE II (Cont.) 

A Summary of Reported Disruption in Terms of Percentage of Schools Affected by Region 

Region # 1 
Teacher boycott, 
walkout, or atrike 67 

Student boycott, 
walkout, or strike 50 

Arson 73 

Property damage 
(other than arson) 30 

Rioting 

Student-Teacher 
physical 
confrontation 

Picketi.ng or 
Parading 

Presence on campus 
of unruly, unautho-
rized, non-school 
persons 

87 

73 

53 

20 

Abnormal unruliness 63 

2 

?2 

47 

77 

~5 

81 

67 

56 

40 

63 

Did Not Occur 
3 4 5 6 7 8 

85 75 62 90 91 86 

65 71 60 86" 75 72 

83 811 67 91 91 73 

51 46 37 57 51 38 

85 92 84 97 91 87 

68 77 57 81 75 72 

'78 79 70 34 83 73 

50 47 42 52 43 49 

64 67 62 71 74 65 

Occurred 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

33 28 15 24 38 9 10 11 

50 53 34 2R 39 12 24 25 

27 23 17 11 31 7 10 23 

70 65 49 52 62 42 50 QO 

13 18 14 6 15 2 9 9 

27 32 32 22 42 18 24 24 

47 45 22 20 28 14 18 22 

81 60 50 51 56 46 57 48 

37 38 36 33 38 28 25 31 
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TABLE II (Cont.) 

A Summary of Reported Disruption in Terms of Percentage of Schools Affected by Region (continued) 

Region # 1 
'I'ea'cher 'boycot t , 
walkout, or strike 30 

Student boycott, 
walkout, or strike 33 

Arson 20 

Property damage 
(other than arson) 60 

Rioting 3 

Student-Teacher 
physical . 
confrontation 

Pic,keting or 
Parading 

Presence on campus 
of unruly, unautho-
rized, non-school 
persons 

20 

37 

57 

Abnormal unruliness 27 

Occurred: No Racial Basis 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

21 15 23 36 9 8 10 

21 17 13 11 5 4 9 

21 14 10 24 7 6 17 

56 42 45 49 38 42 52 

0 5 1 2 2 0 1 

16 18 11 23 9 9 15 

26 18 10 12 9 8 17 

35 29 26 29 36 32 33 

12 16 11 9 16 8 15 

Occurred: Somewhat P~cia1 Basis 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8' 

3 7 0 1 1 0 0 1 

7 16 9 7 11 2 9 7 

0 2 2 0 4 0 2 6 

0 9 5 6 7 2 8 5 

3 9 2 1 6 0 0 2 

7 14 12 9 13 5 11 6 

3 12 2 2 6 3 6 2 

17 16 12 16 16 7 17 10 

3 19 13 16 19 12 13 10 
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TABLE II (Cont.) 

~ Summarv of Reported Disruption in Terms of Percentage of Schools Affected by Region (conti.nued) 

Occurred: Substantial Racial Basis 
Region # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Teacher boycott, 
walkout, or strIke 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 

Student boycott, 
It' walkout, or strike 10 16 8 8 5 11 9 

Arson 7 0 1 1 3 0 2 0 

Property damage 
(other than arson) 10 0 ? 1 6 2 0 3 

Rioting 7 9 7 4 7 0 9 6 

Student-Teacher 
physical 
confrontation 0 2 2 2 6 3 4 3 

Picketing or 
'Parading 7 7 2 8 10 2 4 3 

Presence on campus 
. of unruly, unautho-
'rized, non-school 
persons 7 9 9 9 E 3 8 5 

Abnormal unruliness 7 -: 7 6 10 0 4 6 
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PART III 

CAUSES 

INTRODUCTION 

It is commonplace to point out that, as with other social institutions, 

no sch·,ol is an island unto itself. It is a place on a continuum cha.::-a.cter-

ized by very complicated social chemistry. And, a public secondary school 

has two other features of enormous significance. First, most of its students 

are required to be there, and second, they are adolescents. 

It is ~ of course, absurd to It.y all the blame for disruption on the 

schools. Everyone knows that they import massive doses of social and educa-

tional difficulty everyday- they are open. It is equally absurd to say, in 

the words of a few very defensive schoolmen, that a school is "merely a recep-

tacl{;; ..LO • .<" ... ,- .... , "''''l'; it does not create and cannot be responsible for. II With 

these two untenable positions in ~ _~~. ~e have divided this section on causes 

of disruption into two parts -- Societal Causes au~ ~ ~~hool Causes. Actually, 

these terms are inadequate shorthand for the con:.i:".luum along which \.-~-"'ution 

occurs, and for the informal feedbacks and reinforcements that relate events 

in the larger society to the school -- and vice versa. 

A. SOCIETAL CAUSES; 

1. Violence in America 

Today's high school student lives in a violent time. Every day, physical 

confrontations betv .... een and among humans in America are in the news. Urban riots 

have be~oroe almost commonplace since the first serious eruption in Watts in the 

summer of 1965. Legiti~~te violence in the form of an ugly little guerrilla 

war in Southeast Asia is part of the daily media diet of high schc·)l students. 
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In the Fall of: 1?69, the National C<?mrnission on the Causes and Prevention 

of Violence delivered a gh~stly prediction for American central cities in which 

the secondary schools expmtJ.ed in -this study exist. The Commission warned that 

center cities would be almost ghost towns after dark except for high-powered 

and ubiquitous police surveillance. The Commission predicted a fortress 

mentality and climate in which, during the day, millions of adolescents would 

be c-:oing to school. 

While there has be3n a long history of violence in this country, and while 

experts continually point out thpt it is a significant part of our national 

culture, there is a very special cha'l'acter i..') American violence after World 

War II. The medium of TV has brought that violence, wherever it has occurred, 

into almost every dwelling place in the nation. If there is a high school riot 

in Brooklyn, and there have been significant disturbances there, students in 

Seattle or Atlanta are likely to ¥atch a portion of it on their o~~ TV. The 

incidence of violence in America is one thing; the very pungent portrayal o~ 

it on TV is another. In terF~ of behavioral stimuli, the addition of the two 

is not arithmetic, it may be geometric. 

Moreover, nobody in America kno-l'lS violence more directly than the urban 

pv~ blL.!k or white. For it is in the center cities where the incider. ''!e of 

physical crim~ .' ;~est. In addition, there is an ominous social statistic 

to add to the gloom. Poor urban youth, age 15 to 24, are the most crime-prone 

segment of the American population, and they will increase disproportionately 

at least until 1975.* 

'* As rep0rted in TIME magazine, July 13, 1970, p. 34, in a carei'ul article on 
American police probl~ms. 
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2. The Success of Civil Rights Protests in the 1960's 

There are two crucial features about the civil rights movement since the 

Reverend Martin Luther King first organized the bus boycott in Montgomery, 

Alabama. From that moment in the late 50's, and ou through the first half of 

the next decade, Americans were demonstrating against laws and practices which 

were on the books. And h, the North, these protests and demonstrations, often 

leading to violence, were avTarded great legitimacy by many of the most moru~].y 

perceptive in the citizenry at large. It was a case, thus, of morally legiti-

mate, direct opposition to established authority. Few urban high school students, 

studying those events or watching them portrCo/ed on TV tapes, "muld miss the 

point. Many of them told us on our school visits that when the rules w~re 

IIwrong," they had a "right ll to get them changed -- and by almost any means. 

The significant second feature of the civil rights movement is that it 

worked. The whole legal underpinning of authoritative discrimination was 

wiped out. This fact has not escaped American adolescents either. 

3. Visibility and Apparent Success of College Protests 

No one should underestimate the ripple effect on high schools of repeated 

college and uni v~rsi ty disruption starting at Berkeley in the midcll.e of the 

last decade. Those protests have been noisy, articulate, often violent, and, 

again, much publicized. While the affinity of high school and college students i 

i 
is a debatable subject, both are students; bo..(.~ are in educational il1sti tutions; I 

I 
r 

both have teachers, counselors, coaches, and so on. During the April 1970 dis-

orders at Berkeley, many of the non-university students involved turned out to 

be high school students. 

A direct example of this "ripple ll factor occurred in Syracuse, New York 

after the Cambodian decision and the killings at Kent and Jackson State. 
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Syracuse University was effectively shut do~ for a period of deys~ all of ! 

its entrances barricaded by great piles of junk and debris, and classes in 

effect cancelled. The turmoil around the University received loud local pub-

licity. During the ensuing week~ numerous disrupting disturbances broke out 

in three high schools, including walkouts and, in one case~ severe racial con-

flict. We cannot prove the direct causal relationship between these events, 

but the relationship does seem plausible to the point of virtual cel'titude. 

We do have copies of inflamatory fl~.rers that were common in the high schools 

during the week of troubles; and we do know that they were delivered there by 

university stuuents, although, of course, the causes of the disruptio~ were 

much more complicated. 

H:re again, as with the civil rights movement, these college protests 

have, at least in the short-range, seemed largely successful. Partly as a 

result of the protests, very significant changes in authority relationships 

in higher education are occurring. Once again, the message to the adolescent 

is that disruption works. 

4. The Expression,.f' Bthnic/Racial Pride 

Historically. the public schools have had the very special function of 

certifyil.g for the young what is "right," what is customary, what is legitimate, 

whp.t is expected, what is laudable, and what is "wrongH in the American society. 

Analysis of the political history of the public schools indicates that they have 

been essentially a middle class instrument. In this centUTJ', they separated 

themselves from general local government and, in effect, established a discrete 

government with all the trappings of legislatures (school boards) and separate 

revenue'systems. With the help of these protective instruments, the schools 
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hav.e been the ~at middle class device to "Americanize others." Anyone 

no\.{ examining the urban public high school is quickly avTare that this his-

toric function is no longer viable. 

Since the 1950's, tr~re has been a lo~d and pungent expression of racial 

and ethnic pride particularly among three of America's most oppressed minori-

ties -- the blacks ~ the Chicanos, and the American Indian. (One big city 

police chief told us that "the Chicanos are the militants; the decent ones 

like to be called Mexican-Americans. ") When this long delayed eruption of 

pride hit the adolescent world, it came as not surprising that the reaction 

included great concerns for style, looks, language, &pd the tense relationships 

among people. The schools, as certifiers of what is right and wrong in such 

matters, are now on treacherous ground. These ethnic and racial groups, sharply 

encouraged by political end other victories, will simply not be instructed by 

administrative fiat any longer. It is our pleasure to report that among the 

27 schools examined, there was very little "fiat" remaining. The ground is 

especially treacherous beca,use the public schools must be responsible directly 

and freQuently to local voters for authority and money, knowing that among 

those voters are large numbers of people who feel threatened by the current 

expressions o~ racial and ethnic pride. 

Nor will this school problem abate. As the open American society opens 

further, both vertically and in its tolerance for differing standards and 

mores, then the level and complexity of the demands made on public high schools 

will contin~c to rise sharply. 

5. Participatory Democracy 

Since the pas~age of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 which set up the 

"War on Poverty," there has been an increasing and unprecedented effort on the 
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part of low-income groups to participate meaningfully in the formation of 

American public policy. The mandate in that act, "maximum feasible participa-

tion," may have produced a variety of problems, but to the poor that mandate 

was clear. Allover the country, neighborhood centers and programs emerged 

governed in large part by local residents many of whom were the recipients 

of the public services under consideration. In many cities, the logical 

extension of "maximum feasible participation" has been the formal decentrali-

zation of public programs in both legal and administrative terms. The rhetoric 

surrounding the notion of client participation has been heady indeed. And it 

has not esce~ed urban high school students. 

As expected, students demand to participate meaningfully in policy forma-

tien on matters such as student government, social affairs, school rules on 

clothing and hair styles, school political organizations and activity, atten-

dance, smoking, mOVE';lIlent through buildings, and so on. More and more, they 

are picking up the cry of a lack of curricular "relevance) 11 and they wish to 

be included on bodies which decide the course of study. 

It seems clear to us that the social forces set in motion by the war on 

poverty (and its successor programs such as model cities) will not abate in 

the foreseeable future. And~ as most of the high schools we visited are 

. heavily enrolled rti th low-income youngsters, we would expp.ct students to bring 
I 

to school the signals they are hearing in their low income neighborhoods -- that 

of meaningful involvement in decisions about who does what to whom and '~fith whom. 

In taking this view, we have no illusions about the inherent complexities 

of participatory democracy. Among things learned by the poverty warriors in 

the late 1960's was that maximl~ participation costs enormous amounts of time 

taken up by enormous amounts of talk. Moreover, misunderstandings, large and 
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smaJ..l, are easy to trigger; the various motives of the various participants 

are frequently assaulted, and impatience runs high. In the sehools, portici-

pating students are the most transient element in such a system, and school 

officials inevitably get the feeling that they must re-iL.lcnt the participa-

tion 1-Theel every time ,another class comes along. 

On the other hand, it is almost a truism to point out that when people 

being regulated have a real sey in regulations, they are much more likely to 

adhere to them. But even more j 'Portant values ensue. Students quiduy learn 

that the management of a public institution such as school is a complicated 

'affair largely because of the variety of legitimate pressures leaning on such 

institutions. There reaJ~y are taxpayers, and they really must have a certain 

bf::.sic respect for the institutions they are supporting. And we beJieve from 

our visits that students soon find there is no such thing as "the students' 

point of view." We had significant numbers of low-income youngsters, both 

black and white, who told us in no uncertain terms that "there is not enough 

discipline around here." 

6. Slum Life Styles 

Many social observers have pointed to the special characteristics of the 

urban sllilll, which sends so many students to tu.e schools included in this study. 

-Most commonly emphasized are features such as a general, noisy disorderliness; 

a threatening lack of sustaining security in the face of hand-to-mouth economics; 

and, in the case of black ghet.toes or Mexican barrios, tbe distressing feeling 

of being closed in by a powerful white establishment. When Richardson Dilworth, 

now chairman of the Philadelphia school board, was mayor of that city, he re-

ferred to the "white noose tied around Philarlelphia by its stfuurbs." New census 

.evidence indicates that "the white noose" is neither as tight. nor as., long~la.sting 
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as Dilworth feQired. Buttn the short-run it is a reality for Il18.llY of the 

lowest income slum dYellers. 

Administrators ~ teachers, parents, community o~ganizers, and students 

aU agree that the establishe::' white society has simply failed to com:;;>rcl1end 

the depth of ghetto -;~ualor and filth that surrounds many of these yC'ung people. 

In several of the cities we visited, such neigr~orhoods often defy description. 

Broken glass and other debris is everywhere; predators in the form of drunks, 

junkies, fciries) and pimps abound amidst many f'3.therless children, surly .. 
fourteen year olds, and the vacant, tired s-tares of old men ana. old wc;.men who 

hEl:ve long since given 'U.p the :fight for simple decE:ncy against these monstrous 

odds. To expect young peo:ple surrounded by such squalor to come to school 

everyday and to perform more or less like their middle class compatriots is 

Slll})1;! absurd. One conselor told us the sad little tale about her 5i tting in 

her office one morning trying to console a student wno had been badly frightened 

by an assault by his father on his mother with a lrnife just before he left for 

school. He sat in her office with his "stingybrimmed" hat on and this attracted 

the ~ttention of an administrator whc abruptly interrupted the conversation, 

complaining loudly about the la..:!k of courtesy shown by the presence of the hat 

"whlle talking to 9. lady. " Tnat same counselor sighed defef.i.tedly. 

Slwn squalor produces a deep and abidin~': desire to extricate one's self 

and, in the words of many black students, Itget some of the bread those white 

ca~',s have. " Thus ~le found the historic feeling, so often expressed by tile 

earlier knerican underdogs) that school ",'as the way out; that in ef: ~ct the 

school was the great equalizer. Whether in fact it is poses a most puzzling and 

im~ortant question :- a qu~stion that is rather vaguely but increasingly under-

stood by many of these center city students. rllien the schools fail to~meet the 
~ ~ .. 
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eXJ:lectations 0'£ the upwardly mobile, h. simply does not do to try to explain 

the '£ailure on the basis 0'£ complic~ted and subtle relationships betwe~n a 

center-city public school and its wider and more powerfUl constituencies such 

as labor unions, mercantU e organi zations, church groups, and taxpayer's 

organiz'ations . 

vle suspect from our visits that the most dif'£icult edu.cational message 

being attempted by these schools ~.l3 to convince low-income youngsters that 

impulsive and spontaneous behavior, wl:ile often '£un, is not the route to 

riches in this societ~r as i';; is now organized. Educato:rs and others talk 

about "gra.tification postponement." We merely observe how hard it is to sell 

a concept such as that to youngsters 1'rom '£amilies who hA.ve o.J.ly a fingernail 

hold on the world in which they live. 

7. Black Revenge 

It may be an vnpleasant subject) but no honest observers 0'£ the urban 

hi';h school scene could by-pass th~ p.."1enomenon 0'£ Blac..lc revenge. We found it 
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sad b'14t psychclogically understandable when numbers 0'£ Black high school l3tudent~;:i 
(! 

told us one W8¥ or another t:'\at "it's Whitey's turn to take some heat. It We :;r 
~'.; 
'~ 

note that most Urban black young people are fully aware 0'£ the long :lnd ugly 

cent-xries of disgrace in which they and their kind were oppressedplrrelyon r: 
>i~ 

the basis of color. It woulCi. be pompous to suggest that white obserVers can 

fully comprehend the depth of this attenuated hurt. We found. t.!l2.t much of the 

physical fighting~ the extortion, the bullying in and around schools had a cleari; 

" 
lacial basis. This was particularly apparent where the student mix was predomini1: 

at ely but not wholly Black. 
~1: 

White studer.ts are hesi taut to express their fears ;\;' 

on this subject, but those fea.r.s are very real B..'1d run very deep. Some were 

finally willing to tell us that they t:r-aveled only in lar.ge white groups, 
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studiously avoiding physical proximity to black groups, and "getting the 

hell out of there as fast as we can. II 

Websters Collegia~e Dictionary defines revenge as "an opportunity for 

getting satisf'acT.ion or retrieving one's self." The long anti unpleasant 

history of black-white relations in this country and elsewhere should make 

the meaning of' that ::'efini tion obvious. Ano.:i t is the urban pubJ..ic high 

school that has to deal with the problem in terms of' its most egoistic 

manifestations. 

8. Racism - Black and White 

The basic conclusions in th~ nuw fa~ous Kerner Commission Report were 

two: 

1=.'.,nJ the American nation is steadily building two separate societies, 

one black and OI!e white~ and\ see..c\A"..l, the fundamental cause for this 

polarization is white racism. No document such as this report on school. 

disruptil..il need spend much time d.escribing that racism. It is. deep, ab~ding3 

and. pervasive. The signals, some 'unpercei ved SOl:".e almost imperceptible to 

whites, are clear, constant, and continually disco~aging to black Americans. 

Whether it is that endless, daily series of little glances, snubs, and petty 

0 ... ~A-~ 

insU: ts that say to the non-white in America "you are second; in f'act. you 

are not really here; II or whether ra.cism comes in the form of an outright 

assaul t on a tiny ha.TJ.dful of bussed·-in black students (which had occurred at 

one school we studied); the long history of social and economic inferiority 

for blacks in America cc.'.'"ltinues to tf~ke its heavy toll. 

HOliever, in our opinion, much that happens by word or deed in the ' 

high schooh. is often called ~'acist when it really is not. Jften decisions 

t-.. _____ _ 
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are made in counselor~ offices 3 on athletic fields, or in connection with 

other extra-curricular activities that s'eem to minority students to be 

racially based. There is no doubt a.t all that man:,- are so based., but it is 

also true that many simply are not. Such decisions are inevitable in a high 

school setting, and when their effects are badly complicated by charges of 

racism where there is no basis for ~t, the rtmning level of unrest is merely 

aggravated. Sometimes, of COl~se, purely racist practices are expressions 

of deep and tragic cultural trf.ditions. For example, in one southern city ., 
we visited we were told that while white teachers, in a new~y integrated 

school, could feel free to punish both black and white students, bla.ck 

teachers are advised to leave the punishment of '\oThi te st .,mts up to white 

t!:: .3.chers "until our desegregation efforts stabilize. II 

On the other side, there is a distU2'bing black ~acism which announces, 

flat out,that white society in America is irredeemably racist, irreparably 

.:.- , 
racist, and that only some kind of apocalyptic explosion of black rage against 

historic oppression could bring that racist white society to its knees: We 

talked to ~ome very tough, articulate black students in every part of the 

""'.:ntry except the South who eJl..-pressed this position firmly. Needless t,~ say~ 

schoolmen fa~ed with any significant number of students·holdi~ this view have 

their daily work cut out for them. 

9. The Televisioc Generation 

It is safe to say tha~ this generatiun of Americans is the first genera-

tion anywhere in history to receive graphic portrayals of almost every feature 

of.the society in which they live. One hundred million television sets tell n 

drum fire story everyday and night of what is deemed neusworthy almost anywhere 
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in the country. There are many unique features of the television generatIon, 

but only two need be pointed out in this coutext. First, a whole society is 
" '\ " .. 

almost forced to see daily the grotesqueness of its blemishes, and there are f ' 
I 

social psychologists l<Tho are seriously asking -whet.her any society can stand 

that. For ·che adoles cent young ~ there is no innol~ence. The discrepancy betwel~n 

the nation's claims and its actual practices is starkly pictured. The results, 

as so mi:3.ny have pointed out, is the. assault by the young on the hypocrisy "of 

/ 
';'1 those over 30." The mistrust runs deep. At one meeting with New York City 
I~{ 

\. high school students, where the young people were promised the protection of 

anonynri. ty, not a single student would discuss disruption until a t.ape ref~order 

had not only been shut off but p[~sically removed from the room. 

Second, education is suddenly a much bigger word than it us~d to be. Only 
. 

a fraction of it goes on inside school buildings. One salutary effect has been J 

a sharp widening of subjects to be considered. Fer instance, no longer can an 

instructor either ignore or misrepresent racial conflict in tbe South when most 

of his students have just watched a force of Alabama police on horseback run 

down a long line of black women at a bridge in Selma. Nor can a war in Indo-

china be described in any other way than honestly when students, like others, 

get a heavy daily dose of moving pictl1res from that unhappy land. 

As suggested earlier, graphic and incessant TV publicity of disruptions 
.,. 

in the whole society creates a climate which, in our opir1ion, ma."l\.es disruptions 

in a high school much more likely. 

10. IISituation Ethics" and the New Permissiveness 

It is almost trite to point to the relaxation of old restrictions and~ .... ' 

taboos in this country since World "Tar II, as, for example, in matters of sex 

and its portrayal, or in the field of drugs and their 1ride-spread use in spite 
, "'~ "'. 
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of laws. Tbese in fact IDEY' be "for instances II of a more general observa-

tion th&t authority sYstems are on public tr,ial almost everywhere in the 

vorld. The effect on the adolescent young has been obvious. Schools are 

natural arenas for cl::.3hes between diverging old and new cultures. Dress 

and grooming codes, censureship of' stUdent nevTspapers, symbols such as the 

"black liberation f'lag ll or the clenched fist, all these become matters of 

tensE;! and difficult negotiations. It is doubtful that urban public schools 

can any longer say "no" to a Leroy Jones poem in class when that same poem 

ap}~ared in Lif/:! magazine the week before. Schoolmen will fino. it ever more 

difficult to rest=ict some of' the art work being done in cless by young people 
~ 

who can see s. i"ar more candid X-rateCL movie anytime at a local drive-in. 

The schools, of course, are caught in the middle of this generational 

crunch. Host of the teachers and administrators we taJked to would have to 

be classified as generally sympathetic to students in such matters. But, 

here again~ the public e6.ucation system has other constituents who are not 

sympathetic and do not intend to be. Quarrels about the new permissiveness-

can and have triggerert serious dis~uption. At one. school, the black students 

wished to put seme v~rf testy, anti-white lines in a black play being per~Jrmed 

in the school auditorium. The administrators exacted a promise from them that 

several part~~ularly heady lines would be omitted. wnen the play Ws.s performed, 

the lines "ere nevertheless used and a serious disturbance betweell whites and 

blacks ensued. 

"Situation Ethics" is not e. phrase used by high school students so far as 

we know. But when they say, as they do. that in effect, you might as well live 

it up because It you might get your head busted by the pigs tomorrowH or "you 

might get dTafted the minute you walk out the door," they are describing a 

I 
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philosophy of' temporary and short-range ethics. The more poll tica..lly 

oriE:ilted students can tell you that ther-e are no longer any rights and wrongs, 

only what is right f'or the particular moment at hand. 

"Ma;y you live in interesting tiIl'es r: goes an ancient Chinese curse. 

B. IN -SCHOOL CAl T:iES: 

Introduction 

As we have suggested earlier, the causes of' high school disruption 

run on a circular continuum f'rom the wider society, on throt~ the schools, and 

back to the wider society. Th~re is no sensible way to cJearly dif'ferentiate 

among these causes. Like the strands in a l1l!3Xble cae., they run so c2.()sely 

togetlH:t' and take such unexpected turns and twists, that discrete categ.oriza- [' 

tion is impossible. For a simple example, a running q~arrel between two youth 

gangs from diff'erent housing projects 7I'.E;f produce a slerious fight at the school 

which they both attend. In no real sense is this t.he school's "fault" even 

though it is the location of the fracas and indeed may get publicity that it is 

a Iltrouble" school where severe fighting of'ten takes place. 

Nevertheless thpre are some in-school causes of' disruption tn the sense 

that certain school practices can foment dissatisf'action and trigger serious 

interruption of' the educational process. Even more important) these -ir-schooJ. 

problems are inevitably mixed with the vider societal r:auses and are interpreted 

and perceived by students as part of' that wider mix. It is this chemistry that 

makes these dif'f'iculties 90 pungent. In short~ in the words of one rather ~cpic 

schoolman, "If we could just run ~ ~ school, it ",auld be peaceful." Said 

whimsically, it is a pleas'ant remark. Said seriously, it is foolish M.d dangerous. 
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1. Student Involvement in Policy 

There is healthy debate in every school we visited as to the rela-

tive weight to give student views in matters o~ school practices and policies. 

We met no admiristrators who ~elt that stUdents shoU}.d not be involved. Natur-

ally, there is considerable and honest difference o~ opinion concerning both 

the extent o~ lnvol vement and the types o~ practices where students should 

have more influence than in others. Two areas o~ concern popped up ~requently, 

anti a third is beginning to loom on the horizon. First, social codes, includ-

ing dress and grooming regulations and poljcies governing extracurricular 

activities are of great concern to stUdents. When students ~eel that prescrip-

tions on these matters are made by adults only, they show considerable unrest. 

Second, limits and restrictIons governing who can and who cannot participate 

in athletics and cheerleading are important. Students we talked to are gener-

ally opposed to grade requirements, attendance and tardiness limits, or other 

wa;ys to circumscTibe such participation. (Sometimes a.11 apparently small matter 

can cause serious irritation. SOIDe high schools still require a student to 

pay his $1.00 or $2.00 dues to the stUdent government as a condition of voting 

for representa~ion on that government.) Serious unrest has occurred in inte-

grated schools when restrictions cause tre student government, football team" 

or cheerleader squad to ~e essentially white and clearly dif>proportionate to 

the racial makeup of the student body. 

\ole b')lieve that the motives of schoolmen in impOSing grades and similar 

restrictions related to extracurricular acti vi ties, at least 1.n the North, 

are purely educational. Such restrictions are an old and accepted practice, 

even in colleges and universities. But they are now frequently interpreted 

as racist practices by non-white students, and are probaQl~ no Ibnger worth 
... " -;: 

the effort. 
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Curriculum planning is rapidly becoming a third major issue. It is' 

undoubtedly a much more complicated problem. vIe found much anibiguity in 

the prescriptions issued by students~ parents, staff, and teachers. On the 

one hand~ students seem to demand representation on curriculum bodies so as 

to secure a "current curriculum" which will convey high school graduates to 

a good p~ing job the day after commencement exercises. On the other hend, 

there is a somewhat more ambiguou..c; demand for preparation "which keeps the 

options open after graduation" -- for college, for specific technical careers~ 

£!:. for a good-paying job the day after commencement. H::'gb school curriculum 

bodies, of course, wrestle with these difficulties constantly. Whether such 

bodies should include voting students, the most transient constituency of a 

school, raises complicated and complicating issues. What we do know is that 

over tte next few years, there will be increasing demands for such representa-

tion. Ii' ignored, such demands can lead to further unrest. 

2. Facilities 

For persons not aecustomed to visiting large urban public high schools, 

the experience can be a bit startling. Bells ringing, buzzers sounding, public 

address systems m':l.king all those announcements, thousands of noisy, energetic 

adolescents pushing and shoving their way through crowded halls SJ:l.d stairways, -, ' 

locker doors banging, books or other things being dropped, &~~ so on -- all 

'i .. hese and many more give an impression of unmanageable social interaction in 

.. ;hich ed.ucatio)' is effectj.vely p:reclud.ed. At the same time, after visiting 

enough institutions around the country one can feel a clear difference between 

a school ;",hich is essentially a happy one and a school which is not. The 
-, 

differences show up in the ton~ of the noise, not necessarily its level, and .-
. 
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especially in the kinds of brief human contacts among adult staff, hall guards 

or whatever, and students moving hurriedly to their next assignment. The 

smiling level is important. The kinds of Jocular interplay are probably more 

important. In the most interesting schools we visited, there was a subtle 

mixture of obvious respect and obvious friendliness which seemed ever present 

and, signi~icantly, which ran both ways. 

Some of these schools were clearly overcrowded physical~y. It is Just 

plain tiring to go to classes which are clearly too large, assemblies which 

are merely bubbly mass meetings, bathrooms where the lines are obviously too 

long, and to fumble arour i in front of a locker shared by one nr two others 

on the main floor 01- a building which was clearly not designed to accommodate 

such furniture. We were often told that urban people are wholly accustomed 

to this kind of melee. Whetller they are or are not 3 many of them will tell 

you that -~ey do not like such a ruess. Whether school officials by them-

selves can do anything about thi8 is doubtful. New physical facilities, 

clearly needed, are very expensive ard attract th~ immeQiate attention of 

taxpeyers. We merely note that oV'::Y'crowding, its attendant noise ar.d fatigue, 

provides e. ripe climate for disruption. 

3. Restrictions on Behavior 

We have referred earlier to efforts by schools to limit "deviant" cloth-

ing and hair styles. This remains a constant bone of contention betwaen 

stUdents and staff. When it takes on racial or ethnic features, the conten-

tion becomes far more serious. We suspect that everyone would agree that 

c nakedness at school is prohibited because, by itself, it disrupts education. 
,.,. ., ....... # ;00._ .... " 

On the other hand, -restri ctions against bell-bottom pants, long hair, I1Afro' s , " 

... 
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and beads are probably useless and offensive. 

But, other restrictions can become even more sticky. One principal told 

us that a black group in his school 'ltTished to have exclusive use of a particu-

lar sector of ~he cafeteria, remove the American flag from that area, and 

substitute the .31ack Liberation flag. It is difficult to see how permission 

for this behe.vior could be given but it was. The results were wholly predict-

able. Parent groups, many teachers, and schOOl-system officials soon were 

outraged. The compromise was both flags at equal height in an unofficially 

• designated, but black area of the cafeteria. 

Restrictions on smoking continue to annO".{ students who smoke. "Hall 

passes" irritate students. Rules sucb as automatic expulsion from a class 

after a maximum nu.n;ber of absences have produced serious quarrels. Censor-

shtp of student newspapers, ~nether subtle or very direct, has produced a 

proliferation of underground newspapers now cozmon to the American public high 

school _ 

Honest people of good will can argue the relative me~its of restrictions 

on behavior and differ 'Tidely. Here again, we merely point out that these 

limits on adolescent life leave a running level of dispute among the many 

publi~s of a school. 

4. Cross-cultural Clashes 

One cannot visit urban hig.'l schoo's and not be directly aware of the 

clashes produced by mixi.ng large numbers of young people and adults who 

•. come from Vf::ry d:i.fferent neighborhoods, very different racial and ethnic 

strands) and very different age brackets. For example, we were impressed 

vith the serious lack of communication often occurring-when older tJ$a:Gbers 
." ;1'" 
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st~ on in a school that has become very different in its ethnic and income 

characteristics. Such teachers are oft.en called "racists" or "moralists" or 

vorse. The basic problem, however, may simply be the very difficult adjust-

ments such teachers and staff have to make to a rapldJ.y changing social 

chemistry in their schools and classrooms. Many of these teachers are 

clearly "old pro' st. in their own right. but they no longer lib e long , II that is, 

they are simply inappropriate for the kinds of demanding tasks that new con-

"stituenci's and new expectations hav:e produced. 

Of cou=se, age is not the or.ly problem. Well-meaning schoolmen will 

frequently celebrate the birthday of a famo· ... s Spanish conquistador l but 

when a small militant group of Chicanos would also like to honor Z~psta. 

there is only silence from the front office. Or (no analogy intended) when 

special ceremonies are held to honor a Booke~ T. Washington or a Martin Luther 

King, disruptions can occur not because black students dishonor these men, 

but because their request similarly to honor Malcolm X was ignored. 

It is our considered judgment that disrk~tions caused by these kinds of , 
me~""e.) 

issues ·..rill occur most frequently in moderate-/illiddle class schools into which 

are bussed significant numbers of l~w-income students, and not in either the 

predominantly- or all-white or all-black school settings. By way of illustra-
, .... ~ 

'tion, in the southern schools visited there was little evidence of serious 

,disruption based on racial conflict. We believe this will change as southern 

schools become more and mere integrated. Dissatisfactions already man.ifest 

in northern integrated schools will arise in the South and will provide ready 

ingredients for disturbance. There is already evidence of this in recent 
a, 
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newspaper accounts of testimony berore Senator Walter' Mondale's co~t~ee 

by black students in newly integrated southern schools. 

5. Classi:fication of Stuc.ents and Career COl.:nsel:.ng 

One of the most difficult things that educators do is to engage in the 

career-sorting process. The way the process is carried out, and the well-

:mown limits on educational knowledge abollt the process) create considerable 

unrest in the big city high school. He~e, t00, there is much ambiguity in 

the minds and feelings of staff) students, parents) and cOlI!l"lUni ty organiza-

'1;ions. Many students and parents feel that almost irrevocable and obviously 

crucial decisions are made as early as the ninth grade. This is the level at 

which curricular tracks and programs are frequently establishec.. CC'unselors 

are clearly aware of the national controversy swirling around the whole qu~s-

tion of tt!sts and their meaning for central city students. Counselors nre 

alfJO aware of the logistic needs of the school .~- filling up its program 

quotas and class levels, for example. 

In any case, with hundreds of students to consult, these responsible 

for the tracking and career counseling system seem impersonal, mechanical, 

and once more Iinot caring" or worse -- that is, inlluenced by racial and class 

prejudice. The style of career coun~~ling is an increasingly serious in-school 

cause of deep frustration and unrest. 

6. The Increasing Politicalization of Schools 
, . 

It would come as no su..r:prise to any big city principal to be told that 

I 

f~lluge.'bac~log~ of emotional freight produced by some very rOUb'l social con·· 

~f1icts in our time is being dumped on !if'S senool. Black students coming to 

SchOol with the heady message of black power or white students coming tp> 
... :~, 
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school with a "NEVER" Dutton would only be two symbols of the inexorable 

process by which the public schools are being sucked into the important 
\ 

social quarrels of the day. The inter-generational gap, referred to earlier, 

adds fuel to this fire as well. The impatience level among adolescents runs 

high. As is the case in many universities, students want the school to be 

a stronger social force for goals they consider correct and necessary. 

Students, naturally, are politicized by the media, by local community leader-

ship, and indeed by the more political teachers at the school. 

If politic~zed students are deeply dissatisfied and urgin~ action, they 

will probably create some kind of scene right at the school for the very 

simple reason that that is where' they are. It is commonplace to note that 

adolescents have very little leverage on the wider society's politics" so 

they strike where they are and where they do have leverage. The management 

of these very important social conflicts within a school is prObably the 

toughest problem administrators have. Simplistic notions that trouble is 

caused by "outside agitators" will ::.irq~ly not produce constructive solutions. 

Among Webster's definition of "agitate" are the following phrases, "to give 

motion to." "to discuss excitedly anG. ~arnestly", and lito attempt to arouse 

public feeling ll
• In these senses, some of tlle bent high school students in 

Ame: ica are agitators, and a healthy secondary school is proud of them. The 

best teachers and staff people we observed deftly wove these deeply felt pr0b-

lems into academic courses ",here appropriate, thus channeling emotions into 

behavioral insight;] and analyses. The worst staffs would either ignore or 

gloss over these matters, much to the peril of the school, and certainly to the 

detriment 01' the edllcation of its students. To do the former. i~~aQmi tte,dly 

not easy; to do the latter, in our time, is foolish • 
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PART IV 

STRATEGIES FOR RESPONSE 

If' the causes of disruption in urban high schools are complex, so are 

the cures. Our investigations have led us to the conclusion that, short of 

a total moral conversion, the American society will continue to bLhave in 

such a way as to insure some degree of pathological unrest in our urban high 

schools for some time to come. 

~~e real question is not whether some magic structural or administra-

tion::-.l formulae exist to induce behavioral trsPQuili ty. The real q1lestions 

are whether there are proven tactical expedients that s,~em to soften the most 

disruptive manifestations of unrest, and whether there are 10nger-r~Dge 

IIcoolingll strategems that give promise of getting at some of the basic causes 

of present troubles? And, are there current school practices that tend to 

make matters worse? 

From our own intervie"::; 8J.ld questionnaires, and from the perceptive 

insights of other investigators and reporters, we have abstr;:,~ted information 

and judgments that hopefully are illuminating and helpful. 

A. CONTROL DEVICES 

The most traditional ways of de aline with school disruption are uirectly 

punitive: e.g. suspension; expulsion; poli~e arrest; in-school detention; 

direct (and occasionally brutal) referral to parental discipline. 

The reasons why many school authorities continue to turn too often to 

such practices have roots deep in the bogs"of pa~t educati'onal haifit·s. = -' '::"_.-
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In t~e present school ~etting, except in the case of the most calamitous 

emergencies, adoption of unimaginative and-traditional control devices see~q 

tr) produce pc:rverse 8.l'ld contraproductive results. Tensions and violence tend 

to be increased rather than reduced; basic constitutional rights, involving 

both subs+.antive and procedural "due process," tend to be violated -- thereby 

! increasing the feeling of all too many young people that they are victims of 

/1 
I 

authoritarian whim, not subjects of the equitable law that in civics classes 

they are asked to reverence. 

" We find it encouraging thr.t imaginative variations on the traditional 

theme of "control devices ll exists, and, in a number of contexts, seem to pro-

duce felid.tous results. 

Take. for example, the use of uniformed police. Six percent of our respond-

ing principals indicated that they have uniformed police in their school build-
~ 

ings regularly. Sixty-six percent have police "on call". Only 28 percent 

"never'! have police in their school buildings. 

But an impressiYe !lalf of the princ:lpals agreed .rith the statement that 

I'the :mere presence of uniformed police inside a school building is often a cause 

rather than a deterrent of school disruption. 11 Because of this widespread recog-

nit ton of the often perverse consequences of having the community's major agents 

of law and order inside school bu.i.lcungs, many adlninistrators have experiment~d 

with novel ways of enhancing the recurity of persons and property. 

For example, at Kettering Senior High School in Detroit, one of the newer 

schools in the city end one characterized by sprawling one-story Hcampus" design 

i. and by a great deal of pride in its mauy successes, there are IIDetroit Rangers. I: 
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These are youn.g, specially trained and better educated i,()2:'~emen, e.ssigned on 

a permanent basis. They carry out their patrol on miniature motorcycles, thereby 

gi v:Lng themselves the range and mobility that an ad.m:l.nistrator, teacher, or 

other control agent could never achieve on foot. As a result, the fights, 

crap games, and threatening cluste~s of people in and around the school can 

be reached quickly) observed, and if necessary dispersed. Our site visitor 

found these officers to be especiaJ~y effective because they are permanently 

assigned and have taken very special pains to know large numbers of students 

on a first-name and informal bP-3is. 

Some schools have substituted young adult, "security forces" for regular 

police, A good example of this is f0und at Berkeley High School (West Campus) 

in California. There they have a number of "connnunity aides" who are not parents 

but low-profile "police" who cover hallways, bathrooms, outside 'yard areas, etc. 

T'ney are dressed in casual, youthful clothing. The students know them, and they 

know the studento. They come from the same neighborhoods. They' are fully paid 

and are part of the regular operating budget of the school. Their task is to 

stop impending crises, large or small, just as they begin. Their strategy is 

in direct contrast to some other schools where there exists a last-resort prac-

tice of calling in uniformed police when difficulties become severe but little 

short of that. These "communi ty aides" also have the important function of 

keeping disruptive non-school people from coming onto the grounds and into the 

-.;- building. They know them, also, 

Berkeley (West Campus) has not been entirely peaceful, but this fifty-fifty 

blnck/white school, a short distance from the disrupted University 0.1. California 

campus, is one of the most alert and, in terms of this report, successful that 

we have observed. 

", 
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, It is reassuring to note that 22 percent of our responding principals 
I 

indicated that they had non-police, non-faculty, school-system security people 

"> in their buildings. But that percentage is not high enough. 

One variation of this theme is the case of the principal who has in his 

desk drawer a list of the telephone numbers of older siblings, now graduated 

but working l.)cally, who will respond to emergency calls to come to the school 

to quiet some of tneir younger brothe~s or sisters. 

~Lrrning to 0ther kinds of control devices, all high schools to our know-

ledge retain the age-old power and practice of suspension and expulsion. The 

extent of administrative discretion, and the nature of rules and ordinances 

governing Itdue process, II howeYer, varies substantially among school districts. 

Even when "due process 11 is legally clear, procedural requirements may be ignored 

\ in practice. A fevT years ago, Dr. Kenneth Clark discovered that 750 "trouble-

makers" had been summarily dismissed from a New York City high school --osten-

sibily on the grounds of Hoyer-crowding" -- even though the formal regulations 

of the Board of ~ducation governing hearings and parental consultatioas before 

suspension or dismiss&l. were clear and unambiguous. 

The dilemmas here nre real. A few disruptive students can make it quite 

impossible for the majcrity in the school c~~unity to carry on normal educational 

functions. On the other hand, throwing disruptive students out of the school and 

/ onto the streets is ).ikely to increase delinquent behavior in the wider community, 

and likely to produce a nucleus of '{ery real "outside agitators" who return to 

the school building or its periphery for purposes of ~xrther disruption . 
. \ 

School authorities tend in some cases to cloud reconciliation by insisting 

that, in every case, a ~uspended or expelled student must bring a rrTent or other 

..... -:: 
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adult back to school in order to be reinstated -- a practice common to 85 per-

cent of the schools of our responding principals. This practice can brut8~ize 

the troubled and troublesome youngster eve~ further by involving punishment-prone 

parents in the disciplinary process. Fifty-seven per~ent of the principals in-

.dicated that tbey invoked older members of a student is family to belp Qiscipline 

bin.\ or her. Without some careful discriminating judgment about tbe life style, 

compassion, and native intelli3ence of individual parents, school authorities 

, . can unwittingly reinforce Jt,jhe anti-social attitudes and behaviors of t:rouble-

some students by involving parents directly in disciplinary processes. 

On the positive side, wben parents or older siblings or adult friends 

really care (and they often do), their involvement in behavioral problems can 

be extraordinarily salutary. But someone in the school system must take the 

trouble to search them out and to be.ve open, frank, and often times lengthy 

discussions about tbe nature of the "problem!!. A few -- all too few high scbool 

principals -- encourage their teachers to make home visits before an edgy stud/aot 

becomes incorrigible. 

P)'ior to, or in lieu of, suspension or expulsion, many school autbori ties 

provide for a kind of IIdetention area" inside the school to which they send 

unruly students. Half of the principaJ.s i.n our survey indicated tl.ei.t they had 

such areas. ':l.'hese vary in style from enforced study balls to dark closets with 

a prison-like atmosphere. While providing a custodiaJ. function to protect the 

majority from the disruptive behavior of an individual or small group, detention 

areas probably have no healthier effect upon pupils than prison~ have upon 

~criminals. Tbe rate of recidivism is high in both cases. 

We have no statistics to measure the posi ti ve influence of able guidance 

counsellors or supervisory personnel who take the time and trou'P:Le to "work withll 

1'; ::.::,--
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a disturbed yOtmgster. Gur tentative conclv~io~, based upon observation, is 

that such humelJ.e concern in crowded urban high schools is rare, intermittently 

hopeful, and, in the short and superficial run, expensive. As is the case with 

so many unfortunates iL our society, it seems far cheaper and simpler to keep 

them behind locked doors, and to spare busy schoolmen and pressed taxpe;yers 

the expen~e and effort of soci~lizing the anti-social. 

The trouble is that the social costs of a "detention" psychology are in 

fact incrdinately greater (1. e. dependency, delinquency, destruction) than the 

costs of intelligent, psychological rehabilitation. Too few school systems 

seem to understand this reality; fewer still have girded themselves to implement 

ci '-iIi zed perspectives. 

The most exemplary practices we have observed in a number of urban settings 

have involved special schools for the !lunruly". The"le are usually designed to 

b~ short-run, socializing agencies (often ;"i th a non-school emrironment) in 

which intensive efforts are made to "get through" to the student. to discern 

the nature of his probleLl, and to help hi.T!l in & "'e,!",' ''':' :;. way back to heightened 

and socialized motivation.3. A P'Ublic example of ':1'::-"::3 !;ype of institution is 

the "600" Schools in New York City. Pri "at.e e;c")"--}.)lc!J in New York State would 

be Childre~'s Village in Westchester COlm~y or St. Christopher's School in 

Dobbs Ferry. 

Unfortunately, such arrangements are rare. Far more common are the prac-

/ 
tices lOymbolized with consummate irony by an O~d a..T).d decaying high school in the 

Bast where students in detention spent their time copying the Bill of Rights 

over and over again • . . ~ . 

One final genus of "control devices" l::hould be noted' ttttticaJ, decisions 

involving specific configtcrat:ons of stUdents and/or a wider co~unity of people. 
,-
." .'. 
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For example, we discovered several cases where athletic events have simply been 

cancelled in order to avoid predicted disruptions'. In one astonishing instance» 

the events continued but the cheerleaders and fans were banned. Other ~xamples 

include shortened school days - to ayoid the massing of students in a cafeteria; 

the staggering of opening and departure tiw~s of particular categories of 

students; and the closing of schools for shorter o~ longer periods until the 

particular crises have had a chance to "cool". This lat=;er practice, of course, 

runs up against state mandates governing school attendance. 

Tactical emergency management is a necessary prer0gative of school prin-

cipals and superintendents. We have little advice to g' .ve here except that all 

control devices have consequences and set precedents. ~ne wise school aUminis .. 

trator thinks not only about immediate results but abo~t long-term effects. 

· ... iew of the fact that few school administrators were ever trained in conflict 

man1'lgement. the joy is that so many have learned so much so quickly. 

B. REDUCTION OF ACADENIC RIGIDITIES 

1" .,.n 

While it is obvious that it is administratively easier to operate a fairly 

simple and inflexible a.cademic regimen, students in many high schools we visited 

responded posi ti vely to opportunities f?r more electives, different time--span 

courses,) spontaneous field trips, wider and more varied schedult-! options, and 

academic credit for outside activities such as tutoring. We repeat, arranging 

a flexible mix of this kind can be an enormous task, bu~ it is our judgment that 

disruption would be less likely if these opportunities were more amply provided. 

An excellent example of experimentatiotl in these matters is the new John 

, Adams High School in Portland, Oregon. This high school is organized as four 

smaller schools, called Houses. The Houses give each student a home base and a 

L ('~.:----
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regular group of teachers and students v.i th wom he can identify. Each House 

contains about 300 randomly assigned students, ~ gUidance counselor, 8 guidance 

intern, and a teaching ntaff. Students at Adams spend a full half-dS8' every 

day in elective courses. MOreover they can choose to take shorter mini-courses 

that last only six weeks. These udni-courses, planned by stUdents and faculty 
\ 

members, give students the opport~ity to explore more areas of intellectual 

or career interest. In addition to course£ taking place inside the school, 

an attempt is made to find different learnin~ situations outside in the com-

"munity. These may range from work on b. po] itical campaign) to tutoring elemen-

tary school children, to a paid apprenticeship experience. All of these 

activities take place under the sponsorship of John Adams High School wld carry 

school credit. Most of the teachers at Adams are young, otudents there 

thoroughly enjoy the chance to have classes in a teacher's home or enea3e in 

spontaneous field trips when a matter of pc.rticular interest comes up at school. 

Adams High School was described in the May 1970 issue of Amer:i.can Education, 

in an article by John Guernsey, the education reporter on the Portland Oregonian. 

The last paragra.ph of this article states that "at 3 p.m .•...• people aren't 

stampeding one another to check out and leave for the day. Many students and. 

. J~eachers st~ until five) six or seven because they Ire wprking on something -~ 

or with so.mebody -- they are interested in. II As with Berkeley (West Campus), 

Adams, even though new, has not been wholl,y peaceful, but a.gain) in the terms cf 

this n'port, it is one of the most successful tligb schools we have seen. 

C. UNDERSTANDING AHD HOUOIlIHG CULTURAL DIFFEfu.'"'NCES 

The rush of ethnic and racial pride among American minorities has placed a 

very important task in the hands of those who edu~ate the young. That prides 
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so necessary to self-respect and perso~al dignity, must be recognized. Yet 

p.ducators are not of one mind in the matter. 

To our survey proposi tiC?n, "Administrators should encourage ethnic programs 

and groups such as black st':dies or the Chicano student association", almost 

half (411 percent) agreed and another 27 percent were neutral. The Policy Insti-

tute has no pat prescription in this area. We suspect that when and if black 

studies programs are exclusively for black stUdents or when the illaterial in the 

black curriculum is strictly black that some very bad history is being reinvented. 
'j 

Essentially all-white cu=ri cula , so characteristic of American education for so 

~ong, took their heavy tool. On the other hand, student organizations based on 

ethnic affinity seem, on balance, to be both inevitable and, at least in the 

short run, constructive of increased ethnic dignity. 

Honoring ethnic heroes can be a matter of difficult choice, of course. 

And, there is alw~s the sarcastic antagonist to this idea who asks, "What 

about the Laplanders; don't they get their day, too?" The simple point to be 

made is that where central city high schools 'contain large numbers of ethnic 

minorities or even a majority, the usual and tratiitional celebrations must and 

should include iwportant repre~entation frum those cultures. It might even b~ 

said that in a:J-white, suburban schools similar practices wou.ld add a slgnifi-

cant dimension to education. Schoolmen who make these ki~ds of decisions are 

on ticltlish political ground and know it. Heroes to bome are traitors or 

~evolutionnrieR to others. 

In the recruiting of staff, it is our predomin~t judgment that all things 

[:,being relatively equal, it is a wise :D0licy to J?romote or recruit a black.t.each:er 
! " 

and/or administrator rather than a. wuite one in a predominately black schooL" 
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tWben asked to 
I. 

comment on this proposition, s fUll tva-thirds o£ the responding 

i . , princlpa.ls agreed, and only 11 percent disagreed. This is a signi£icant change 

, of view £rom what we remember was the common £eeling just a few short years ago 

· when the proud claim was typically, "we are color-blind." Having said this, 

; however, 'We w:i.sh to point out that the Policy Institute sta±'£ is not wholly 

agreed. on this important policy matter. There is always the haunting concern 

· that personnel practices of obvious value in the shorter run c-an become frozen 

'as a long-range tradition which "Wow..u. be detrimental to students, schools, and, 

indeed. a whole society. "Color-blindll may be inappropriate as we make up £or 

decades of old wrongs. Over che long haul, however, it is the only possible 

'moral stance for a democratic nation. 

On the other hand our judgment, after interviewing students, that central 

· city schools should have younger teacl:ers and staf£ mp.mbers. "Was not agreed to 

by the principals surve:{ed. Ou::..y 23 percent expressed accord and a. fuJ~ 41 p~r-

.ceni:. >:ere ne utral. Interestingly enough, the p:r'incipaJ.:;' response to s. later 

stat'=!ment, however, went as follows, "Significant numbers of classroom teachers 

are no longer effective with the kinds of students now enrolled in our high 

schools. II Over half (52 percent) agreed with this Pl'oposi tior:) but from 

earlier resp0~ses they apparently do not relate this to age. Our interviews 

with students suggest that it should be so related. 

We hs,ve spoken earlier of the need for official appreciation of varied 

dress and other social styles. To be sure, there are limits in these matters, 

~ but the old imposition of an essentially WABP life style on young people who 
f 
1\" • !'-nel,t,her understand nor accept it is happily on the wane. Seerci.nll).Y small 

I: 
matters can make a large difference. In 6...1 integrc~ted high school, a good 

: 
t. 
i 
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~nistration arranges for both a black and a white music group at any dance, 
("-

lor example. 
I 
I 

D. ENLARGING STUDENT INVOLVEMENT 

The Policy Institutr: was mildly surprised by _the princi~'als 1 responses 

~o three particular qnestions dealing vith studeLt involvement. First, "Are 

,here voting students on a student-conduct policy boCly at your school'l" Half 

replied "yer," and half replied "no ". \</e had expected that $ by nO'l', mure C!~ntral 

!i,~Y high schools 'Would have permitted students io vote on a conduct ,FP-:;0l::;..l.=.· c;::,Y .... 

oody. Second, /lAre there ~roting students on a disciplinary body at your schot .7" 

Only 18 percent responded "yes" and 82 percent replied "noll. While we view this 

b a more delicate subject, maybe even involving legalities 'Wh\;n ot1.ldents offici
i 

fJJy participate iu the discipline of other students ~ 'We hM hoped the affirma.-

.tive replies 'Would be lllOre numerous. Third, "Are there ..... oting students on a 

.curriculum colIlIllittee at your school'l" T\.renty percent said there were, ad 80 per-

cent said there v.ere not. We are surprised that a full one-fifth so !'esponded 

lin the affirma.tive. In our visits to the 27 high schools, we had fOlmd very few 

students officLu.ly participating on c~...n-icula bodies and cOLsiderable hesitation 

as to bow best to involve stUdents i~l course construction. 

Again, we were especially concerned that hnlf of the principals had responded 

. "no" to the presence of students on Ij. conduct-policy body. It is one thing to be 

. a bit Chary' ab~ut allowing studenl,s to participate in specific punishment of 

~ 
specific other stude-nts. It seems almost obsolete to refuse to allow studer.t:; 

~to participate meaningfully in the actual fO.rJ.IU;ltion of conduct policy. 
i 
\' .... 1''0 .,. • 
f A corollary issue regarding st'..ldent involvement ~s the m~tter of grade re-
~;.;,-~ 
I, quirements for p~icipati'O;; 'i~ a:-tliietiCs'~' student govermdent, cheerleading, aHd 
I . ! other extracurri cular acti vi ties. We referred to th;.s mat te'l.' earlier in Purt III 
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) , administration arranges for both a black. and a 'W"hit(: music group at any dance, 

:"! i for example • 
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D. EULARGTIW STUDENT INVOLVEMENT 

The Policy Institute ~as mildly s~rised by the principals' r~sponses 

to three particular Cluestions dealing vitO. student iovol vement. First, "Are 

there voting. students on a. stud,ent-conduct policy bosv- at your school?" Half 

replied "yeG" and half replied "no". We had expected that, by nov, mure c~ntral 

'. city. high schools 'Would have permitted student;; to vote on a conduc~ r.olicy 

body. Second, "Are there 'foting students on a disciplinary body at yoU!' sehooU" 

" , Only 18 percent responded .Iyes " and 82 pe:'cent replied "no". While 'We view this 

,/' as a more delicate subject, ~be even involving legalities when Gtudents offici-
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ally participate in the discipline of other students, we had. hoped the affirma-

tive replies would be Il:,ore numerous. Third, "Are there voting students on a 

curriculum COJ!il:1i ttee at your school?" Twenty percent said there were, and 80 per

cent said there 'were not. We are surprised that a full one-fifth so :responded'<'~ 

in the affirmative. In our visits to the 27 high schools, we bad found very few 

students officially participating on curricula bodies and considerable hesitation 

as to how best to involve stuQents in c0urse construction. 

Again, we were especially conce'ned that halr of the principals h~d responded 

IIno" to the presence of stucl:ents on f'.J. conduct-policy body .. It is one thing to be 

a bit chary about allowing stUdents to p~~icipate in specific p,nishment'of 

specific other students. It seems almost obsolete to refuse, to allow students 

to participate meaningfully in the actual formation of con6.uct policy. 

A corollary issue regarding student involvement is the :ma.tter of grade re-

quirements for participation in athletics, student government, cheerleading, and 

other extracurricular activities. We referred to thiq matte~ ?orlier in Part III 
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and pointed out that whatever its rationale, it often tended to create less 

proportionate participation by the various minority groups in a school. We 

then pointed out that this result was often labeled racist or discriminBtory 

by mip.{)rity group stOldents. Our questionnaire showed that urb!.U1 schools still 

employ grade reC!.uirements to a substantial degree. To our question, "Dd'JOU 

have minimum grade re9..uirements for student participation in athletics?", 

90 percent of the principals replied "yes". In student government? 65 percent 

" replied "yes ll • In cheerleading S9..uads? 81 percent replied "yes". In other 

eJ\..-tracurri cular e.cti vi ties 7 47 J?er(!ent replied "yes". We suspect that there 

are complicated reasons for the tenacity of these requirements, but if one of 

" 
them is based on the notion that low-mark students would. be studying rather 

than practicing with the cheerleader squad, we wonder about the extent 8...TJ.d 

validity.of supporting evidence. 

E. ENGAGENENT OF A SCHOOL'S "NATURAL COl.QillNITY" 

A basic conclusion of this report is that a community which does no~ feel 

it has effective ways to make use of the high stakes it has in it~ school will 

surely treat that school in a negative way and it will be a generally 1mhappy 

insti tution. This is not a startling ne-VT conclusion, of courSE' but in the 

1970's the methods used to implement this prin~iple must be substantially 

different and more varied than was the case in the past. As one principal told 

us, lIThe old PTA syndrome is a. strictly middle class, volunteer machinery i-Thich 

L. we cannot use." 

There are many we:ys to meaningfully engage a school's constituency. Among 

L these ar~: 

,/ 
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Standing (not ad hoc) crises groups consisting of school staff, stu-

dents, teachers, community leaders, and parents. Urban schools should work very 

hard to avoid the charge, commonly made by thoughtful and active parents, rlyou 

only call us in when there is big troubJ.e. II Disrupted colleges and uni versi tj.es 

have learned that efforts to build, encourage, sustain, aud meaningfull;;. employ 

such a standing group prior to a crunch have been enormously worthwhile. In 

this context, the Policy Inst:~u~e research staff was almost dismayed when only 

30 percent of the urban princi:pals surveyed by questionnaires answered Ilyes" to 

the following questions) liDo you have an established, standing c..::-isis-group at 

your school in contrast to ad hoc cr:'.sis groups'll1 

2. Non-acaoemic Outreach Personnel 

In our judgment, it is not yet common enough in the urban schools to find 

trained, paid IIcommunity agents" or social workers who are 8. regular part of a 

high s(;nool's ataff. (Only 25 percent of the principals said that they had 

such assistance.) One city, Portland, Oregon, has used cO!D.1Li.L."1i ty agents !'egu-

larly for several years and ,nth co~siderable success. These liaison ~eople 

can serve as a facile lip~ between community ~"1d school -- being coth the eyes 

And ears that can transmit signals in both directions. 

vie are quick to POiIlt out that social workers on school staffs are not 

always w~lcone. They add yet one more perspective sud one more person in the 

complicated and ofte~ delicate relationships between a school's academic staff 

and parents. On balance, however, it is our opinion that such a perspective 

is needed more often than not. 

3. Paid, Neighborhood-based Security Aides at the School 

Reference was made to successful use of this device earlier at Berkeley 

(West Campus). Another excellent example was. found at East HiVl School in 
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Clevelan\.1. where the Ithall guards" are also COIllItluni ty people ~ some mothers, 

some fathers, who~e children are in the school. Our staff reported that 

students there told them that they did not WWlt to be embarrassed by being 

caught doing something by somebody they knew and who knew their older brother, 

or who knew their mother or father. It seems obvious to point out that when 

such a security aide tells &. student to IIcool it", the response is likely to 

be more positive than if the enforcer were a uniformed policeman who had b0en 

on that beat for only three months and had ~ome from a Giffer~nt part of town. 

W3 realize that there can be important complicati':ms in th= use of r.l' .. ch 

security aides. Exactly which police powers should they b€ given? Can tr.c[ 

detain and, in affect, arrest? No one disputes the pover of school officials 

to control conduct in the schools, but such powers are limited by fundament~ 

constitutional safeguards • Security aides must be carefully train.::':;' in what 

those sE'.fegul1I'ds are. 

4. Para/p:cofessionals 

Since th~ fir..:; t ti!rust of the commU!ll ty action program of the war on 

poverty, 'vl.zre has been a widespread use of neighborhood non-professionals in 

school !l.t:L"inistration. They have occupied a vast variety of roles: assistance 

::.n the sc~ool nurse's office, study hall mOlli toring, l3.ic.es in athletics and 

other extraCl\rricu.1..ar activities, and so on. Thiq .. ct~v.::lopment in AmE;ri. can 

society we deem t.o be healthy. Our observations lead u.s to the coaclusion ' 

that ~t contributes substantially to enlarging the linkage between a school 

and its natural community. 

5. Communi ty Ombudsman or Advocate 

One of the most perplexing iSSUES for thoughtfuJ. schoolmen is how to 

respond. to a ,ride range of pressures for more formalized arrangements between 
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a. school and its sending constituency. As indica.ted earlier, the ole: ':olunteer 

PTA structure seems wanting. 

A full 75 per!.:ent of principals surveyed by questionnaire ::epl::l.ed ill the 

affirmative to the question, "Do you thin.~ there should be some kind o:f 'com-

muni ty advocate' system to better relate a community to 1. ts school?" Obviously, 

the need for this kind of function is felt strongly. On the other hana it is 

difficult to engineer such a role. How would such a person or persons be selected? 

Should he be paid (be should, in our view) and, if so, by whom? Our best .Judgment I' 

is that a true advoc8.te should not be on the school system payro~ 1 but should be 

a person from su~h parallel institutions as a neighborhood community acti0n 

agency or ~odel cities organization, ~~,ded in part by federal and local govern-

ment or by private solieitation. We realize the inherent problem in determining 

precisely for who~ an advocate or advocates speak, but we feel school systems 

should ~xperiment with a variety of ways to meet what is clearly a felt need. 

6. Decentralization 

So ~uch has been said and written about this matter over recent years that 

it is r..o~ nacesss.:..'Y to chronicle the story here. "New York City has created 31 

cmIllnuni ty sc'lool distri'2::5 largely governed by nei-rly elected local school boards 

in fu' effort to bring t~e schools closer to their constituents. At th~s writing, 

those local boards are still waiting for their specific authol~ty to be spelled 

out by the c0ntral Board of Education. 

In Detroit, a new plan just approved by the Michi;;;an legislature coJ.ls for 

eight local school districts and a central board of education with 13 members. 

The significant feature in Detroit is that a majority of th2 cent'-;£l 1:'odrd 

members will come from the eight local boards. 
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The Poli~ Institute bas no specific prescription for the p~ticular form 

decentralization should take 0 There are many subtleties in such arrenc:,ements. 

For exwrrple, is it absolutely necessary that a local board have the leeal power 

to appoint principals within its district in orner to have adequate influence 

over key school'mattf')rs7 What if local boards "Were officially and publicly 

called upon to make advisor! judgments. on a list of central board nominees for 

princi-palships in a local board's jurisdiction? This, too, would be substantidl 

power, and in our judgment, almos t equal to the legal authority to appoint. It 

also wight be a way to steer clear of contrar,y state statutes. Whatever the 

arrangements, it seems cler,:.."C by now that 1aJ.·ge city school systems must develop 

meaningful and public.izeCl. ways in which the distance and impersonality of the 

"downtown board" is dissipated. 

F. PRINCIPAL ST'ILES AND CONMUNICATION 

It would come as no surprise to any high sr.hool principal when we report 

that he is the proverbial man-in-the-roiddle. He is responsible for the daily 

success of a very volatile institution. \-7hile above end around him are a welter 

of pressures rarely in concert. Tod&y's principal knows that the old-style 

authoritarian, sitting back in his offiC'''! making judgments. issuing ukases, 

and disciplining beth s":-udent ane: staff, is obsolete. Where such persohs are 

still in office, and we saw two or three, the results a"Ce simply disastrous. 

The striking charact(>ristic of the life-style of a good principal in recent 

years is the staggering amounts of time that he must now spend personally relt;l.-

ting to enormous numbers of people and constituencies. No longer "..rill the 

written memo or the notice on the bulletin board suffice. One principal, 

obviously competent and obviously very tired, put it succinctly, "r have un 
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endless number of face-to-face, one-to-one relationships. They never stop. 

And I want to be warm, sincere, and sharp for every one of them. There are 

only 24 hours in any ~y~ and I am really pooped. Can't you get me a grant to 

gel of-=: and study something som::.¥here?" 

The Man cannot be everywne1'e, all the time. both ins:'de and outside his 

school. Yet the role of thi3 public oi'i'icial: as with so many others in '~he 

'" 
last decade, has become or.:e of public relations in the best sense of the vords. 

Particularly in poverty COInlJluni ties he cann.ot be "repres·~nted" by lesser 

officials whether the dialogue is between conwunity groups and his school, or 

students and their school. He mU3~ have a range of special abilities not 

common to every ma..'1. He must be a ve~ good listener. He must be slow to 

react to vilification, obscene ~pitbets, or ether verbal assaults on his 

person. He must produce repeated, fre~uent prooi' to students and his school's 

community that his administration is really working on the problems they all 

have not co-opting studer~ts and parents or, worse, duping .1.;hem. The one 
" 

kind of administrator or teacher that city youn;3sters can spot quickly and 

clearly is the fake. 'rhe principal must genuinely possess I:illd repeatedly 

show his -:espect for students and staff as people. And, ne must have that 

speciP.J. ability to truly conv'i:lCe his clients, ":lhether staif, student or 

communi ty, that no school can do everything but that his adrainistratiol' ~.;ants 

to make the very best of its limited personnel and financial Tesources. 

As with other public executives, his prime task is conflict management 

and he knows it. To our survey question, "Should there be more in-service 

training about conflict management for topside school administratoTs?" Ninety 
, j 

percent agreed, eight percent were neutral, and only two percent disagreed. 
, 
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T-le Policy Institute staf'f consulted, observe'd, or fr.Jl"IllS!l;y questioned 

hundreds of high school principals during the pa.."It four mont}.s. From. their 

generous gift.s 'Of time and insight 'We have abstracted the following suggest.aons 

for pr:'ncipals regru:'ding scheol disruption: 

1. Remember that disruptive events ar"! rarely caref'ully planneil ··r pro--

gra..tnreed. Disrtlption is triggered often by th"=! smillle~t, ,,-pparcntly insigr..if'i-

cant occucrencc. The issue is not so much how the trigger 'WeB pulled. ~~e t~~t 

pripdpals work very hard to create a whole school setting 'Where -Lle prciJabili ty 

of an explosion is low but, should one c;)me, ca::.-eful preparations have been nade 

in ad-vance.. 

2. Know potential disrupters personally and develop a "feel ll fl1r ho'" ea.ch 

one might respond in a tense situation. 

3. Work very hard to obtain official autho:rity to deviate from conventional 

administrative guidelines a.'1d practices should an unconventic.nal disruptive 

situation arise. At th.; same time, show care that, such deviation does not set 

a contagious precedent. AbOVE: all, maintain a professional bear lng throughout 

e. disruptive event. If ~ disrupting group, whether stUdent, c6nnnuni t;;', or a 

mix cf both, senses that the prime authority figure is rattled~ che group will 

undoubtedly increase its "successful ll oisturosnce. 

4. La.sUy, take some comfort in John F. Kennedy's felicitous phrase, 

"Just beca.use there's a problem doesl~' t mea.l1 there Y s a solution. II 

Here then are some of the pra.ctices observed, r::ome of the successful 

attitudes snd strategems recoro.l"d. We wish that out of our investigations 

SOllie kind of fool-proof ga.dgetry had emerged. It has not. Ultimately ~ we are 

thrown back to elemental judgments about the larger and more pervasive forces 
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1" i +he CI.,')ciety -_. forces that nus'~ soruehov be tamed b f.;l'~ l chool behavior can , n" 

r 
be t9.l!led. In the meantime, in proximat.e sitlW.tions 1 ve are inereasingly con·-

vinct:d of "Ghe wis~.om of Mathe~ Arl4old' 5 a'i.1'!1on:'tion of a century ago: "When 

. will people leflrt! that it is the spirit 'We are of. anel nut the machitie!"y W2 

\:!Illploy~ that bin1s us to others?" 

'l'he logic of our findings fo:, policy-mw-dng at higher levels of government 

3f!crtlS obvious: 

:" A. Co~~tinue every invest~F at in the relief af the poverty and hi8tori c 

t injus"Gi,'!e vhich &'e at the root o!~ so many secondary school disruption problems. 

B. f-), "port and expana. the kind of in-service training of Scl)Oo)...'1E:n in 

conflict r ·~soJ:t, ... tion that has been pioneered by Mar I CHesler and hiE' group at 

the TJn:ive:r.s~"+'y af ~!i(;hip;En. 

C. Disseminate widely, bilt particularly within all elements of the c:>d.uca-

~ion co~~ity, the literature end documents which portray the deep complexity 

of school disruption :30 that at least some of the current apprehension and 

dissatisfaction about urban schools as troubled institutions can be Tcdueed. 

D. Increase the investment in public prograJ:aS such as Title IV of the 

1964 Civil Bights Act by which integrsting schools can be further assisted in 

managirlg race-:clated tel.sion and disr'uptior . 
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School Disruption Study 

I. Summary 

We propose to make an in-depth analysis of allproximately 25 iut~-

grated Arr..erican intermediate and secondary schools 10" ated in represente..-

tive cities in the adjacent 48 states. The f-cus of the study would 

center on two fundamental questions: 1) What ere the causes and effects 

of disruption'! and 2) Wnat strategies are used to try to minimize 

disruption'! We will be ;mphasizing the latter question rather than catalc 

yet one more list of horror stories. 

II. Rationale 

If the rash of current reports on interra~~al conflict in American 

secondary schools is only half true. theX'''- '. iS1:s a fundamental threat 

to the success of school integration and even to the very education of 

adolescents in America. The list of ind,&c.its, large and small, need 

not be relleated here. Fear and tension, often unarticula~ed and 

usually unpublished, llervade a large number of these schools and show 

no signs of abating. And, as the courts press for fu?:ther and more 

immediate integration, north as well as south, the issue will become even. 

more serious· 

It is time for an analysis of the problem and a series of recom-

mendations as to how to reduce it. 

III. Scope 

a. 25 Schools, Intermediate or Secondary_ 

b. ~~b1ic Schools 
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c. Nationwide. (See list of cities in budget attachment) 

d. Integrated: Schools which approach 5% black or more, or/ 

where a school i.s Yirtually all black, if approximately 50% 

of its faculty are white, this form of integration would be 

included also. 

e. tlScl~col" means all direct parties to its existencp. - parents, 

teacb~:-s) administrators, system officials, :;tu,ients) community 

or'g$\.l::!.za"l.ions, community opinion formers or tra..l1smi tters, local 

press, other functionaries sur::lt as police, churchmen, etc. 

f. Interdisciplinary research, using talents in Syracuse Unive~olty 

from its Law School, Department of Social Psychology, School of 

~~ Education, Maxwell School of Public Affairs, Upstate Medical 

;~ . Center) and Urban Teacher ~reparation Pro~ram. 

IV. Schedule of Work and Reports 

April 1 - 10 

A. Define Ifdisruption" as behavior which interrupts the educational 

process - running from outright violence to mere "unruliness" 

to more subtle fear-producing features such as ex~ortion and 

intimidation. 

B. Survey the literature on the subj ect, botb "eG.ucational If litera-

ture and the wider realm of resear'!h on social conflict, 

purticularly among adolescepts. 

Staff to construct appropriate field interview and research 

schedule so as to produce comparable :W1puts for both running 
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reports and general reports. Convene advisory panel of pro-

fessionals with vide experience in social research to review 

and revise interview schedules. 

April 11 - June 11 

C. Arrange 5-day, two-man visits to each of 25 schools, selected 

for their regional distribution and because staff in the 

Policy Tnsti tu;"e have personal access to those schools for 

one experiential reason or another. At such school settings, 

teems would discuss disruption with people from E~l 

"constituencies" described in the definition of "school" in 

III e. above. 

Access to signlficant and accurate information is crucial. 

Depending upon the personal c~ntacts in eae:h setting, team 

members would use a variety of methods to obtain access. Upon 

completion of a site-visit, members will prepare a raw report 

at once. 

June 12 - 30 

D. Prepare comprehensive summary report to HEW, including recom-

mended future analysis and/or demonstration. 

REPORTS: 

a. One Interim Report dated May 15, 1970 

b. One Final Report dated June 30, 1970 

c. Copies of A + B to Dr. l.fark Ch€!sler, Institute of Social 

Research, University of 1-1ichigan, Ann Arbor. 
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V. Explanatory Notes: 

A. We pledge cooperation 'With efforts to submit a mail questionnaire 

from organizations ot~er than the Policy Institute of Syracuse. 

Should USOE develop its curre~t plans to seek a further mail 

questionnaire study by organizations such as the Association of 

School Principals end/or the C01IDcil of Great Cities, Syracuse 

would provide every possible assistance in the construction of 

such questionnaires during t~e latter part of April, 1970 at no 

increased cost. 

If the questionnaires. are const:ructed and a rlde poll tall:en, 

Syracuse stands ready to provide the data management time and 

talent needed to'collate and report on the results to HEH'. 

Presumably this could be done in June, 1970. Costs for this 

added service are included in the attached budget. At this 

stage, vith no questionnaire yet prepsred, we determined costs 

on the following basis: 

1. 30,000 secondary schools in the U.S. 

2. Questionnaire to ~% = 1500 

3. Estimate 100 items per questionnaire: 

4. Return rate approximat~ly 50% - 750 

5 • Report to HEW 

8. We expect that the iG .lusion cf a rental car for each of the two 

site-visitors could seem extravagent. Our experience is, however, 

that "vislts to schools", 8.S such, simply does not uncover the 

'. 
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intelligence and information needed to fUlly understand the 

complex nature of disruption. Frequently our tean w0uld not 

operate as a pair. They do profit from e joint site-visit ~ack 

in a hotel room where notes can be compared and gaps ill local 

information filled in. The use of two cars, for two researcners, 

talking to different persons, in different places simultaneously, 

is advisable and productive when needed. 

c. An advisory panel of mostly Syracuse people i~ deemed important 

to the investigation. Thel'e are a number of persons at the 

University and in the city .. ,ho have had l~ngthy experience in 

adolescent behavior problems, particularly as they pertain to 

schools. We plan to convene such a panel twice - once midway 

through the study when about 10-15 site-visit reports are in and 

again after all are in before a report goes to REi.,. At each such 

session, all field researchers will be called in to the city to 

join these discussions. 

D. In the budget w~ have also provided for 30 man-days of 

consulting. This provision accommodates two needs we have 

felt in the past in such investigations. First, it is often 

usei'ul to put on a local, younger per.son who can talk m.th 

students easily and report back verbally as to his impressions 

and information. We feel we should pay for this service even 

though the perBon is only a coLlege student in a city where we 

are doing our research, or even a high school dropout. Secondly, 
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it is often helpful to check our vie01s in a locality with 

an adult lorom that locality who holds a fairl?' neutral post, 

for example s as the Education Chail"Il1.8.ll of an Urban League office 

or an NAACP organization. Again , it is tillle researchers paid 

for this service rather than borrow it once again - with no 

respectful consideration. 

E. There could eaEily be some ~~~cern as to the validity of our 

sample of 25 high schools. We make no stat~stical claim in 

conventional terms. We have selected these cities and these 

schools because we have some facile access to th~, and access 

is crucial if the real facts are going to be uncovered. We are 

confident that ~he range of pathologies nOh harassing the 

secondary schools wi~l be adequately addressed in the aggregate 

of these 25 schools. 

As to the sample of school persons receiving the mail questionnaire, 

~e would invoke the talents here ~t the University who have had 

.ride experience i;:). sampliL:;. Access is not the key factor in a 

mail ques~ionnaire. 

F. We wish to state at the outset that our conclusions on the success 

or failures of strategies to minimize disruption will be only 

Judgements. What "works" in one context and for X 8JllOunt of time 

may not be appropriate to another context or even the same setting 

at e. later time. The state of the art of conflict management CallE 
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for a careful listing of strategies without pompous "findings" 

as to their efficacy. A m~re listing would be use~ considering 

the crisis of the schools at this time. 

Of course, 'We plan to report on the considered judgments 01' 

others as well as our own. Sensi ti ve observation and careful 

interviewing should produce useful recommendations aggregated 

Trom the experience of a number cf persons on the front line of 

school troubles. We merely wish to make it clear that conclusions 

and recomm~ndations in this highly volatile subject area cannot, 

and are not designed, to stand a conventional test of scientific 

predictability. 

>. 
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IV. Principal Investigators' Vitae 

. Note: While these vitae arp designed to show how we plan to 

alUninister this study, all members listed but for 

Dr. Stephen Bailey will be field researchers. 
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STEPHEN K. BAILEY, A. B . ..1 Hiram College; A.B., A.M.? Oxford University; M.A. 

Ph • D. 2 Harvard Uni vers1. t;y 

Stephen K. Bailey is Chairman of the Policy Institute of Syracuse Univ

ersity Research Corporation and Maxwell Professor of Political Science in 

the Maxwell Graduate School of Citizenship and Public Affairs of Syracuse 

University of which he was Dean from 1961 to 1969. Before joining the 

" Maxwell School 1m 1959 as Profes<>or of PoliticaJ. Science, Dean Bailey served 

on the faculties of Hiram College, ''iTesleyan University, and Princeton Univ

ersity. At Princeton he was William Church Osborn Professor of Public Affairs 

and Director of the Graduate Program in the Woodrow Wilson School vf Public 

and International Affairs. He has also been 9. Fulbright Lecturer in America.n 

Government at Oxford University. 

In addition "to his academic and professional activities, Dr. Bailey has 

been an active participant in pub]::'c .:t.ffairs. He is currently a member of 

the Board of Regents of the State of New' York and Chairman of the National 

Advisory Committee on Educational Laboratories (Department of HEW). 
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FRANK W. RENDER II, B.S., H8JI1pton Institute; M.S., S:yracuse University 

Formerly, Executi .... e Director Syracuse and Onon(laga County Human Rights 

Connnission, Render, 33, hc..s taught at Syrac1:..Se University (1966-68), and 

Albany State (Ga.) (1958-61), Virginia State (1961-66), Onondaga Community 

(1968-69) and LeMoyne (1969 - ) ColJ.eges. He is a :frequent lecturer and 

speaker at colleges &-<1. st professional mass media conferences. A ne-tiv'=! 

of Cincinnati, he attended schools in Columbus, Ohio, Tallahassee, Fla., 

'. and f.ichmond, Va. He has been Assistant Director, Wall St. JOUL'nal News

paper Fund Journalism Workshop at Savannab State College, (1965); Publicity 

Chief) Seventh Annual Southern Christian Leadership Conference, Richmond, Va., 

(1963); General Coordinator, Conference on Mass Media and Race Relations, 

Syracuse University, (1968); Advisor, National Pre-Alumni Council, United 

Negro College Fund (1968 - 69); and has also been Consul tantand Workship 

Leader at the Conferences on Welfare and the Press, and Crime and the Press 

at Syracuse University in 1969 and Statewide Seminar on the Press and Human 

Relations, Michigan Press Association ~ Michigan State Uni versi ty, (1969). 

Render is a fellow in the Urban Studies Division. 
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CRAIG BAUl.fGART.EN, f3yra5!l~se University Junior in Political Sc:ience 

Baumgarten, 20, is a; native of Chicego where he d.:i.rected a community 

iuvolve~ent program on the South Side while he wes a high school student. 

Hhile at Syracuse Univers±ty~ he has bee!' fl.6sistant director of Projection '70, 

a tutorial ~rogram for innel city youth 1967-68; and creator and director 

of Progr.::un for Education Progress, Black and White in America, a course 

(with credits) on race relations taught by und.ergra.duates 1969 70. 

BA.umgarten is a research assistant in the Urban St'\),die~ Division. 
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ANDHEW E. HAYNES" JR., BoS.E.E., HO"Nard Universi-t;y; M.S.T. 2 Portland 

State University 

A native of Orangeburg, South Carolina, Haynes, 31 .. attended schools 

in South Carol ina and Virginia, graduating f'rom. Armstrong High School in 

Richmond. 

A b~ack man, he is a product of R dual school system and other facets 

of segregated Southern corwnuni ties in the 1940' sand 1950' s. He spe.":" ue 

year d.t Knoxville Ccllege before decin-:'ng to em'oll in i',he ele~tr ... cal 

• engineering program at HOi'Ta1'd Univers.:..ty and beco:J!.e an active black 

national:ist. He attempted (19;'9-63) to help redirect the civil rights 

, str~gla from a paternalistic t:> e. power l!lOvement;. He gained much ot his 

experience as an operational racial aonsultant fTom tbis four year engagement 

with the black nationalic::8 ~ a relationship ht: has now ter.ninated. 

Dur~ng the period of 1964-67, he worked in Oregon as an ele~trical 

engineer and became involved in sod'll action p:r-ogra.:ns. 

In 1965 he became a member of the Al'"uina War on Pover'ty Committee 

which was the parent citizen coumi tt,=e for the various Great Aociety 

programs, in-:!] uding Model Cities, in Po.t'tlaud, Oregon. From. 1964 to 1967 

he did encounter research on whi tas' vie ..... of insti tut:f.en aJ raciom. 'l'his 

research was clone in Oregon, Washington and Ia,aho extem,ively. BegiIming 

in 1964 he lectured on coll ege and uni'.rersi ty cat:!pl1ses and. to private 

groups on the contextual sol'.ltions to racial problems. 

Haynes has been enrolled in the Urban ~tudies program on both the 

und:rgraduate and gl'aduate levels at Portlend State i.iniversity and is now 

studying towaro a Ph.D. in Sociology and Computer at Sy1"8CUSI;;: Unhrersity's 

Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs. 
\ 

Haynes is e. Junior Fellow in the Urban Studies Division. 
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ROGER \or. MACK, B.A. M.A., San Francisco State College 

Mack, 25, completed all of his schooling in San Francisco before 

enrolling in a Doctor of Social Science prog~am at Syracuse University in 

1968. ne also taught economi~s and social science at SFSC (1966-68) and 

was a faculty member of the Peace Corps trainins ~rogram for Liberia and 

Venezuela in 1965 ana. 1967. He lidS published "Interaction and Social 

Conflict - a picture in black and 'White", (!:Laxwell Review, '69), and is doing 

research on topics s'.1ch as "Public Policy and New TOw.1S
Il

, "Negro Employment 

Nobility" and "Life Styles and. Social Contact in Central Cities and Suburbs". 

Mect is a research assi3tant in the Urban 3tudies Division. 
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THOMAS COVE, A.B. Oberlin 1967; M.B.P. Cornell (e?q?ec1.ed 1970) 

Cove, 24~ is a native of Albany, New York, and has lived in various 

places around New York and New Jersey, including "the ·Cit.y". 

At Oberlin, he majored in Government and participated in several 

field projects concerned with power structure studies of surrounding 

communities. His senior project investigate the use of the semantic 

differential in the measurement of meaning. The focus of his planning 

program at Cornell has bcC!n City Planning in its social and political 

context, and his thesis is a field project involving the Social System 

Analysis approach to Urcan Renewal decisionmaking in Nt. Vernon, New York. 

F.!mployment experi-ence includes an Internship with the New York State 

Office of Planning Coordinat1 on, supervisory ",.ork in the Monmouth County 

Planning E'::>ard,:~ consulta.l1t work with the Architects Renewal Ccmmittee in 

Harlem, and relocation and re~earch with the Urban Renewal Agencies of 

Mt. Vernon, New York ~d Huntington, L.I. 

At present, Cove is studying Psychology, Communications and 

Metropolitan Studies in the Ph.D. in Social Sdences Program at Syra(!use. 

Cove is a research assis" ant in the Urban Studies Division. 

, " -: .. ..., 
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STANLEY HUNTERTON, 'A.B. Syracuse Universi.ty, 1970 

Hunterton, 21, attended public schools in his native state of New York. 

He has been executive director of "Project '70 Inc. tI in Syracuse since 1968. 

Project '70 is an experimental program in manpower training among hard core 

unemployed youth. He 'Was also founder and. director of' a t1.!torial program 

f0r inner city children in Syracuse and has had w~de contact with center city 

youth and their problems • 
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 

L Heath 11 Robert W., and Landers, Roy. Interviews with Seven Black High 

School Students. Stanford: Stanford Cent:1r for Research and Develop-

ment in Teaching, 1969, pp. 1-19, 28-43. 

The interviews Selected from this collection provide a starting 

point for understanding at least the effective domain of the school 

disruption problem. Transcription of these taped interviews was done 

without editing for lanp:uage or content, and the "facts", as presented 

by the students, are not conte~ted. 

For the person involved in urban education on a day to day basis, 

there is little present in this document that has not been heard before. 

But, thes e not pers onally involve a. wi 11 be as fully expos ed (as is 

possible in print) to the frustrations of being black in a white educ

ational system •. 

2. Glasser, Ira. Memorandum - A Student Bill of Rights. New York: Unpub-

lished memorandum to the participants in the April 7, 1970 HEW Con-

ference on Student Rights, 1970, 15 pp. 

There is currently much talk about the "rights" of a public school 

~tud~nt _ Concisely and pointedly 11.r. Glasser reviews laws and court 

decisions, vis-a-vis civil liberties, which are pertinent to those 

involved in public education. This memorandum goes quickly to the heart 

of an increas~.ngly important segment of the school disruption problem, 

and would be of value to the student and his parents, as well as admin

is",rators. and' faculty. The \tbrass tacks" approach of this document is 

evidel:t from the beginning, "No one disputes the power of school author

ities to prescribe and control conduct in the schools, Just as no one 

disputes tbe power of' legislatures to prescribe and control conduct in 

th~ larger society. But in both cases', such povers are limited by the 

Bill of Rights; no public official may exercise authority that is incon

sistent -with fundamental consti tut:i.onal safeguards." 
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If there is difficulty in obtaining this document. similar infor

mation is available in the following articles by Mr. Glasser: 

"Schoo) s for Scandal - The Bill of Rights and Public 
Education.11 Dayton, Ohio: Otterbein Press, 240 W 
5th Street: 1969. 

"Student Rights in Public Schools - A brief Guide. 11 

New York: The New York Civil Liberties Union, Inc., 
156 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York, 1970 

3. u. S. News and World Report, April 27, 1970. "What Happened to One 

'Mociel' High School: Close-up on Desegration," 4 pp. 

This article is a case study of the Horace Mann School in Gary, 

Indiana. The feeding area for this high school is in flux, and after 

forty years as the prestige white school in Gary, Horace Mann School 

is having to deal with the problems of an integrated school in a 

rapidly changing cOIDID1.mity. The article offers little in the line 

of response to this problem, but i~ does clearly describe the problems 

of administrators, teachers, and others concerned with the dwinaling 

acaaemic rerformance of the students and other very real problems 

attendant to integration by pop~lA~ion shifts. For those intBrested 

in the inter-dependence of the public schools and their communities 

this brief article is worthwhile. 

If. Morris, Richard T., and Jeffries, Vincent. The "lhi te Reaction Study. 

Los Angeles, California: Institute of Government and Public Affairs, 

U.C.L.A., 1969, 43 pp. 

The reactions of the white COIIJIllunity to "disruptions
ll 

by black 

peopl~ are an increasingly important policy detenninant. Although 

this ~·':'.l.dy is not concerned with a school disruption per ~, many of 

the findings are of use to those who must underst8.tJd and deal with the 

phenomenon of ''back_lash''. 

This document is a study of 600 white people, rold their thoughts 

and feelings about the August, 1965 riot in Watts. The population 

universe encompassed low, middle, and hi~l socioeconomic class whites, 
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from both integrated and nonintegrated s~ction~ of the county of 

Los Angeles. 
.. 

5. Stern, George G. The Failure of Ideology: .~ Intergenerational Disturbance. 

Syracuse, Uew York: Syracuse University Press~ 1969, pp. 37-59. 

Professor Stern's article explores the meaning of the generation 

gap from the viewpoint of the psychologist. A real problem in education 

and most ,c"robably eQual with the "rac:i.a.l gap", the generational schism 

between teachers and students is discussed ,\-Tith a view toward a res

ponsi ve policy towaru education. Stern's contention is that the failure 

of any "national ideology" to emerge has generated a "confluence of 

estrangement" among intellectuals and the young, as well as the blacks. 

With respect to education Stern offers the idea that the student, 

rather than the subject, bec0me the "integrating center" of the 

learning process. This article is much in line conceptually with recent 

attempts at module curriculum design, and should be of special inter

est to those ~eople who work in theory as well as curriculum develop

ment. 

6. Green, Thomas F. Post-Secondary Education: 1970-1990. Syracuse, New York: 

Syracuse University Press, 1969, pp. 59 - 68. 

As an exercise in futuristic "if/then" educational policy pro

jection, ~his article is most informative. Professor Green discusses 

the positive possibilities (given the right kind of intervention now) for 

opening up and diversifying both the learninb and the certifying prac

tices of education. Continuing education, as Green sees it, is the key 

to the presently ~oo formal, rigid, and closed processes of training, 

accreditation and certification. 

The point and value of this article lie in its description of the 

ramifications attendant to making responsive and responsible those 

peripheral bodies (e.g., adult education) that might prosper more 

without than within the "Universityll. Green develops well the case 

that if his presc.:ript:i.ons work, the conseQuences for teacher training 

will be both posi~i ve and revolutionary in character. 
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7. Dunbar, Ernest. "Trouble: The High School Radicals," Look Magazine . 

. Des Moines, Iowa: Cowles Communications, Inc., March 24, 197C. 

This is the worla of education, both pU01ic and private, as seen 

through the eyes of five high school and junior high professed radicals. 

They have each wr.itten what they want heard, ar:i the article as a 

whole speaks for itself. 1ne message is clear, and the positions 

thoughtful; each in "his own bag" (from hair length to curriculum 

determinati~n) sets forth h~s own feeling without proporting to 

represent anyone else. There is a sophistication in these youths 

(age 12-17) that would greatly benefit both the educational theorist 

and the practitioner. 

8. Education U.S.A. Special Report. High School Student Unrest - How to 

ft~ticipate Protest, Channel Activism, an& Protest S~~dent Rights. 

Washington, D.C.: National School Public ~elations Association, 1969, 

48 pp. 

As an overview, and possibly as a handbook, this document pro

vides quick, simple access to the facts, figures, responses, and limi

tations involved in dealing with school disruptions. With a problem 

as varied and complex as school disruption it would be wise for any-

one to pick and cho?se from this general document for adaptation to 

his own specific needs .and locale. However, as a reference manual, 

this document go~s well along toward putting moat of the aspects of 

this problem into a frame of reference wh,ich is easy to expand upon. 

The single best thing about this work is its heavy reliance on the 

opinions, strategies, and programs of the actual people who have learned 

to face disruption if not routinely~ at least as a f~~t of life. 

9. Johnson, Carroll F., and lJsdon, ~~chael D. Decentralization and Racial inte-

p:'ation. New York: Teachers College Press, Columbia University, 1968, 

197 pp. 
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This document is a compilation of eleven presentations made to 

a Spe~ial Train~ng Institute on Problems of School Desegregation. A 

wide spectrum of vievs on the questions of integration, decentralizatio~ 
community control, and related issues is reproduced and briefly commented 

on. The thrust of the report is "quality education", its ramifice.tions 

for the children involved and for the society as a whole, and tr.e vievs 

expressed are probably more timely now than ~~en th~y were given. 

10. HUl1t, Jane. "Principals Report on Student Protest," American Education. 

Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, Octobp.r 1969, pp. 4-5. 

Jane Hunt is an editor with the National Association of Secondary 

Schoo) '.f.':..-incipals, and this bri::f article contains t:te results of a 

survey of :rr.ember principals. In a few short paragraphs Miss Run-ti 

summarizes the respondents' recommendations for prevention and r spouse 

most cogently. This article appears in the context of another excel

lent article, "Trouble in the Schools" by Gregory P. Anrig, ill the 

same issue of American Education. 

11. Chesler, Mark A., and Jorgensen, Carl. Crises Intervention in the Schools, 

II: A Report on a Conference of School Administrator~. Ann Arbor, 

Michigan: Center For Research on the Utilization of Scientific know-

ledge, University of Michigan, 1968, 57 PI" 

Dr. Chesler brought together school, and sch001 system officials 

in an attempt to recall and r-~construct crises si tue.tions which had 

been experienced by the group. Through a pattern of role playing} fol

lowed by intens.ive discussions, many creative prog:rams and responses 

for handling IlisrulJ"Lion, as well as a number of "do's and don ItsU 

have been compiled. 'flds document, a.s well as the next is, at this 

yrri ting, nc,t ready for general distribution. 

12. C?esler, Hark A. , with Jan Franklin ond Alan Guskin. (Same as above) 

April 1969, The Development of Alternative Responses to Interracial and 

Intergenerational Conf1ict in Secondary Schools, 145 pp. 
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This is the largest and most comprehensive of the Center's reports 

on schools. A detailed review of this doc'.lIllent is not possible here. 

Hbwev~r, in the same vein as the center's other work this report pro

vides a cogent and incisive look at 'What actually can be ~ about 

school disruptions; specifically, t,le report contains many valuab).e 

program recommendations for dealing productively with trou~le. 

13. Louis Harris Po]]" Life Magazine, May 18,1969. 

Harris has juxtaposed the views of students, parents (.-;ld teachers 

on such centra..l matters as "student participation in policy making", 

topics for class discussion", "discipline tl
, and so on. The very dif~ 

ferent views held by these three groups brings the problem of schools 

into sharp relief. 

14. Congressional Record, February 23,1970 (pp. E1l78-1l80). 

This issue contains the results of an exhaustive survey of high 

school protests in 1969, conducted by the House Subcommittee on General 

Education. Questionnair~s went out to 29,000 high schools; the res

ponses came from 15,000. The results correlate data such as location, 

size, ethnic composition, etc., of schools and the presence and kind 

of disru~tive events occurring in the high schools. 

15. "Waller High e.nd the Hinds O~., Change, II Chicago Tribune Sunday Magazine, 

AFril 19, 1970, pp. 34-39. 

An excellent description of c polyglot A~erican high school and 

its tensions and turmoil in a ch!mging Ulban society. The great 

strengths of this scnool and its community are purtrayed as well as . 

the de'bili ttl.'ting threats to its viability anG. sue cesS. 

16. Racial Confrontation, A Study of the White Plains, N e'Vr York, Student Boycott, 

by the Center for Human Relations and Community Studies, New York 

University, New York City, New York (pp. 71). 
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An example of a carefUlly wrought case study on one high school's 

difficulties over racial matters. 'Th.e chronology is clear; the infor

mants are candid and helpful; the setting for the ar..alysis is properly 

wide and includes the whole gamut of inputs, from ideology' to the 

specific facts of the particular disruption. A good document for any 

principal or school board member who wishes to further his under

standing about conflict management. 
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APPENDIX C 

List of Cities 

AtlWlta, Georgii'\. 

Berkeley, California 

Boston~ J.fassachusetts 

Denver- Colorado 

Chicago, Illinois 
• 2 

Cleveland, Ohio 

. : Dallas, Texas 

Detroit ~ Hicbigan 

Jackscn, llississippi 

J~£ Angeless California 

0aklWld, California 

Nashville, Tennessee 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

Pi~tsburgh, Pennsylv~nia 

Porlland, Oregon 

SWl FrWlcisco, Califo:rnia 

Seattle, Washington 

~\ .. / 
Syracuse. Ne .... l York 

Winston-Salem, North Carolina 
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APPENDIX D 

City ______________ _ 

./ . SITE VISIT REPORT OUTLINE 

1. Name of School 

Site Visitor(s) -----------------
2. Address of School 

Dates on the site ---3. School Telephone # 

4. No. of Students ---- T,ypes of people consulted and No.: 

% - Black Staff - admin. 

- White Teachers 

- Spanish Speaking __ S~uden·;;s 

- Oriental Parents 

- Other Community 

5. No. of Staff 
Police 

% - Black 
Systenl 

- White 

- Spanish Speaking __ _ 

- Oriental 

;( 

~ - Other 

6. Spec:i.al Basic Characteristics of school, if any; e.g. "just converted to 

all 9th grade" or "changed last year to Special Center for Vocationnl ec' .• " 

.,: 
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etc. etc. or "due to be closed next yearil etc., or "80% of black atudents 

here are bussed in", etc. 

7 • Overall. S1l.1I!IJl.8.l"Y of "Scene": 

(Stable, turmoil, tired, tense, etc. etc. etc. poor leadership, good 

leadership, areas of tension, violence level etc. etc. etc.j 

8. Names of knowledgeable persons about this scene ru1d telepuone #IS or how 

to reach them. 

9. Particular Disruption History at this school (in the past 3 years) 

- type(s) 

duration( s ) 

- issues 

- "resolution" or outcome(s) 

10. (A) Disruption Causes: 

(B) What is being done about them: 

(C) What ought to be done: 

As Perceilfed By: 

1. Administrators 

2. Teaching faculty 

3. Students (current or former) 

4. Parents 

5. Other cOillll1unity }!eople related to school in any way 

6. other officials, such as police 

7. Local press 

8. other 

D-2 
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Append:f.x E 

DISRUPTION IN THE HIGH SCHOOLS: 

THE VIEWS OF URBAN RIG!! SCHOOL PRINCIPAJ.s 

A Summary of the Results of B Survey 

Conducted b:/ 

The Institute for Community Psychology 

Syracuse Uni vera it~r . 

July, 1970 

Eyaluation Coo~dinatQr - David Sherrill 
Project Director - Robert Coh~n 
Research Assistants Joan Rumberger 

- Dennis Angellini 
Secretary - Jean Allen 
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HIGH SCHOOL DISRtJPrION QUESTIONNAIRE FOR 

SECONDARY HIGH SCHOOL 

PRINCIPALS 

June 1970 

DIRECTIONS 

In the space labeled "NAME" on t.he answer sheet write the name of the city in 
"mich your school is located. ]"10 not put your name on the answer sheet. Your 
responses will be anonymous. Data are to be analyzed by groups, not by individuals. 

Respond to each of the following questions by darkening the appropriate space 
[~a), (b), (c), (d), or (e)] on the enclosed answer sheet. ~~ere yes or no is 
r~luired, use (a) for yes and (b) ~or no. Please answer all questions. If you 
are uncertain of the exact answer, chose the closest alternative. USE PENCIL 
ONLY. 1-1ake all marks heavy and dark. Era.se completely. any mark you ,dsh to 
change. 

Please do not fold the answer sheet and return it using the enc]osed, postage 
paid envelope as soon as possible and no later than July 15. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1. What is the approximate population of your city (if less than 50,000, leave answer 

space blank)? (a) 50,000-99,999 (b) 100,000-299,999 (c) 300,000-699,999 
(d) 700,000-1,500,000 (e) more than 1,500,000 

2. How·ma11.y ::students are enrolled at your school? (a) 0-499 (b) 500-999 (c) 1000-1999 
(d) 2000-3000 (e) more than 3000 

For questions 3-7, estimate the percentage Jf stUdents at your school which falls into 
the Si ven ethnic catep;ory. 
3. Black (a) less than 
4. \Olhi te (a) less than 

6. Oriental (a) less than 
or. Other (a) less than 

5% (b) 6%-25% (c) 26%-49% (d) 
5% (b) 6%-25% (~) 26%-49% (d) 
5% (b) 6%-25% (c) 26%-49% (d) 
5% (b) 6%-25% (c) 26%-49% (d) 
5% (b) 6:t-25% (e) 26%-49% (d) 

50%-90% (e) 
50%-90% (e) 
50%-90% (e) 
50%-90% (e) 
50%-90% (e) 

wore then 90: 
more than 90~ 
more than 90: 
more than 90! , 
more than 90; 

I,

'.:.'... 5. Spanish Speaking (a) less than 

, . 8. What is the size of yc.ur staff (if less than 25, leave answer spa.ce blank)? 
(a) 25-49 (b) 50-99 (c) 100-149 (d) 150-200 (e) greater than 200 

For questions 9-13, estimate the percentage of your staff which fall~ into the given 

'/: 
ethnic category. 
9. Black (a) less than 5% (b) 6%-25% (c) 26%-49% (d) 50%-90% (e) more than 9C~ 

10. White (a) less than 5% (b) 6%-25% (c) 26%-49% (cr) 5.0%-90% (e) more than 90: 
-11. Spanish Speaking ( a) less than 5% (1:-) 6%-25% (c) ?6%-49% -(d) 50%-90% (e) more than 90' 
12. Oriental (a) less than 5% (b) 6%-25% ',( c) 26%-1~9% (d) 50%-S")% (e) llDre th an 90~ 
13. Other ( a) less than 5% (b) 6%-25% (c) 26%-49% (d) 50%-90% (e) more than 90! 
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: ive arr:r 0.1' the f'elloving events eccurred in yeur scheel 
), indicat.e by selecting (a.). If yes ~ indicate to. "What 
iOflict by selecting (b), (c) or (d). 

.~. Teacher boycctt ~ vaJ.kcut, er strike 

during the past three years? If' 
extent each was caused by racial 

(a) did nat accur (b) no. racial basis 
(c) somewhat racial (d) substantial racial. basis 

,. Student boycatt, ,"alkout~ ar strike (a) did nat accur (b) no. ra~ia.l basis 
(c) somevhat rac.:ia.l (Q) substantial racial. basis 
(a) did nat ace-ur (b) no racial basis .~. Arsen 

. f. Property damage ather than arson 

,~. Rioti'cg 

.}. Student-teacher physical 
confrontation 

). Picketing or parading 

L. Presence on ca1!lpus ef' unruly, 
unauthorized. ncn-school persons 

2. .41lnormaJ. unruliness among students 

(c) samewhat ra.cial (d) sUbstantial racial basis 
(a) did nat accur (b) no racial basis 
(c) someWhat racial (d) sUbstantial racial basis 
(a) ?~d not occur (b) no racial basis 
(c) somewhat racial (d) substantial racial basis 
(a) did not occur (b) no racial basis 
(c) somewhat racial (d) substanti(,l racial basis 
(a) did not accur (b) no racial basis 
(c) somevhat "acial (d) substantial racial basis 
(a) did not occur (b) no racial basis 
( c) some.rhat racial (d) substafitial racial basis 
(a) did not occur (b) no racial basis 
(c) some_mat radal (d) substantial racial basis 

f something unusual ather than the events above (14-22) accurred) please give details on 
·le back af the ansver sheet. Indicate the ex;-;ent to which this event resulted in increased 
lcial canfli ct. 

. ) what e:>..-tent did the events you ch~cked above (14-22) result in increased racial canflict 
t you:r school? 

d. Teacher boycott, ",-alkaut, ar strike (a) did not occur (b) nO. increase 
( c) some increase ( d) substantial increase 

. I. Student boycCitt, walkout, or strike (a) did not occur (b) no increase 
( c) some increase ( d) substantial increase 

5. Arson ( a) did not accur (b) no increase 
(c) some increase ( d) substantial increase 

" , 
Property damage other than arson ( a) did' not occur (b) no. increase ,. 

(e) some increase ( d) substantial increase 
7. Rioting (a) did nat occur (b) no increase 

( c) some increase ( d) substantial increase 
, 5. Stud.ent-teaC' :ter physical ( a) did not occur (b) no increase 

Coni'rantation ( c) some increase ( d) substantial increase 
~. Picketing or parading ( a) did nat occur (b) no l.ncrea~e 

( c) same increase ( d) substantial increase 
) . Presence on campus of unruly, (a) did not occur (b) no increase 

unauthorized, non-school persons ( c) some increase ( d) substantial increase 
to Ab'!lormal unruliness among students ( a) did not occur (b) no increase 

( c) some increase ( d) substantial increase 

le follcwing series of questions deals witr strategies of coping with patential or actual 
~ool disruptian. (We realize that the following items in no way cover a comprehensive 
lst of such strategies. Toese were selected from a series of sj-'je-visit reports from 
19h schoo) s. Your replies v.nl help us fill in some gaps in our current information.) 
~. Which of the follO"',.ring may suspend a student at this school'i' 

(~j Principal (b) Vice Principal (c) Botb (d) Neither 
3. '\'ibi\.~h of the following may sus end a student at this schoal'l 

(a) Teacher (b) Hall Guard I'lonitor, etc.) (c) Both'" 'd) Neither 
~. V!licll of the follOWing may e~el 8..:;tuC:ent at tliissChaol'l' 

(~) Principal (b) Vice Prihcipal (c) Both (d) Nei~her 
5. w'bich of t.he f0llawing may expel a student at this schoal'l 
, (a) Teacher (b) Hall Guard (Monitor, etc.) (c) Both (d) Neither 
). Must a suspended student bring a parent vI' other adult to scho()l in crder to be reinsta." 

(a} Yes ~. (b) No. 
!' .. , 
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MuSt an expelled student bring a parent or other adult to school in order to be 
reinstated'l (a.) Yes (b) No 

I. Do you have a kind of '1detention" area in school to which you can send an unruly 
student? (a) Yes (b) No 

I, Do you invoke older members of a student's family to help discipline him or her? 
(a) Yes (b) Ko 

I. Do you permit parents to visit in-progress classes'l( a) Yes (b) No 
". Do you have school-paid community liaison people (such as a "Community Agent") on \ 
' your staff'? (a) Yes (b) No 
,!. Do you as principal personally have an lIopen door policy ~ II that is, do you have 

time for this? (a) Yes (b) No 
J. Do you usually hold parents or other adults responsic1.e for any property damage caused 

by a student'l (a) Yes (b) No 
.1, Does your district have a staff tactical group available to you should your campus be 

disrupted? (a) Yes (b) No 
,I, Do you 'Use tiT groups" OJ' Densi ti vi ty training in wOl'king with your .staff and/or 

students? (a) Yes (b) No 
;j, ])0 Y0 u have an established ~ standing crisi8-group at your school (such as a Parent-Teach 

Council) in contrast to an ad hoc crisis grou~(s) at your school? (a) Yes (b) No 
, 1)0 you haVe uniformed police in ,:!our building( s) (a) never (b) only on caD_ (c) regular]; 
I, Do you have non-uniformed police in your building( s) (a) never (b) only on call 

(c) regularly 

.1 you have fmY of the following non-police. ncn-f'aculty) security persol"l1el in your school: 
I, Community adults? (a) Yes (b) N, 
I, Parents? (a) Yes (b) No 

.. Older siblings? (a) Yes (b) No 
'!. Otber students '1 (aj Yes (b) no 
.1, School system secm'ity persons? (a) Yes (b) No 
" Are your school doors locked during school hours? (a) Yes (b) No 
I, Has it been necessary to frisk and/or search students (a) Yes (0) No 

i" Have you found it necessary to search lockers, etc.? (a) Yes (0) No 
, How many counselors do you have (if none, leave answer space Blank)? 

(a) 1-3 (b) 4-7 (c) 8-11 (d) 12-15 (e) over 15 
·1, What is your average daily attendance? 

(a) 90%-100% (b) 80%-89% (c) 70%-79% (d) 60%-69% (e) less tban 60% 
. I, 1)0 F~l have a mechanism for student government .. nich would insure proportional repre

sentati(.1 of the maj or ethnic components of your student body'! 
~ '.; Yes (0) N() (If yes, please describe on back of answer sheet) 

P, Are tl1ere voting students on a curriculum committee at your schooH 
',. Are th,::1re voting stUdents on a discipli.nary body at your school? 
d. Are there voting stUdents on a student conduct policy body at your 

) you have m.."i.nimum graile re'luirements for student participation 
.1. in athletics? (a) Yes (b) No 

" 

i, in student government? (a) Yes (0) :No 

(a) Yes (b) No 
(a) Yes (t.) No 

school? (a) Yes (b) 

.. ~, in cheer leading squad? (a) Yes (b) No 
I, in other extra curricular activities (a) Yes (-0) No 

.i', To what extent does the physical layout of your school contribute to disru:ption 
(dark areas, stairway arrangements, etc.)? 
(a) very little (b) somewhat (c) to an average degree ~(d) to. a,gr.~at degree 

; \, Have you partici:pated in re-arranging'schooJ. boundaries' so as to a:Her particul.arly 
disruptiVE: social mixes? (eo} Yes (b) No .• , 

I, Have you physically partitioned off or othel"'ldse cut ao'lm lru:'ge spaces within sebocl 
boundaries wbich could lead to unruly gatherings? (a) Yes (b) No 

I. In your judgment, how adequate is yoUX' info:rmal access to infornw.tion about possible 
student QiSl~ption? (a) inade'luate (b) fair (c) good (d) excellent 
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Psg .... 4 
In your experience ~ has your informal access to information averted serious trouble1 
(leave answer space blank. if' you' have no 5.nf'0rm.e.1 access to ini'ormation). 
(a.) rarely (b) occasionally (c) often 
Holl difficult is it for you to transfer a tenured teacher .mo is no longer appro
priate to the current conditions at your school~ 
(e.) not too difficult (b) diffi.cult (c) very difficult 

· ])0 you have discretionary dollars available to you which enable you to respond quickly 
to important controversies? (a) Yes (b) No 
w you feel your discretionary authority to respond to trouble is adequate (a) Yes (b) N 

· Do you have a policy of minimal response to the press should they inquire of you about 
· ~sruptive activity at your school? (a) Yes (b) No 
, What percente.ge of: your students work part-time on or off campus for wages 1 

(a) 0%-19% (0) 20%-39% (~) 40%-59% (d) 60%-79% (e) 80%-100% 
, What percentage of' your students work 1'ull-time as well as go to high school~ 

(a) 0%-9% (b) 10%-19% (c) 20%-29% (d) 30%-39% (e} more than than 40% 

remaining items in this questionnaire are a series of Pl'opositions related to high school 
:ruption. From your experience and judgments, would you please record the ex.tent of your 
sonal agreement or disagreement with each proposition in teI"I!1J3 of the :!'ollowing: 

(a) strongly agree 
(b) agree: 
(c) neither agree nor disagree 
(d) disagree 
(e) strongly disagree 

, When disruption occurs, the process and style one uses to respond to it is less import an 
than the substance of one's response. 

, There should be more in-servIce training about cOl1flict management for topside school 
administrato:!"s . 

I Teacher recruitment and criteria for selection should be wider and mo:t'e varied. 
, There shou.1.d be some kind of IIcommunity advocate" system. to better relate a commU!lity 

to its school. 
, When disruption occurs, it is often wiser to just "ride it out" rather than get into 

ruuious negotiations and meetings. 
, Administ.rators should not encourage ethnic programs and groups sucb as Black Studies 

or the. Chicano Student Association. 
S:-hools in low-income settings should have younger teachers and staff members. 
Press coverage of school trouble is rarely t,'!lpf-ul • 

. , StuClents who work full or part-time are more likely to engage in disruptive activity 
than those ... i1o do not work. 

, A regular "rap sessionll between students and prinCipal (once or twice per week) is 
helpful in reducing the chances of disruption. 

, There can be too much dialogue between principal and students; sometimes it is better 
not to talk. 

, All things being relatively equal, it is a wise policy tv promote or recruit a black 
teacher/administrator before a Yl'hi te one in a predominately black school. 

'J, Vista Volunteers and Teacher Corps type personnel, used on a regular b&.sis, help keep 
the permanent faculty tlup to date" and responsive. 

,., When districts bus significant numbers of students, in vhatever direction and however 
far or near, this ol~en creates racial, ethnic, or income differences Yl'hich produce 
disruption. 
The mere presence of uniformed poJ ;,ce inside a school building is often a cause rat,her 
than a deterent of school disruption. 
Continuing co:Uege di.sruption and the great publicity about it is' ~. ma.~or cause of high 

. School disruption. 
fl, Pressure o~ students from various political outsiders is a major cause of disruption 
f in city schools. 
t 
~'. t, 

, .. 

I . 
\ 
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" . "underground student newspapers or flyers are significant cau£es of' school disruption. 
Teacher unions or associn.tions often ~~esist school changes which could reduce dis
ruptions. 
\/hatever the noise created by a minority of' restless students, a school typically 
has a substantial majority which is loyal to the school and will not disrupt it. 

. A major caUSe of student unrest is f'rustration caused by hasty career and program 
~dance counseling. 

. Significant numbers of classroom teachers are no lcmger effective with the kinds of 
• students now enrolled in our high schools. 
A school is essentially a receptacle for a large number of difficult sociewal conflicts 

. it has not created. 
']'here is a good deal of pessiIn.: 13m, even numbness, among teachers with respect to the 
notion tha.t city schools .,il1 E:: 'er be really f'ree from disruption in the next deca.de. 
I, as a I":'incipal, share the above pessimism. (r do not think city schools will be 
really free fi'om disruption during the next decade.) 

Biographic Data 

Please iudicate your own ethnic origin: (a) Black (b) White (c) Spanish-Speaking 
(d) Oriental (e) Other 

Row many years have you been a principal? (a) less than 1 (b) 1-2 (c) 3-5 
(d) 6-10 (e) more than 10 

Wha.t is your sex 
What is your age 'I 

I J . 

(a) Hale (b) Female 
(a) less than 30 (b) 30-35 (c) 36-40 (d) 41-50 (e) over 50 

. \ 
. \ ..... '\ 
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Introduction 

The Institute for Community ~sycho10gy of Syracuse University, under 
contract with The Policy Institute of Syracuse University Research Corporation, 
carried o~t a survey on high school disruption. 

Between July 2 and 7, 1970, 1962 questioona:tres were mailed to principals 
of high schools which had B student enrollment of m~Te than 750 aod were 
located io a metropolitan area of more than 50,000 people. The questionnaire 
consisted of 106 questions and WaS divided into several sections: 

Demographic information (13 items); 
Delineation of various disorders (9 items); 
Degree to which the disorders rela~e to racial tension (9 items); 
5eries of strategies for coping with disorder (46.ite~s); 
~~ries of propositions rel.evant to disruption (25 items); and 
Biographic information (3 items). 

A cover letter, answer sheet Bnd return, self-addn''ised t stamped envelope 
were included with the questionnaire. 

Analyais of the data began July 20 when 683 ~nswer sheets had been 
received; data received after this date were not included in the analysis. 
Ana lyses were in tt;~11l5 of comparisons of percentages which represented the 
degree to :. .. hleh variOlis alternatives were endorsed; correlations bet1.l{!cn· 
various itc( $; and, comparisons of group mean responses for various subgroups 
in terms of.!: and!:. statistics. Results are groupcd as follows: 

1. 
lI. 
Ill. 
IV. 
V. 

VI. 

VII. 

Demographic characteristics of the reBp~nd~ntB 
S~ries of reported disruption in terms of various subgroups
R~latcdness of disruption and specific.s~rvey items 
Strategies for coping with disruption 
Comparisons of various propoflitions and the relattonships 
between derived factors and specific itemS 
Comparisons of factor and item responses across various sub
groups 
A summary of ell responses to all items and a comparison of 
item responses of black and white principals 

E-l 
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Some General Observations Relative to the Analyses and Statistico 
Presented in the Following Tables 

1. For all tables which contain percentages: 
Valv~s within any given category will not necessarily Bum to 100% 

because of omissions made by respcndents. 

2. Factor Solutions: 
Factors 1-6 are the result of the factor analysis of the respon~e8 

of 683 principals to items 78-102. A principal axis solution was deter
mined and thl! extracted factors ~'ere rotated to orthogonality (Varimax). 
Of the eight factors extracted, six were deemed interpretable (See Table 17). 

ractor 7 was derived from an image analysis of the responses of the 
683 principals. The matrix of item covariances (as opposed to item c':),:rc
lations) was factored. Only one factor was determined and it was shown 
to be based on 9 of the 25 items. 

For both factor Bnd image analyses, factor extraction was limited by 
an eigenvalue cut-off of 1.00. 

3. Factor Scores: 
All factor scores were derived by th~ application of fsctor score 

weights based on item loadings to item raw scores (ori~inal responses). 
Scores have a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 1.00. The range 
of scores is typically +3.00 to -3.00. Factor scores are distributed 
in much the same fashion as ! scores and can be interpreted as such. 
Based on responses to items 78-102, scores on the seven factors were 
~etermined for each principal. 

4. Interpreting Factor Scores: 
Factor 1: The more positive the score, the less passive the response 

to disrupt ion. (P1:'incipa Is who score low !In Factor I endorse a "ride it 
out II philosophy.) 

Factor 2: The more positive the score, the less the concern for 
preventive training programs. 

Factor 3: The more positive the score~the more peBsi~igtic the 
respondent. 

Factor 4: The more positive the score I the greater the blame pro
jected onto internal, nonadministrative elements. 

Factor 5: The more positive the score, the less prone to acquiescence 
the respondent. (An Lndi vidua I wi.th ala, ... sccre tends to make the morc 
socially desirable responses.) 

FllctOL' 6: The more positi ve the score, the greater the bloDle pro
jected onto external, nonsdministrative elementa. 

F~ctor 7: The more positiv~ the score, the more an individual appears 
willing to attribute the problema to external, non-personal elements and 
to accept a deterministic attitude toward the situation. 

5. Correlations Tables: 
In order to determine the relationshLp between responses to various 
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pairs of items (as well as between items Bnd factor scores). Pearson 
product roomen~ =orrelat~on coefficientc (r) were calculated. Values of 
r theoretically range from +1.00 to -1.00. In Tables 14 and 18. only 
;al~es of r wh~ch are Significantly 4~iferent from zero at the .OS level 
of confidence are repotted. In otheY'· words, relationships revealed 
src due to chance fewer than five times in 100 observations. Positive 
valueD ~f ! iM?lv that 88 scores on one item increase. scoreS on the 
correlated it~m increase also whereas a negative! indicates that ~s 
scores on one item increase, scores on the second item decrease. 

6. For Statistical Compadsons ~ and K): 
Comparative statements are based on 2-tailed tests of significance. 

Values of t and F are conSidered significant when the associated proba
bility lev;l is less than or equal to .10. In other ~ordg. cotDparat ive 
statements are b!lsed on reflected differences between (among) group 
meanS which are not to be nttributed to chl3nce. Such differences would 
occur by chance fewer than 10 times in 100 observations. 

7. A number of the tables which are included in this appendix are set up 
in tenns of item numbers as 0ppGse. l to item content. A copy of· tbe ques-' 
tionnaire is included in the appendix. The reader must refer to this in' 
order to interpret giV~_l tables. 
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Table 3 . 
Rat·· ~f :<esponse to the High School Disruption Questionnaire uy Regionsit' 

'd "C1 to QJ to QJ 
QJ Q QJ 

V) 

~ ~ +' to 
QJ e QJ 

H ~ +' 
QJ ., 

ti § 
eel J., ..... ~ eel ,p p:; ...... QJ III ..... ~ .,.;> (~ +' ..,.;> QJ 

+' p:;-
: \ ~ -t. QJ +' 

eel • \ 
(l. 

QJ Q H+' o 2 p:; QJ ~ 
~ ":$. 

0 III QJ c:l eel 0 (!) QJ 

0 :t (~ H..-l"C1 J..J Q C) Q ::S+' /-i..-l'd H ~ C) 

... 1 
QJ +' QJ <:J 0 0 :am QJ +' 111 QJ 0 

tD :J ' .olllrl .0 ~H ..... .olllrl 

~ 
~/-i 

gQJor-l § (/) QJ to ctl'd 3 QJorl 
QJ QJ • ::s ctl (/) cv 

0.: ::r:: .-
QJ ~ QJ QJ ~ QJ ~ Z (~:s ~ p:; ....... c::. ~ d z6-~ .~ p:; '-" -. 

1 Bo::: on 110 -,;, ')F ~, D9.11asZ}~ort Worth ill 5f) ?l ....::.~ !:2 
(".m:eeticut 2b 9 35 Arkansas 7 3 
r4.~ ir1C 2 , 1 ;0 louisiana 44 'J 18 
l·iassachusetts 4B 14 29 Ne\l Nexico :1 3 34 
, Hampshire 3 3 100 Oklahoma 22 7 32 0,1 h 

.: .~de Island II 3 27 Texas 135 32 28 
V..:rr,ont 0 7 Denver 136 ~3 38 

2 NC",j York Cit;t 173 43 25 Colorado 28 7 2) 
HI~w Jersey 37 13 35 Idaho 3 2 67 
New York 136 30 22 Iowa 18 5 28 

3 Philadelphia 290 110 37 Kansas 14 G 43 
Delaware tr 7 B7 i>1is :;ouri 40 9 43 
Kentucky 25 7 28 Hontana. 4 4 100 
li3..ryland 3G 15 42 Nebro.ska 10 cl 80 
llorth Carolina 45 10 22 North ns.kota 2 ,.., 100 c.. 

J P'U1syl vania 90 33 37 Sout.h IE.kota 3 2 67 
V lriinit3. 64 26 41 Utah 12 7 58 
Went Virclnia 10 5 50 Wyoming 2 0 0 
D. c. 14 5 36 d San Francisco 313 109 35 

4 Atlanta 267 102 38 Alaska -3 2 b7 
J:la"omna. 35 -C 11 Arizona 25 10 41 
~'1or ida 76 29 3r California 228 69 30 
GeorGia 56 30 54 Hawaii G 3 50 
J tis~ issippi 19 9 47 Nevada 7 3 47 
00Ut'l \'arci.!.ina 14 [3 )7 Oregon 15 r 47 
'l'cnnessee 67 20 32 'riashington 2-1 1'( 59 

) CII:tf.W\) 456 178 39 
-tTlT; c i fl 110 35 32 

Ind ianu 62 3C :,3 
J .iet i.r~an 81 23 35 *Tota1 Response Rate = 35% 
. :i:Ulesota 34 14 4] (1962 mailed, 683 returned) 
Ohio 131 43 33 
:iSCOllsin 38 22 58 
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Table 4 

Demogra~hic Characteristics of Respondents to the High S~hool Disruption 
Questionnaire 

Total Re3ions 
Characteri~tic Sample 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Sex 
~1e 96 97 93 95 93 96 97 100 97 

Female 2 0 5 5 1 2 0 0 1 
Ethnic Or:t.gin 

Bl.a.ck 9 0 5 13 24 5 16 4 3 
White 88 97 95 85 75 92 83 94 91 
Otber 1 0 0 2 1 1 2 2 5 

Age 
---r:ess than 30 1 ° 0 0 1 1 0 2 0 

30 - 35 7 3 5 14 5 6 5 8 6 
36 - 40 12 3 14 9 II 14 17 II 13 
41 - 50 41 20 42 42 42 42 33 34 ~o 
Over 50 38 67 37 35 41 36 h.o 43 29 

Years of Experience 
4 Less tban 1 3 2 3 6 3 3 2 4 

1 - 2 13 0 23 18 9 12 9 6 16 
3 - 5 21 10 19 21 24 18 22 19 27 
6 - 10 24 33 30 25 28 26 21 23 20 
Hore than 10 38 50 26 31 43 39 43 51 31 

Size of Citr 
Less than 50,000 10 3 26 16 5 13 2 2 13 
50,000 - 99,999 28 57 37 21 20 31 14 34 28 
100,OO~ - 299,999 29 30 19 28 32 25 26 h2 30 
300,000 - 699,999 20 10 12 16 26 15 38 21 19 
700,000 - 1,500,000 7 0 ° 10 14 6 16 2 5 
l·{ore than 1, 500, 000 6 0 7 8 3 10 5 0 5 

School Enrollment 
LeSL than 500 2 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 0 
500 - 999 8 7 0 13 12 6 9 9 7 
1000 - 1999 54 63 70 56 60 51 45 55 46 
2000 - 3000 31 23 23 25 24 31 43 32 41 
l-!ore then 3(>00 5 7 7 5 4 10 2 0 5 

Size of Staff 
Less than 25 2 0 0 3 0 2 2 2 3 
25 - 49 5 0 0 5 10 4 7 2 6 
50 - 99 51 27 44 47 64 48 59 55 56 
100 - 249 35 67 42 38 24 34 29 42 3Ci 
150 - 200 5 3 12 4 3 6 3 0 6 
Hore than 200 2 3 :2 3 0 5 0 0 0 
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Table 5 
A Comparison of the Ethnicity of School Staffs and Student Bodies 

Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent r~r Cent 
Less tha... 5cj, f)%-25% 26%-491> 5CY?-9CJfp 91'f,-loo'f, 
Student Staff Student Staff Student Staff Student Staff Student Staff 

Black 51 Go 28 25 7 6 4 5 9 2 

White 9 2 3 4 5 4 35 30 48 60 
C>:l 
I 

'" Spanish-
Speaking 79 88 12 5 3 1 1 0 0 0 

."~' ~ 

Oriental 93 91 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Otber 93 91 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

. ~ -: 
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A Regional Comparison of the Etbnicity of School Staffs and Student Bodies 

Percentages 
Ethnic le s s than 5:) 6-25% 26-49% 50-90% 91-100% 
Group R:::gion Staff Student Staff Student Staff Student etaff Student Staff Student 
Black 1 8"{ 73 7 17 0 7 0-3 o=~ 

i 2 74 40 26 37 0 14 0 5 0 5 ,. 
! 3 46 41 37 33 7 6 5 10 2 9 
I 

4 49 15 18 6 26 I 10 25 32 17 2 I 

I 5 66 49 25 33 3 6 3 4 2 7 
6 53 57 19 19 16 5 5 3 5 16 
7 87 74 6 15 2 h 4 2 0 4 
8 86 70 10 23 2 4 0 2 0 1 

l-T.hite 1 0 0 0 3 0 0 7 27 93 70 
2 0 7 0 0 0 5 23 42 77 47 
3 1 8 5 5 4 5 35 33 55 46 
4 6 22 9 2 11 2 59 39 14 30 

t".! 5 1. 6 2 2 4 5 23 34 70 52 I 
co 6 5 16 7 3 5 9 43 29 40 41 

7 2 6 4 2 0 4 11 21 83 68 
8 1 4 1 4 3 5 19 .' 42 75 46 

Spanish- 1 90 97 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Speaking 2 91 79 5 12 0 2 0 2 0 0 

3 88 90 2 2 0 1 0 o· 1 1 
4 86 85 6 6 0 2 0 0 0 0 
5 93 89 2 7 0 2 0 0 1 0 
6 67 59 19 17 7 9 0 7 0 3 
7 92 79 2 13 2 6 0 0 0 0 
8 87 53 11 37 0 6 0 2 0 0 

Other 1 87 90 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 93 93 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 88 92 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
4 91 91 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 93 96 .. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 

6 86 93 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 94 98 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
e 92 86 3 10 1 2 2 1 0 0 



Table 7 
Black Student Enrollment in Schools Which Have Predominantly Black Staffs* 

----

% Black Students frequency % 

Less than 5% 4 8 

6 - 25% 3 6 

26 - 49% 1 2 

50 - 90% 2 4 

More than 90% 39 80 

* Staff is at least 50% black (~= 49). Only 14 responses were from 
schools which had staffs which were more than 90% black. Of the 14, 
student bodies at 4 were less than 26% black while those at 9 were 
greater than 90% black (student enrollment was not designated at the 
remainir.g school). 
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Table 8 
Explanation 

A Summary of Disruption in Terms of the ethnic Compatibility of Student 
. Body and Staff 

Statistical tests reveal that tile differenceo reflected amont; the three 
categories are Significant. Disruption is most-apt to occur in thdse schools 
in which the percentage of blar.k students in the school exceeds the pe~cen
tage of blacl: staff members. Disruption takes on a ""Ore racial tone in 
those schools also. Differences between categories land 3 do not appear to 
be significant. To the degree that black representetion within the student 
body is equal to or less than black representation on the staff, disruption 
is minimized and that disruption which does in fact occur appears to have 
little racial basis. 
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Table 8 
A Summary of Disruption in Terms of the Ethnic Cora,pa.tibi1ity of Stu.dent 

Body and Staff 

"-
Ca.tegory 1 . Ca.tegory 2 Category-3 
Percentage Black Percent~ge Black Perceu'W.ge Black 
Studentb greater Students and S~..I.dents less 
than percentage Staff equal than percentage 
Black Staff (~ '" 404) Black Staff 
(!i :: 214) (!i = 55) 
e. b c d a b c d a b c d 

Teacher b?ycott7 67 28 3 0 81 18 0 0 84 16 0 0 
walkout or s tr ike 

Student boycott, 49 11 15 24 74 14 5 6 82 5 9 2 
walkout or strike 

Al:'son 67 22 7 2 83 13 1 2 84 13 0 0 

Property Damage 34 47 12 5 46 49 3 2 56 40 2 0 
(not arson) 

Rioting 74 3 8 12 94 1 1 4 93 \) 0 0 

Student,..Teacher 56 19 19 6 76 16 6 2 75 II 11 2 
physical con-
frontation 

Picketing or 60 17 9 12 80 15 2 2 82 9 4 4 
Parading 

Presence of Unruly 29 30 23 16 51 33 10 5 65 22 9 2 
Nonstudents 

Abnormal student 47 14 25 12 71~ 12 9 4 73 11 15 0 
Unru1incss 

a. r.: did not occur b = occurre~ no racial basis c ... occurredl some-
what racial basis d '" occurred} substantial racial bF~sis 
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Table 9 
A 'Profile of Disruption in Terms of Ethnici~y of Staff 

Staff over 50% 
Black (tl=49) 

Teacher boycott, 
walkout, or strike 

Student boycott, 
walkout, or strike 

Arson 

Property Uamag~! 
(Not Arson) 

Rioting 

Student-Teacher 
'Physical 

8 

86 

57 

69 

41 

88 

Confrontation 61 

Picketing 
or Parading 69 

Presence on tBmpuS 
of unruly noo-students 37 

AbnormaL student 
unruliness 

a • did not occur 
b = no racial basis 

57 

C '" somewhat rsci.81 basis 

b c 

12 2 

24 10 

24 4 

51 6 

6 4 

22 14 

20 6 

43 12 

16 

d u substantial racial basia 

t br *' e)l"C .,.,...... ... ,... 

./ 

------
Staff over 50~ 

White (tl",613) 

6 a b c d 

0 76 22 1 0 

8 61 11 9 12 

0 79 15 2 2 

2 43 47 6 3 

2 §OS 1 3 7 

2 70 16 10 3 

4 75 14 4 6 

8 46 31 14 8 

o 66 12 7 
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Table 10 

Percent of Schools vith' Over ~ Black Enrollment which Reported 
No Disruption 

Teacher boycott, 
"walkout or strike 

Student boycott, 
valkout or strike 

Arson 

Property ])3.rnage 
(not arson) 

Rioting 

Student-Teacher 
physical con
frontation 

Pi~keting or 
Parading 

Presence of Unruly 
Nonstudents 

~bnormal Student 
Unruliness 

less than 
5'fo (N=3) 

100 

100 

100 

lcq 

100 

67 

100 

33 

100 

$ of Black on Staff 

6-25% 26-49% 50-90$ More than 
(N::8 ) (Nc:l2 ) (N=29) 90% (N=lO) 

37 50 83 90 

42 52 50 

87 42 69 60 

25 8 31 60 

100 83 79 100 

37 33 52 90 

50 70 

25 25 40 

50 50 48 70 

Disruption which occurred in SChools havin6 less than 5'ft black starf 
and those having r.lore than 9010 black staff had no racial basis (with the 
exception of disruption attributed to the presence or nonstudents on campu~. 
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Table II 

A Profile of Disruption Based on Size of Student Bc~ 
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Table 12 

A Profile of Disruption in Terms of Black Student Enrollment 

r 

i' 

less than 6-25~ Over 5Cf/, 
5~ Black Black Black 
a b c d. a b c d e. b c d -

Teacher boycott, 83 16 0 0 74 24 1 0 66 29 2 1 
valkout or strike 

Student boycott, 82 13 3 1 52 7 16 25 49 23 13 12 
va.1kout or strike 

! '.' 

Arson 85 13 0 J 75 16 4 3 65 24 6 1 

Properly 1)3.me.;ge 48 49 1 1 39 43 II 6 31 54 10 2 
(not arson) , 

Rioting 97 1 0 '\ 79 2 5 14 78 3 9 5 .... 

Studen t -Tea.c her 80 i5 3 1 63 15 15 7 '\ 48 20 27 2 
phyr; ica.l con-

L 
I 

L 

!ron'ta ... .:on 

Pic}-~ting or 83 15 1 0 68 13 6 11 57 23 12 6 
Pa:ad.ing 

Presence of 57 35 5 1 35 26 23 15 24 40 22 12 
~-uly nonstudents 

l Abnorma.l student 81 13 4 1 52 7 27 14 47 25 20 4 

L 
unruliness 

t 
a. = did not occur b = no racial basis c = somewhat racial basis 
d = substantial racial basis 

., , 

1 L . ! 

'L 
l! 
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Table 13 

il 
A Profile of D1oruption in Terms of Principals' Ex:perience 

lean thM 2 3-5 ~nra 6-10 ycnrs mora thnn 10 
years (!i=110) (!i.el 2) (!i.=.l6l) years (!I~60) 
a. b ... d e. b c d a b c d a b -c d ~ 

Teacher bOyCott, 70 25 2 1 79 ill 1 6 
.. 

1 
I 21 1 78 20 0 18 0 

walkout or strike 

student boycott, 60 11 15 14 63 12 11 13 71 14 7 9 68 13 6 11 
walkout or strike 

tl Arson 76 16 4 2 77 18 4 1 5J 17 2 
,., 80 14 2 2 ~ 

tz: Property L'e.mage 34 52 10 4 44 49 5 1 39 52 4 5 49 42 5 2 I 
~ (not 6.rBon) -oJ 

Rioting 84 3 :> 0 au 1 4 6 8B ... 4 6 90 1 2 5 c. 

student-Teacher 58 21 16 5 68 10 10 2 70 17 10 3 74 13 e 3 \. physical con-
frontation 

Picketing or 'r4 15 5 6 71 14 7 5 73 19 2 5 76 .1.3 3 5 
Parading 

Presence of 43 30 19 [3 50 26 11 10 36 39 19 6 49 32 10 8 
unruly nonstudents 

Abnormal ~~lines8 55 11 24 10 65 13 11 7 67 13 14 6 68 13 12 . 5 
among students 

,_l.. 
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Relatedness of Disl~ption 
and Specific Survey Items 
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Table 14 
Explanation 

Cor~elations between Various Forms of Disruption and Other Specific Items 

1. Items 1 and 2: Size of student body app,e'I!1rB to be a more important 
variable than does size of city. 

2. Items 3, 4, aod 5: The racial basis of disruption is positively related 
to the percentage of black students (and staff -- item 9) and negatively 
related to the percentage of white students (and staff -- item 10). TIle 
relationship between student-staff ethnic compatibility and disruption is 
best illustrated in Table 8. 

3. Items 23 - 31: The racia 1 basis of disruption exmtributes to increased 
ra cia 1 tens ion. 

4. Items 8 and 57 again reflect the importance of size of school (as does 
item 2). Larger schools have more problems. 

5. Item 58: As average daily attendance goes down, disruption increases or 
vice versa. 

6. Item 76: Disruption is positively related to the percentage of students 
who work part-time. 
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Table 14 

Correlations between Var'1ous Forms of Disruption and Ot;her 
Speci:Uc Items (!c683) 

Item No. 14 15 16 17_ 18 19 20 21 22 
1- 18 11 06 
2 13 13 11 12 08 10 11 
3 15 25 18 15 17 24 22 28 24 
4 -15 -19 -18 -10 -12 -20 -16 -19 .-15 
5 11 
8 15 13 12 09 1~ 14 12 15 15 
9 11 09 14 09 11 12 

10 -10 -11 -09 -11 
11 
23 63 18 13 12 19 11 21 15 10 
24 l8 80 28 32 40 30 54 41 53 
25 11 25 69 39 21 29 28 29 26 
26 13 25 32 71 33 40 35 46 40 
27 17 1,31 30 34 82 32 32 42 44 
28 10 ; .31 26 37 28 82 28 38 48 
29 21 . 45 28 35 3) 29 82 43 43 
30 15 \ 33 29 44 40 44 38 77 55 
31 10 45 27 39 46 47 42 54 82 
57 14 . 16 14 10 i.5 09 13 15 
58 14 14 12 11 1) 18 14 16 13 
70 I 09 
71 16 09 11 14 18 19 
72 14 14 1I 12 15 14~ 16 
76 ]2 10 13 15 11 10 14 10 
77 09 

104 -08 .09 -11 
105 
106 

Hote: ~be decimal vhicb precedes the number bas been omitted 
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Table 15 

strategies for Coping 'rlitb Disruption: A Regional Comparison -
~-:iIl each region .... bo responded BYES II 
1 2 ~ 4 5 6 7 8 Tota~ 

'::Do--YOU--:h~a-,,-~e-s-c~h-o-o-::-l---'p-a-_":'"-i dO::--C-o-zmm-Ul-l-=i-:"t-y-O::-l-:"i-a"':"i-so-n-p-e-o-p-=l:-e-o-n---..... l"'"3:;-0-->30 28 12 28 24 fi05 27 2b 
your stuff? 

Do you have an established, standing crisis group at 
your SCh001? 

Does your district have a st'li'f tactical group to handle 
trouble? 

Do you use T-groups in vorking witb students/staff? 

to you have discretionary dolla:rs '\-,bich enable you to 
respond to disrupticn7 

Is your discr~tionaxwJ authority adequate to ~aspond to 
trouble'l 

Is there a policy of minimal response to the press1 

Have school boundaries been altered to control 
disruptive social mixes? 

23 23 25 32 30 26 30 35 29 

27 21 36 49 43 33 36 50 40 

27 30 26 26 21 17 23 25 24 

13 21 18 18 21 26 30 19 20. 

97 74 74 71 81 84 87 88 82 

57 42 45 49 51 45 47 44 48 

3 9 9 7 8 5 9 8 8 

Are school doors :locked during scbool hours? 27 40 12 5 21 2 11 5 ~4 

Has it been necessary to frisk or search students? 7 30 17 33 25 31 25 40 27 

Has it been necessary to search lockers? 53 60 58 47 63 50 62 71 59 

Are uni.fc,rmed policemen regularly used In school buildings? 0 I) 6 1 14 2 0 2 6 

Are nonuniformed policemen regularly used in school 0 l~ 7 0 16 0 9 5 8 
buildings? 
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Comparisons of Various Propositions 
and the Relationships between 

Derived Factors and Specific Items 
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Mean 
Respon:;c* 

3.23 

1.64 

2.10 

2.0f 

3.12 

3.08 

1.91 
4.03 

2.27 

3.13 

2.30 

3.0; 

2.38 

~e Aver~c Res~onse to Each of ?5 Propqsitions Relative 
to Hig~ School Disruption (!! = (83) 

It.em 
Nc. 

78. 

79. 

80. 

82. 

33. 

84. 

85. 
86. 

87. 

88. 

~o. 

91. 

Proposition 

\-Then disri..1.ption o~curs, the process and style one elsel;; to 
·'espo·.d t(, it is less inrpol"t.a! t than the Gubstar.<:e of one's 
reSpOI.3e. 
There shol..ld !Je more in-service trainine about conflt·· 
manae;ement for topside school 9.dministrators. 
Teacher rF.'cT"'litrnent and crit.eria for selection should ~e 
wider and more varied. 
T'nere should oe some Kind of "com:nur..ity ativoeate" system 
to Detter relate a commun-'.ty tc its school.' 
Hhell disr1Aption occurs) ::. -: i::: often ;.fi.ser to 2'lst "ride 
it out" rather tnan t.et in-c.o ... ~1Xious ne~rotia'~ {.cns 8.1IG. 

meetings. 
Adlllinistre.tors shoulo. aot encourage ethnic progrruns ary', 

groups SUC!1 as 31ack 3tudies or the CbLcan!J Student 
Association. 
Schools ie: low-jucome settinr>;s sDould have youne;er teachers 
~nd staff members. 
Press coverage of school trouble is rarely helpful. 
Students vho work fill] or -part-time are more likely \;0 

engae;e in ciisruptive activity than tDose Hhu do not ""ork. 
A ref:,'Ular "rap sess:'on" be::'twecn ~tudents and pr inc ips.l 
(once or twice a \'H;ck) is '.!elpful in reducing the r,.:hances 
of disrup-:.ion. 
There can be too much -3ialogue between students and prlnci
?alj sometimes it iE better no~ to talk. 
A.ll things beine; relatively equal, it is 0. 'dise :policy 
to ~romote or recruit 0. ~~ack tea~her/administrator before 
a white one in a .l;'redorninantlyolack school;, 
Vista Volunteers and 'reacner Corps i~ype personnel, used 
on a regu2.ar basis, help keep the perrr.2.l1ent f'aculty IIUp 
to date" and resporsive. 
' .. Then dist",icts bus signLf icant numbers of students, in 
whatever direction and ho~evcr far or near, this often 
creates racial, ethnic, ·or income differences whiel! pro
duce disruption. 
The mere presc'1ce of unifocrncd. police inside a school 
lluilding 1.s often a caUGe rather than a deterent of school 
d Lsruption. 

.- .. --
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Mean 
Response 

Item P1"oposition 
No. 

1.85 93. Continuing college disruption and the gre9.t publicity 
about it is a major cause of high school disruption. 

2.23 94. Fressure on stud.ents f'l'om various political outsiders 
is a majoT cause of' disruption in city schools. 

2.67 95. ''underground'' student newspapers or flyers are signifi-
cant causes of school disru~tion. 

2.82 96. Teacher unions or associ.ations often resist school changes 
which could. reduce disrupt.if):'ls .. 

1. 75 97. vlhatever the noise created by a minority of restless stu·· 
dGn;;:s, a school typically has a substantial majority 
'\o1hich is loyal to the school and will not disruI,t it. 

3.51 98. A major cause of student unrest iE frustration caused by 
hasty career an;.:. program guidance c::ounseline;. 

2.68 99. Significant nurnrers of class~ .. oom tea.chers are no long~r 
effective with the kinds of students now enroll~d in our 
high schools. 

2.13 100. A school is essentially a receptacle for a large uum~~r 
of difficult societal cQr~lic~s it has not createa. 

2.24 101. There is a good deal of pecsimism, even numbness) amui~ 
teachers with respect to t:i.1e notion that city schools 
will ever be really free i'rom disruption in the next 
decade. 

2.76 102. I) as a principal, sha=e the above pessimism. (r do not 
think city schools will be really free from disruption 
during the next decade.) 
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Table 11 

Division of t.he 25 Propositions of the High School Disruption Q.uestion
naire into Co~on Factors 

Factor 1 - Active-Passive Adlninistrative Response to Disruption 

When disruption occurs, it is often ~Hiser to just "ride it out rather 
than get into anxious negotiations and LJeetings. 

Admirlistrators should not encou~age ethnic programs anQ groups such 
as Black Studies or the Chican.o Student As:::;ociation. 

Press coverage of school trouble is rarely helpful. 
There can be too much dialogue between p~'incipal and sb:der.ts: some

times it is better not to talk. 

F~ctor 2 - Concern for Preventive Programs 

There sho~ld be more in-service training about confl~ct managellient 
for topside Gchool e.dmjnistrators. 

Teacher recruitment and criteria for selection should be wider nnd 
more Vflxied. 

The:r::! should be some kind 01' "community advocate" system to better 
relate a community to its school. 

Factor 3 - Pessimism 

I, as a princip'll share the ai.J;:;ve peSSDUl.Sm (1 do not tbinl~ city 
z:!hocl will bE". really free from disruption durL'lg the next" decade). 

There if, a good deal of pessimism, even numbness, among teachers 
with rpspect to the notion that city SChools will ever be really free 
fr(lm disf11ption in "Ghe next decade. 

A school is essentially a receptac]e for a large number of difficult 
social cOllflicts it has not created. 

Factor ;~ - Blame: Internal, Nonadministrative 

Significant numbers of classroom teacbers arc no longer effective 
with the ~~~lds of studen"Gs nm1 enrolleQ L.'1 our big11 s.:!hools. 

Teacher unions or associations often resist school changes V1hich 
:::ould reduce dinruptions. 

A m8.jor cause of student unrest is frustration caused 1::y hast:r 
care,-,r and. progrSI.l GUidance counseling. 

The mere :?rescnce of uniformed poli~e inside a school building 
is often a cause rather than a deterent of school disruption. 
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Factor 5 - Social l}esira:bility 

. All things b . .::.ing relatively equal, it is a wise policy to Pl.-ool'ote 
or recruit a black tea.cher/administratol' before s white one in a pre
dominantly black school. 

A regular IIrap session" betvleen students and principal is helpful. 
in reduc:1.ns the chan.ces of disruption. 

Vista Volunteers ani Tea·-.1:ar Corps t:yJ?e personnel} used on e. 
regular basi5, he~"p keep the }?ermanent faculty "up to datell and responsive. 

There can De too much dialogue lJet'\o,een :p:rincipal and. students; 
sometimes it is better not to talk. (-) . 

Factor 6 - Blarnf:': Elct.erlJ.8,l, Nonadministrative 

Pressure on students from various political outsider8 i~ a major 
cause of disruption in city schools. 

Continuing college disl"Uptior.\ and the great publicity about it is 
a major cause of high school disruption. 

",{Jndergromld" student newspapers or flyers are significant causes 
of school disruption. 

Facto~ - F.lctE'rnal Causation, Determinism 

~~ere is a bood deal of ?essimisID) even numbness, among teachers 
with respect to the notion that· city schools will ever be real~y free 
frem disruption in the next decad~. 

I, as a prinCipal, ohare the above pessimism (r do not think city 
schools will be r€8.11y free from disruption during the next decade). 

Stgni.::'1.c;mt n:.tlllbers of cla' . ~')om teachers are no longer effective 
with klllO.S of students now eur!_u in our highscbools. 

A school is essentially a receptacle for a large numbe~ of diffi~ult 
societal conflicts it has not created. 

"Una. ~rgTO'.md." £."";u.dent newspapers or flyers are significant C(luses of 
sC'hool dic::rup.::ioll. 

Contir.tJ.ing C(.'lJ.~gA disruption and the great ;publicity about it is a 
major cause of hiEl,h school disruption. 

Teacher uniO~lS or associations often resist school chwlges which 
could red~cedisruptions. 

ft m~jor ~a'.l.se c-f. student unrest is frustration c~\useci ty tasty 
career end program ~)idance counseling. 

Pressure on students from various political outsiders is e. major 
cause of disruption in city schools. 
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Tablrt 18 
~p lar at ioo 

Correlations between the Seven Deriv~d Factors and Specific Disruption Items 
(~ = (83) 

1. Factor 1 (Active-Passive Administrative Response to Disruption) is most 
consis~ently related to disruption (items 14-22). Less passive response 
is associated wi~h the oc~urrence of disruptio~s. This io also true for 
those disruptions which have a specific racial basis. 

There appears to be n relationship between the ethnic cornposttion of staff 
and the principal's response to the propositions concerning ci~srurtion. 
As the percentage of black staff increases, principals tend to r~port! 

a. a more active response to disruption; 
b. more concern for preventive training programs; and 
c. fewer socially desirable responses. 

Conversely, as the percentage of white staff increases, principals tend 
tv report: 

3. a mOrt pEssive response to disruption; 
b. less :':Ottce;:-n for preventive trClining programs; and 
c. more socially desirable responses. 

2. Again. the size of the school is to be noted as an index of disruption 
(itews 2. 8, 57). "" Larger schools appear to report more frequent disruptions. 
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Table 19 
A CO'Tya.:c l.so~ of Selected Responses of Principals Grouped by Geogl.'aphic 

~giQna 
Group 1 =-= Boston {N:-:30} Group 5 = Chicago (N:::178) 
::roup 2 -;: Hew York-City (r;=>43) G:rf.lUIJ 6 ~ DaJ.J.as!Ft: W.)rth (!!=58) 
Group 3 ::: Fhila.c.elphia (N-;;U0) Gruup 7 =: Denve:r (N=53) 

___ Groul?..)~ :; AtlB.nta (J!::102) Gr~1.l.p 8 ::: 8&. :F'.rhnciC!C0 (N:109) 
Var latle Conmaratlve Obse:cvattons 
·~.ize C'f City Region 6 respor..ses represent lat"ge-st cities while 

those of rt~~ion 1 represeD~ the smallest. 

SJ.zt:! of. Stuo.ent Body 

1, BlacJ.~ students 

~ White Stuu.::nts 

She of' Staff 

'f, Black Staff 

r{; White Staff 

Items 78-102 

Largest sc!1ools are in Regloll fJ; smallest, in Region 7. 

Regior 4 repori:ed the greatest. percenta.gp. of black 
student;:·; Region 8s th~ J<>:aEt. 

Region 1 reported the greatest percentage of !.;hite 
students; Region 4, the lea~t. 

Region 1 :-eported the largept '-aff size r Region 4, 
the smallest. 

R~gion 4 reported the large6~ percentage of black 
staff; Region 1, the sma~lest. 

Region 1 re~orted the largest pe~centage of white 
staff; Region h., the smalles-t;. 

Principals in Region 2 arc least accepting of a posi
tion of paseive r~sponse while those in Regifm 7 El.re 
most accepting of a position o~ passive respcnse. 

Pr1!lcipals in Region 8 are most concerned abC'ut pre
ventive traini.ng progrB.Llls while those in R~gion 1 
are least concerned about preventive trai~ing pro
gramEt. 

Principals :'l\ Region 7 are most likely to blame a.iGrup-
0::'" ir..ternal, nonadministrative ele..-nents while those 
in Region 6 are ~east likely to blrune c..':'sruption on 
internals Gonadministrative elements. 

Principals of Fegion 3 are least prone to endorse 
socially 3:!ceptable ste:cements ",hile those 1.."1 
Region 7 are most prone to endorse socially ac
ceptable stateL1ents. 

Principals of Region 6 e~e most lik.ell to blame dis
ru9tion on external, nonadministrat.ive elements 
wb" .. ': those in Region 1 al'e - least .Likely to blame 
dir.i'uption on e:,:-cernal, nonadmL'1istrative elements. 
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Table 20 

A Comparison of Select~d Responses of Principals Who Reported Scree Form of 
TJisrllption (~ = 577) and ~hose Who Repo:r~;ed No Disruption (!! = 106) 

variable 

Size of City 

Size of student bcdy 

1.., Elac!{ students 

~ ~viIite students 

Size of staf1c 

cj, Black staff 

rf.. Htd te staff 

items 78-102 

Comparati v-e Resul !...£:::~..;;.e..:..;d~o;;.:,n~.t::;.:_t...;.e...;.s:..t...;.* _______ _ 

No d.ifferen~e (batt. a.verage 100,000-299,999) 

Schools which repcrt disl~ption have larger 
eru'ollr:1en't • 

Schools wbich report disl~p~ion average 6-25% 
'black enrollIlent, thoo"'.: 'n~l:i'Ch report no disruption 
average less than ;iA 

Schools which report disruption av<.::!'L .... ge 50-9Cfj, 
;.,hite, ~ose which report no disru:r:~.ion l:I.verage 
greater than 9'~ white. 

Schools which report disrup+':!'(),;.., .lave: larger staff. 

No difference (both average leGS t::~n 5%) 

No difference 

No differen.:es were evidenced c a.ny of the 7 
factors derived from these ite:.". AveY",ge 
responses of both groups were ::.:.ssenti.. ~.l the 
same, 
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Item 
55 
66 
67 
69 
71 
72 
75 
76 
77 

104 
1()6 

.--

Black Principals 
~ Selecting Each Alternative 

a b c d c 
73 27 
57 43 
46 14 13 27 
11 86 
14 41 38 
24 25 48 
t"2 38 
33 48 16 3 0 
75 17 3 2 0 
6 21 24 10 3S 
0 8 17 32 43 

\fuite Principals 
cfo h~lecting Each Alternative 

Item a b c d e 
55 82 17 
66 46 53 
67 55 19 16 9 
69 7 91 
71 16 .51 25 
72 20 37 42 
75 47 53 
76 23 52 21 3 0 
77 82 12 3 1 0 

104 3 lr. 20 25 39 
106 0 7 II 42 38 
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Table 22 
A Comparisnn of Selected Responses of Black Q!c:63) and White Q!=602) 'Principals 

Variable 

Size of City 

Size of Student Bony 

% Black StudentG 

CZ !,,:'hite Students 

Size of Staff 

% Black Staff 

% White StC'l ff 

Items 78 - 102 

/ 

Comparative Obsoarvations 

Black respondents were from larger cities than white 
respondents (average population). 

White principals reported a larger student enroll
m~nt than did black p=incipals. 

Student bodies led by black administrators averaged 
greater than 50% black while those led by white 
administrators averaged less than 25% bl~ck, 

Bl~ck p~incipals report lower white student enroll
ment, 

White principa-ls report a larger average staff size, 

Black principa Is report a greecer percentage of 
black staff than do white principals, 

White principals report Ie larger -percentage of 
white staff. 

BJack principals endorse a more active response to 
disruption (Factor 1) and a greater concern ior 
preventive training programs (Factor l). No dif
ferences are reported for fac~ors 3 - 7. 
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Table 23 
A Comparison of Selected R~sponses of Principels 

Grouped in Terms of Reported Average DailY'Attendance 

Variable 

Size of City 

Size of Student Body 

% Black Students 

% White Students 

SiZf~ of Sta ff 

% Black Staff 

% White Staff 

Items 78 - 102 

Group 1 ADA = 90 - 100% 
Group 2 ADA = 80 - 89% 
Group 3 ADA = 0 - 79% 

Comparative Observations 

@=44S) 
(~ .. =200) 
@:= 35) 

Group 3 schools are in cities which average 300,000 
699,999 while those in Groups land 2 are in cities 
which average 100,000 - 299,999. 

No difference 

Group 3 school~ average 50-90% black while Group 1 
and 2 s~hools averag~ 6-25% bl~ck. 

Group 3 schools average 6-25i'0 white while Group 1 
and 2 schools average 50-90% white. 

No difference 

Group 3 schools average 26-47% black while Group 1 
schools average less than 5% black and Group 1 
schools average 6-25% black . 

Group 1 schools average more than 90% wbite while 
Group 2 and 3 schools average 50-90% white. 

Group 3 school principals support propositions 
which characterize them as being: 

1. less prone to a passive response to 
disruption (Factor 1); 

2. more concerned about preventive training 
programs (Factor 2); and 

3. more prone to place the blame for disrup
tion on inte~nal, nonadministrative elements 
(Factor 4). 

In all instances, Group 3 principals' responses 
were the most different from the responses of 
Group 1 principals. 
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Table 24 
A Compariscn of Selected Responses of Principals 

Gro~ped in Terms of Reported Access to Information Relative to Disruption 

Vc:riable 

Size of City 

Size of Student 

% Black Students 

% White Students 

Size of Staff 

% Black Staff 

% White Staff 

Items 78 - 102 

._ ... _--
,

. i,/! 

---,---

Body 

Group 1 "" Inadequate access (N = 35) 
Group 2 = Good or fair access (N mS14) 
Group 3 c: Excellent access <E =-128) 

Comparative Observations 

No difference 

Size of student body is linearly related to access 
to information. Group 3 principals are from largest 
schools. 

No difference 

No difference 

No difference 

No difference 

No difference 

Group 3 principals average responses to these items 
indicate that they are most active in responding 
to disruption (Factor 1), most concerned about 
preventive training programs (Factor 2), and least 
pessimistic (Factor 3). 
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Table 25 

Observations Relat1.'I,I'e to Years of 7!x:perience* 

Principals who have less experience: 

1. Rel-ort greater black enrollment. 

2. Endorse & more active response to disruption. 

3. Report great~~ concern for preventive training 
progra..-ns • 

'. 

4. Are more hesitant to project bL~e for disruption 
onto external elements (non-school). 

*Frequency of Experience 

Group 1 = less than 2 years experience (N=llO) 

Group 2 = 3-5 years (~=142) 

Group 3 = 6-10 yea=s (~=l61) 

Group 4 = 10 years (~=260) 
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Table 26 

Observations of Schools which Use Unifor.med Police 
on a Regular Basis 

Schools in which uniformed police are found regularly (!!::040) are most 
apt to: 

1- Be in larger cities (greater than 100,000) 

2. Have larger student bodies (greater than 2000) 

3. Have more black students (greater than 25~) 

4. Rave fewer white stUdents (less than 26%) 

5. Have larger staffs (over 100) 

6. Have more black staff members (6-25%) 

1. Ha.ve fewer white staff members (50-9~) 

Principals of schools in which uniformed police 8xe regularly on duty are 
most apt to : 

-..... 

I / 

1. Hespond actively to disruption (Factor 1) 

2. Be more concerned about preventive training 
programs (Factor 2) 

3. Be less prone to acquiescence (Fa.ctor 5) 

. ~ .. ~ . , 
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Table 27 
A . Summar:z: of ResEonses to All Items: 

% Selecting Each Alternative 
item a b c d e item 

1 28 29 20 7 6 45 
2 1 8 54 31 5 46 
3 51 28 7 4 9 47 
4 9 3 5 35 48 48 
5 12 3 1 0 49 
6 93 2 0 0 0 50 
7 93 1 0 0 0 51 
8 5 52 35 5 2 52 
9 60 25 (, 5 2 53 

10 2 4 4 30 60 54 
11 88 5 1 0 0 55 
12 91 1 0 0 0 56 
13 91 0 0 0 0 57 
14 77 21 1 0 58 
15 66 13 9 11 59 
16 78 16 3 2 60 
17 [13 47 6 3 61 
18 88 2 3 6 62 
19 6? 16 10 3 63 
20 74 15 4 6 64 
21 4) 32 14 8 65 
" ... 65 13 14 6 66 LL 

23 78 18 1 0 67 
24 70 16 8 3 68 
25 79 15 3 0 69 
26 53 36 7 1 70 
27 85 5 4 '2 71 
28 7u 18 8 1 72 
29 76 15 5 2 73 
30 53 27 14 3 74 
31 65 15 11+ 3 75 
32 17 5 78 0 76 
33 7 0 0 89 77 
34 16 ] 8 72 78 
35 0 0 0 95 79 
36 87 12 80 
37 82 11 81 
38 48 52 82 
39 57 42 83 
liO 86 14 84 
41 26 73 85 
42 94 5 86 
43 85 15 87 
44 l.O 59 88 
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Tota 1 SaroE Ie ~ .. 6832 

% Selecting Each Alternative 
a b 

24 75 
29 70 
28 66 
36 56 
11 88 

6 93 
1 98 

11 88 
22 77 
14 86 
27 72 
59 40 
23 63 
65 29 
26 77 
19 80 
18 82 
51 48 
90 10 
65 34 
81 18 
47 52 
54 18 

8 91 
8 90 
5 26 

16 50 
20 36 
20 78 
82 17 
48 52 
24 51 
81 13 
13 22 
47 42 
29 39 
26 47 

5 21 
11 16 

6 17 
42 36 

2 4 
18 47 

5 31 

'Tr tN 

c 

6 
8 

11 
4 

16 

49 
27 
42 

21 
3 

10 
8 

23 
20 
24 
27 
III 

9 
11 
21 
17 

d 

11 

18 

3 
1 

37 
2 
8 
6 

35 
32 
29 

9 
47 
10 
35 

'N 01 

"\, 

e 

0 
0 

18 
0 
1 
1 

14 
12 

6 
3 

34 
2 

11 
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Table 27 
A Summary of Responses to All Items: .Tota1 Sample (N "" 683) (continued) 

% Selecting Each Alternat:!.ve 
item a .b c d e 
89 17 46 25 8 3 
90 2 16 55 17 7 
91 17 39 30 11 2 
92 12 35 30 17 5 
93 34 50 10 4 1 
9l.; 20 47 20 10 1 
95 10 35 31 22 2 
96 7 30 32 26 3 
97 39 50 6 4 1 
9e- 1 12 28 46 12 
99 8 44 17 26 3 

100 26 47 13 11 2 
101 14 55 16 11 1 
102 11 38 13 29 6 
103 9 88 1 0 1 
104 4 13 21 24 38 
105 96 2 
106 1 7 12 41 38 
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occupants saw this white cycle loom up from behind them. 

The cyclist pulled the car over and shouted with authori-

tative urgency, "Get out! Your manager's home has been 

bombed! This car may be wired with dynamite!" Recalling 

the bomb threat, the four occupants left the car hurriedly 

and without question. They ran across the road, hurtled a ,. 

guard rail and took cover in some bushes. 

They watched as the "polic~mantn professionally and 

without wasting motion, crawled under the vehicle. Their 

hearts jumped as they saw a cloud of white smoke billow 

from beneath the Cedric from a smoke flare the cyclist had 

planted. He scrambled to his feet. 

"Get back! It's dynamite!" The four men shrank back 

into the bushes and the "policeman" jumped into the car, 

drove it slowly forward a short distance, and then hit the 

accelerator and sped out of sight. 

The car was found abandoned an hour later in a nearby 

woods ~nd the duraluminum chests were missing. The hijacker 

escaped in another Corolla he had hidden in the woods. 

This brazen and imaginat:ve robbery galvanized the 

Japanese police, who pride themselves as being "the world's 

best." By 9:40 A.M., the Tokyo Metropolitan Police Depart

ment had mobilized 10,000 uniformed police officers from all 

eighty-eight Tokyo police stations, 2,000 plain cloth~s 

detectives, 1,500 off-duty police officers, 300 patrol cars, 

320 motorcycles and 1,200 men from twelve companies of the 
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riot police, creating the largest police dragnet in history.~ 

That: afternoon a special investigation headquarters was set 

up in the Fuchu police station, and by the next day, eighty-

eight detectives from the Hetropolitan Police Department 

Headquarters and 120 detectives from the Fuchu and neigh-

boring Koganei pOlice stations began full-time investigation 

of the case. 

The criminal had genius. He taunted the police by 

leaving behinu over sixty items that \ ... ere part of his 

deception and disguise, ranging from his motorcycle and two 

automobiles to his raincoat. Every item had been stolen 

and was untraceable. A minimum of eighteen detectives 

worked on the case full-time for seven years, over 100,000 

suspects were questioned or investigated, 20,000 tips were 

followed up and 90 cabinet drawers of investigative data 

were amassed. Yet, by December 10, 1975, the statute of 

limitations expired on the robbery and the criminal was still 

at large. 

The fact that the Japanese police did not solve the 

crime was doubly humiliating, first because he had imper

sonated a policeman and next because they usually "get their 

man.- Chart 1-1 compare~ the clearance rates for major 

crimes in Japan and the United States in 1973. The lowest 

clearance rate for all reported crimes in Japan since 1968 

was 54 percent in 1969 and high~st was 58 percent in 1973. 

The lowest clearance rate in the United States since 1968 
" 
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Chart 1-1 

Clearance Rates for Major Crimes in Japan and the 

All 
Reported 
Crimes 

Murders 

Rapes 

United states in 1973 

Japan 

United 
States 

81% 

Sources: u.s. Federal Bureau of Investigation, Uniform 
Reports for the United States, 1973 -
(Nashingtoil':----u.S. Government Printing 
Office, 1973) 

National Police Agency, ed., Keisatsu nakusho, 
1974 [Police white paper] (Tokyo: Okurasho 
insatsukyoku, 1974), pp. 101-103. 
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was 20 percent in 1971 and the highest was 21 percent in both 

1968 and 1973. 

The size of the police dragnet at the time of the Fuchu 

robbery, the intensity of the investigation that followed 

and the seemingly extravagant use of police man-power over 

seven years are amazing to an American observer. The fact 

that the police could concentrate this much effort on a 

single case partially stems from Japan's relatively low and 

dropping crime rate. Crime rose sharply after World War II 

due to the economic hardships and social dislocations 

caused ~y Japan's destruction and defeat. As reconstruction 

progressed, crime peaked in 1955, though declining only 

slightly until 1964, and then began a definite downward 

curve. The crime index rate of Japan in 1973 was 1,097 per 

100,000 inhabitants, the lowest rate since the war,3 The 

estimated crime index rate for the united States in 1973 

was 4,116 per 100,000 inhabitants, up 120 percent since 

1960.4 The dropping Japanese crime rate is unique among the 

industrialized nations of the non-communist world. A 

comparison of Japan, West Germany, England and thp. United 

states from 1965 to 1971 shows Japan as the only nation with 

a decreasing crime rate (see chart 1-2). 

Tokyo, with 11.5 million people and 38,420 policemen, 

is thE lrgest city in the world and is also one of the 

safest. Chart 1-3 compares Tokyo and New York, the latter 

with a population of 7.9 million people and a 31,000 man 
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Chart 1-2 
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Chart 1-3 

comparison of ~tajor Crimes in Tokyo and New York, 1974 

17.940 

189 

-~ Tokyo 

~ New York 

Murder Robbery Rape Assault 
Sources: u.s. Federal Bureau of Investigation, Uniform

Crime Reports for the United States, 1974 
(Washington: U.S. GOvernment pri:ntingNfice, 
19'14), p. 119. 

~kyo figures provided by the National Police 
Agency, Tokyo, 1975. 
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police,force. Men, women and children normally can walk the 

streets and even back alleys at any time of the day or 

night without fear; pedestrians usually observe traffic 

signals and cross with the light; and mislaid valuables and 

even cash are likely to be recovered as a matter of course. 

Official figures indicate that forty-two percent o.f the 

thirty-nine million dollars in lost cash was handed in to 

the police in 1973. 5 

The declining crime phenomenon of Japan is not some 

nOriental mystery," neither is it simple to explain, because 

it involves a mixture of social and legal factors that are 

rooted in history and go to the heart of Japanese national 

character. An efficient police force and criminal justice 

system is certainly one factor, and others may include the 

following: Japan has severe gun control and drug laws which 

are consistently enforced, and traditionally strong public 

~espect for law and authority. Arrest is a deep disgrace 

for oneself and one's family in Japan. The level of educa

tion is high and unemployment is low. The country is 

ethnically and culturally homogeneous, with virtually no 

racial strains. Japan is an island and can control the flow 

of people and goods in and out with relative ease. Finally, 

the ~apanese, living close together in a country roughly the 

size of California with a population of over 107 million, 

have developed an ability to deal with stresses and an 

adaptability to others, with an intricate system of obliga-
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tions that keeps them involved in the lives of their 

neighbors and friends, yet not trespassing too deeply. 

This dissertation will examine the interrelat~onships 

of the police and community in Japan, including certain 

explicit comparisons with American police systems. The 

thematic focus is social control and the police are treated 

as one control institution in society, both acting on the 

community and reacting to it. The National Advisory 

Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals stated 

that "the basic purpose of the police is the maintenance of 

public order and the control of conduct legislatively 

defined as a crime. n6 The police do not perform this 

f~nction in a vacuum; the job of policing a society inher

ently involves interaction with the community, either after 

violations occur through the enforcement of laws, or 

through patrolling and conversing with residents in order 

to prevent crime and gather intelligence on local occurrences. 

This study will demonst~ate that the Japanese police 

are deeply interwoven into the surrounding community and 

consciously foster and expect citizen participa"tion and 

assistance in crime prevention and law enforcement. This 

differs from the American approach, as noted by the Presi-

dent's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of 

Justice: 

Americans are a people used to entrusting the 
solution of their social ills to specialists, 
and to expecting results from the institutions 
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those specialists devise. They hnve entrusted 
the problems of crime to the police forgetting 
that they still operate with many of the limi
tations of constables of years past, even 
though today's citizens are no longer villagers. 7 

In a sense, the Japanese are still villagers in an urbanized 

and industrial setting; the closely-knit social organization 

of modern Japanese groups (e.g. companies and schools) 

parallels that of traditional farm communities, and creates 

mechanisms of social control that are effectively made use 

of by the police. 

The dissertation starts with the following working 

hypothesis: differences in police organization, practices 

and sub-culture, as well as police-community relations in 

Japan and the United. States, may be considered functional 

alternatives stemming from the differing cultural and 

societal contexts in which the police are found. By 

functional alternatives, I mean that differing values, 

behavior patterns and institutional arrangements may have a 

cbmmon functional goal or outcome, which in the case of 

the police is social control. S In other words, there are 

alternatives to the American "style" of police work which 

involves highly fragmented police organization, reliance on 

new ana better technology to solve crimes, and relations 

with the community that often range from citizen apathy to 

hostility. 

Stating this hypothesis in other terms, the Japanese 

police syste'm is adapted to or reflects Japanese culture and 
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society, as the American police system is adapted to or 

reflects American culture and society. For example, the 

Japanese police al~ hierarchically organized into a unified 

police system because Japanese society is highly centralized 

politically, economically and socially; the Japanese police 

make use of neighborhood organizations for crime prevention 

becau5e these groups have played a historical role in 

social control; and citizens cooperate with the police 

because they have a traditional deference for those in 

authority. This does not imply that e.ither police system is 

ideally suited to its own society {i.e. that no improveme~ts 

,·'n be made}, or that effective police methods cannot be 

transferred cross-culturally. It means that Japanese and 

American police systems can be understood well only in 

terms of their societal contexts and cultural contents. A 

discussion of the relative merits of various aspects of the 

police systems and their cross-cultural applicability will 

be reserved for the end of each chapter, and also for the 

conclusion of the dissertation. 

Research Paradi~n 

In order to understand pol,ice-community relations, one 

first must have an understanding of the police themselves. 

The Japanese use the term keisatsu Bhakai (police society) 

to refer to the police establishment and its sub-culture. 

This is contrasted with the term chiiki shakai (regional 
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society}, or the local community with which the police 

interact. Chuzaisho and koban, neighborhood police boxes 

or "mini-stations" out of which patrolmen work daily, are 

scattered throughout the countryside and all Japanese cities 

and form the lowest level of police organization. The 

Japanese police are formally organized at the prefectural 

level and so constitute forty-seven separate units. 9 

Prefectural police headquarters oversee all police operations 

in the prefectures and control the police stations that are 

found in cities and towns. Yet, the prefectural police are 

not independent agencies, but are linked into the National 

Policl; Agency located in Tokyo via seven regional police 

bureaus found in various parts of Japan. The dissertation 

will examine police organization and practices according to 

the following topics: (al the dynamics and tensions between 

various levels and branches of the national police system; 

(b) the patrolman on the beat; (c) the operation of a 

police station; (d) methods of police specialists (e.g. 

criminal police, traffic police, crime preventio~ and 

juvenile police, and security police); (e} organization 

and techniques of the riot police; and (f) discretion in 

making arrests and its relation to Japanese notions of law 

and morality. 

Police systems approach "total institutions,n that is 

closed organizations that restrict the free flow of contact 

and communication between those in the institutions and the 
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surrounding community. Mental hospitals, prisons and the 

military are examples. As such, they tend to develop their 

own sub-culture, a set of values, ideology or worldview that 

is somewhat at variance with that held by the larger society. 

The dissertation will examine police sub-culture uccording 

to the following topics: (al shared values and norms of 

policemeni (b) the policeman's conception of his public and 

private roles; (cl social status of the police profession; 

(d) social backgrounds of persons recruited into the police; 

(e) tr~in~ng methods to socialize police recruits; (f) the 

p~omotion system and different paths of progression 

available to police officecs; (q) generational differences 

among police officers; (h) salaries and benefits of police 

officers; (i) retirement of policemen; (j) off-duty 

behavior; (k) courtship and marriage of policemen; and 

el) the involvement of the policeman's family in police 

work. 

The dissertation defines chiiki shakai, the community~ 

in a broad sense and investigates police-comn\unity relations 

on four levels; (a) the local neighborhood and the koban 

or chuzaisllo; (b) the city and the police station; (cl the 

prefecture and the prefectural police headquarters; and 

Cd) the national government and the National pol.ice Agency. 

At each level, I use a modification of the network analysis 

technique of anthropology by conceptualizing the police as 

one unit in a network or constellation of institutions or 
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individuals, and then investigating the formal and informal 

interconnectedness of the units. J. A. Barnes defines a 

social net,.,.ork as "a network in which all members of a 

society, or some part of a society, are enmeshed." lO Social 

networks are usually conceived uS sets of egocentric dyadic 

relationships between individuals in a group or society. I 

am using the concept in two senses: (1) th~ dyadic rela-

tionships of individuals in different linked institutions 

in a society (e.g. policemen and gangsters), and (2) the 

dyadic relationships of the institutions themselves (e.g. 

the police and the courts). 

The police are a vertically organized bureaucracy with 

a clear ranking structure, and many of the institutions with 

which the police interact are also vertically structured and 

hierarchical. Thus, the social networks which emerge from 

the analysis are three-dimensional, with different types of 

interaction at each level in ·the hierarchy. For example, 

at the city level, I view the police as one unit in the city 

surrounded by other Imi ts with which the police interact. 

The pOlice chief has formal and informal bonds of a different 

nature and with different levels of the hierarchy of 

surrounding institutions, or with entirely different insti

tutions, than those of a patrolman in a police box in the 

same p~lice station. Some of the relationships I will 

discuss include the following: police and outcaste groups; 

police and business firms; police and the media; police and 

1.fW!iS; CQSC 
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labor unions; police and political parties; police and otner 

governmental agencies, including the wider criminal justice 

system and police and gangster (yakuza) groups. 

Research z,lethodology 

The data necessary to this dissertation were collected 

during eighteen months of anthropological field research in 

Japan from January, 1974 until July, 1975.11 I used partici

pant-observation and the case study method by working 

directly with police officers in the police station of the 

Tokyo suburb of Fuchu for five months, and in the Kurashiki 

and Mizushima police stations in the city of Kurashiki, 

Okayama prefecture, for a year. I also studied a residential 

police box (chuzaisho) in rural Takamatsu town, Okayama 

prefecture, incorporating the hamlet of Niiike, studied 

1950-1956 by the University of Hichigan's Center for 

Japanese Studies as a representative farm hamlet. I spent a 

final month in Tokyo gathering additional police and crime 

information, and dOing a study of the Tokyo Seventh Riot 

Police. I had an office in the Kurashiki police station for 

over a year and actually worked with nearl:\, all types of 

policemen: I walked the beat with patrolm,.:m. worked shifts 

in patrol cars, accompanied juvenile police as they coun-

selled delinquents, went to crilne scenes with criminal 

investigators, and to traffic accidents with traffic police. 

I trained and went to demonstrations ~ith the riot police in 
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both Okayama and Tokyo. I was dressed in police uniform on 

several ceremonial occasions during the research. 

The National Police Agency gave me official permission 

to do my study and facilitated me in every reasonable way in 

Tokyo and Okayama. The Okayarna Prefectural Police Head-

quarters aided me by supplying information and ordering the 

Kurashiki and Mizushima police to assist me in the research. 

The police were generally open and cooperative except con-

cerning some security matters, as one would naturally 

expect. 12 The length of my stay in Kurashiki allowed me to 

form personal bonds with a number of police officers, and 

they were candid on many of the informal, as well as formal, 

aspects of police work and police relations with the commun-

ity. l-lost of my data on the police were gathered through 

documents supplied by the police, actual observation of 

police methods, and extensive interviews with pOlice 

.officers ranging from bureau heads in the National Police 

Agency to patrolmen in koban and chuzaisho. 

I gathered data on the community by interviewing repre-

sentatives of groups involved with the police, by observing 

citizens' reactions to the police, and from a survey I 

administered to 421 residents in selected neighborhoods in 

Kurashiki. The Kurashiki City Office was very helpful in 

supplying information and introducing me to individuals I 

wanted to meet.' I was further facilitated by the 

Kurashiki branch manager of a large bank, who introduced me 

"' 
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to many of his fellow Rotarians who wield considerable 

influence in the city behind the scenes. These men, mostly 

doctors, invited me to their homes frequently to eat sushi 

and discuss the hidden workings of th·e Kurashiki power 

structure. They were invaluable in enlightening me on 

many of the informal relationships of the police and the 

community. Our neighbors and friends in Ku~~shiki also 

provided helpful insights on the police and Japanese 

society in general. 

I studied Japanese gangsters (yakuza> in depth by 

occasional direct contact with them. The police have 3 

uniquely Japanese relationship of cordiality and mutual 

understanding with gangsters, and the police introduced me 

to gangster bosses and took me to gangster offices in 

Kurashiki and Mizushima. I went to bosses' homes, went 

to a gangster funeral, and even found myself at a ~angster 

fight one evening while working at a kohan. I never felt 

personal danger while interacting with gangsters. The police 

supplied me with information and documents on gangsters, 

while friends including the medical Rot'Arians pointed out 

informal gangster relations with the police and the city and 

prefectural administrations. 

Research Locations 

Fuchu 

I was informally affiliated with the Asia and Far East 

I ., 
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Institute for the Prevention of Crime and Treatment of 

Offenders (UNAFEI) while in Tokyo, an institution jointly 

operated by the United Nations and the Japanese Hinistry of 

Justice, and located in Fuchu. UNAFEI provided me with 

office space and introduc~ion to high officials in the 

National Police Agency •. These officials secured the 

approval for my study. I lived in Fuchu wi~h my family, so 

I decided to conduct a preliminary study of the Fuchu police 

station. I knew very little about the Japanese police 

before arriving in Japan becaufie of the lack of material 

available on the topic in the United States. The Fuchu 

research gave me a basic understanding of the operation of 

the police at the local level, allowing me to develop meth-

odology for the main study in Okayama. I frequently did not 

ask the right questions because of my lack of knowledge at 

the time, and the Fuchu data are of uneven quality. Fuchu 

will be referred to only occasionally in the dissertation 

for comparison with Okayama. 

Puchu is a city of 170,000 located on the north bank of 

the Tama River, about fllfteen. miles west of the center of 

Tokyo. It was the administrative center of the Kanto area 

for the Imperial government during the ancient l~ara and 

Heian periods. The Okunitama sh~ine ~n the heart of Fuchu 

was the focal shrine for all of Ranto. At the time, it was 

an important travel center for the bakufu (central govern-

ment) during the Edo period (1600-1868) because of the 
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Koshu kaido running through Fuchu, the main road to Koshu, 

present-day Yamanashi prefecture. Its importance is seen 

by the fact that it ... ,as directly controlled by the bakufu 

during the Edo period. As Tokyo grew in early Showa, Fuchu's 

separation from Tokyo decreased and it slDlolly became a 

suburb. Gravel was mined in the southern part of Fuchu near 
" 

the Tama River after rail lines were built connecting Fuchu 

with Tokyo. Before t'Torld Nar II, the Tokyo race track was 

moved to Fuchu from ~leguro, the Tama graveyard was built, 

the largest in Tokyo, the Fuchu prison was constructed, and 

several Japan~se military bases were located there. After 

the war, the United States took over the bases and they 

became the nerve center for the U. S. Air Force in the Far 

East until they were closed in late 1974. A large boat 

race gambling facility was also built in'Fuchu near the 

Tama River after the war. 

Fuchu cannot be thought of a typical Tokyo suburb 

because of the concentration of unusual facilities in the 

city. They have not affected its crime situation to any 

great extent, however, as seen in table 1-1 comparing Fuchu 

with all ninety-four police stations in ToJ~yo. The rankings 

indicate that the Fuchu police jurisdiction covers one of 

, the large's,t 1an.d areas in .Tokyo . (rank 14), yet its popu

lation is well above average compared to all ninety-four 

police stations Crank 31). This reflects the fact that it 

is on the rural outskirts of Tokyo, but is rapidly urban-
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Table ],.-1 

Tokyo total 

Fuchu total 

Fuchu's 
Rank in 
Tokyo (94 
stations) 

20 

crime in Fuchu and Tokyo 

F Area 
Population (miles 2 ) 

11,506,B56 B23.4 

170,077 11.6 

31 14 

Police 
Officers 

3B,420 

241 

60 

(1973) 
Reported Criminal 
crimes Arrests 

20B,lBB 10B,236 

2,165 1,265 

45 34 

Sources: Prepared at my request by the National Police 
Agency, 1974. 

izing as a bedroom community of commuters. Fuchu's crime 

ranks almost exactly., p the middle (45) yet below its 

population rank. The number of police officers is well 

below average (60). These point to the fact that Fuchu still 

retains a relatively rural atmosphere with low crime, making 

it a better comparison with Okayarna than the downtown Tokyo 

police stations. 

Okayama 

I chose the Okayama prefecture for my main study 

because it is a rapidly urbanizing/industrializing middle-

range prefecture, and is more representative of Japan as a 

whole than Tokyo or Osaka. Okayarna is located about seventy-

five miles west of Osaka on the main island of Honshu facing 

the Inland Sea. It is a traditionally rich agricultural 

region famous for its rice, fruit and matrush prod~ction.13 
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It has industrialized rapidly since the mid-1950's, mainly 

through land reclamation by filling in the Inland Sea. The 

northern portion of the prefecture is bounded by the Chugoku 

mountain range and is still very rural. The extension of the 

Shinkansen ("Bullet Train") to Okayama in 1972, and the 

completion of the eastern Okayama portion of an expressway 

from Osaka in early 1975, has grAatly incre~?ed Okayama's 

contact with the metropolitan areas of Tokyo and Osaka. 

This has contributed to its social and economic integration 

with the large urban centers of Japan. 

Okayama is in the middle or slightly above average 

among the forty-seven prefectures in most comparisons: 

Category 

Land area 

Population 

Population density 

Business firms 

Farm households 

Manufacturing firms 

Shops 

Elementary and jr. 
high schools 

Automobiles 

17 

20 

24 

20 

10 

16 

25 

19 

18 

Its relatively high ranking in number of farm households 

(10) and manufacturing firms (16) reflect the fact that 

Okayama is an agricultural prefecture that is in the process 

of industrialization. 
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Kurashiki. Kurashiki city is the second largest city 

in Okayama prefecture, with a population of 393,800 in 1974. 

Okayama city is the largest with a population of 501,200. 

The present city was formed by' the amalgamation of the 

cities of Kurashiki, Tamashima and Kojima in 1967. The 

Kurashiki police station jurisdiction is varied in content. 

Ii: covers the center of the city, "old Kuras/1iki,n that is 

lined with Edo period rice granaries and houses with thickly 

plas,tered white walls and black-tiled roofs. This area has 

becqme a tourist center with art and archaeological museums, 

retaining much of the flavor of Edo and pre-war days. The , 

neighborhood social stFucture is relatively intact because 

the old city was not bombed during the war. The juris-

diction also includes shopping malls, bar and restaurant 

districts, workers' neighborhoods, outcaste villages 

(mij~~iho bUl'aku), apartment complexes, farm areas and new 

residential neighborhoods built within the last fifteen 

years to accomodate the influx of white collar workers. 

Mizushima. The f.lizushinia area since 1953 has been a 

. part o'f Kurashiki city and !;iirectly borders the Inland Sea. 

Tqe,Hlzushima police ,station jurisdiction is separate from 

the Kurashiki police station jurisdiction and covers the 

mammoth industrial complex built since 1953 on land reclaimed 

f.rolJl. th/~ .sea. ,The concentration of industry is -very dense 

........... ' " on th~ rec'lainie'd::tand: there are thirty-one major indus-

" ': 
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trial facilities including a steel mill, oil refinery,· 

automobile plant and petrochemical plants crowded into 7.2 

square miles. 15 The Kawasaki Steel apartment complex 

located in Mizushlma is the largest in the prefecture, with 

over fifteen thousand people. The jurisdiction also includes 

slum neighborhoods of day laborers, the largest grouping of 

Koreans in Okayama prefecture, farm areas, ~ld fishing 

villages, bar districts and shopping malls. There are 

several gangster organizations, active labor unions and 

communist groups in both the Mizushima and Kurashiki police 

jurisdictions. 

Takamatsu. Takamatsu town is located twenty miles west 

of Okayama city in the heart of ancient Kibi, a prehistoric 

culture center and a rich agricultural region. It was 

incorporated into Okayama city administratively in 1971. It 

follows the national pattern of farm areas bordering cities 

in that many of the residents commute to work in Okayama 

city and Kurashiki city, leaving most of the farming to 

wives and the old people. I studied the Kamo chuzaisho in 

Takamatsu in detail because its jurisdiction is the most 

agricultural of the two chuzaisho in the town, and because 

it includes the hamlet of Niiike (subject of intensive 

community study 1950-1954). A chuzaisho is a police 

building, usually located in a village or rural town, in 

which one policeman lives with his family and polices the 

- 'I, 
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surrounding area; 

Comparison of Police !'lork 

In most aspects of crime ~nd police work, Tokyo is 

atypical and Okayama is more representative of the nation 

as a whole. The Hetropolitan Police Agency in Tokyo has 

the largest populat~on within its jurisdicti?n, and is 

ranked first in numbers of police officers, reported crimes, 

criminal arrests and traffic accidents. It has one of the 

smallest land areas, however, ranked forty-fourth out of 

forty-seven prefectures. Okayam? is slightly above the 

'national average in these criteria (see table 1-2) . 

The Kurashiki and_ ~i?:J!sl1~ma' police jurisdictions cover 

mixed urban/rural areas, yet are essentially urban, and 

this is reflected in their police forces. The population 

in their jurisdictions, the number of police officers, 

crimes, arrests and traffic accidents are among the highest 

of the prefecture's twenty-three police stations. l6 The 

police stations in Okayama city are the highest in these 

criteria. The land areas of the Kurashiki and Mizushima 

police stations are among the smallest in the prefecture. 

~he majority of Okayama's twenty-three police stations must 

be considered rural in their jurisdictions, and rural police 

stations have larger land areas (see table 1-3). 
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Table 1-2 

Tokyo 

Rank (47) 

Okayama 

" Rank (47) 

1': 

~~ 
• 'lV' 

Comparinon ot Police Work in Oknyama and Tokyo 

(1973) 
Area Police Reported Criminal Traffic 

population (miles 2) Officers crimes Arrests Accidents 

11,506,800 823.4 38,420 208,188 108,236 42,357 

1 44 1 1 1 1 

1/811,200 2,735.8 2,470 18,806 12,282 11,789 

20 17 19 13 14 16 

SOt! C.;.lS: Police White Paper, pp. 380, 432-435 and 480-483. 
Okayama Prefecture, ed., Okayama ken tokei nempo, 1971 [Okayama prefecture' 
statistical yearbook} (Okayama~ Okayama ken tokei kyokai, 1974), p. 288. ~ 

Tab1~ 1 .. 3 

Kurashiki 

Rank (23) 

Mizushima 

Rank. {23J 
Sources: 

Comparison of ~olico Work in Rurashiki and Mizushima 

(1973) 
Area Police Reported Crlminnl Traffic 

Population (milesZ) Officers crimes Arrests Accidents 

157,718 39.8 146 1,926 1,158 1,283 

2 :'9 3 3 3 2 

98,380 24.5 .99 1,334 656 904 

7 22 4 4 7 4 
Documents from the Okayama Prefect.ural Police lIeadquarters, 1974. 
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Relevance to Anthropology and 

Criminal Justice 

There are at least two ways in which this dissertation 

is relevant to anthropology and criminal justice. First, it 

demonstrates the feasibility of anthropological studies of 

large institutional systems. The uniqueness of the anthro

pOlogical approach is more than just participant-observation 

methodology, but includes an emphasis on explaining institu-

tiona 1 relationships and social phenomena by relating them 

to the societal and cultural whole (i.e., the part cannot be 

eXplained vlithout reference to the whole). An anthro-

pologist may treat the police as a social microcosm, much 

as a tribe or village community is conceived in traditional 

anthropology, and his task is then to explicate the structure, 

functioning and normative values of the organization in the 

context of the wider society and cultural melieu. Anthro-

pologists stress the importance of culture as an influence 

on human interaction, and the interrelationship of the 

police and community is probably best explained in terms of 

its cultural context. As far as I can determine, there has 

been no major anthropological research on the police. 

Perhaps this study may serve to attract the interest of 

other anthropologists to the field of criminal justice. 

Second, a fundamental anthropological technique el,f 

developing insight is the co~p~~ative meth~d.17 Examination 

of a police system in a society "astly different from the 

. :.: 
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United Staces, with its different premises and procedures, 

provides fresh perspectives on police systems in our own 

society. The dissertation presents an in-depth case with 
~ . 

which to compare and contrast American police-community 

relations, thus becoming a low-cost laboratorY to test the 

'applicability of certain police techniques andpraptices. 

The police do not have to stand in an "enemy" relationship 

to large portions of the public; police effectiveness can bl; 

enhanced by combining the mobility of the ,patrol car with 

the community cont~ct engendered from neighborhood police 

boxes. These and othe'r principles of successful police

community relations will be seen in the dissertat.ion .. It 

might be of benefit if some of the principl.es isolated were 

applied to the United States. 

~ . , 
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CHAPTER II 

HISTORICAL SETTING 

Historical O'vcrview of Police in Japan 

Since early times, social control in Japan has been 

sought through a combination of methods involving both 

structured police forces of a pub~ic or private nature 

and by groups of citizens organized for colle'ctive respon

sibility or mutual defense. Police forces and collective 

responsibility groups have been organized by edict of,the 

ruling elite in most cases, but, in some instances nave 

also been formed on the initiative of commoners. Public 

and private police forces and collective responsibility 

groups have assumed various forms through time, but the 

persistence of both over twelve hund~ed years of recorged 

Japanese history suggests an important a~pect of social 

control in Japan: breaches and disputes a~e often settled 
~ 

among the people themselves through traditional systems of 

socia~. responsibility and reciprocal ob1.iga tions, and 

bureaucratic institutions of law enfc'cement and justice 

are resorted to mainly when these primary systems of social 

control fail or when the scale of the \()ffense or incident 

becomes too large. 

This chapter will trace the development of the 

Japanese police system from early history until the present, 

28 
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~~!l9!:ir~g ".the ro~e of mutual responsibility organizations in 
... ~. ~ ~ ~ . 

~he discussion. The latter part of the chapter ~ill deal 

\o{,i.~li ~he "poiic~ in Okayama' prefecture and Kurashiki. The 

. 4~~:~~~~~n sectio,n will" compare the development of the 
. .....' ,,' 

'JPp~nese'poliqe system with that of England and'the United 

States, . ani:!' 'introduce the '<10n~epts of tatemae ?nd honne. 

. .,., ". . 
Edo and Earlier.' 

BeforeEd~), the Chinese_=inspir~d Taiho Code of the Nara 

period (AD 710-784) established eight imperial minist -ies, 

of which War (heibush'O), Justice (keibush'O) and Popular . ' , 

Affairs. Cminbu'sh'O) had police and. judicia] responsibilities . . .., . ,"'. . . 
, ,-' 1 

in the capit,al of' Nara _ Hall notes that' when the capital 
.. ' 

,was moved ~Q Jleian (the.,·present Kyo!:o) in' 794, a new 

enforceme.~t </.gency, the Office of Impe~iai .police, Ckebiishi-... 
ch'OX 'was formed~as ,.the mo~t' effece·bte 'agency available to ,. . 
the central government for law enforcement and prosecution 

of crimes. "2· In the, dist.~icts, the provincial, (klf,~'P " 

'~overn?r,; county '.(!<-'01'i) . head ,.and vi1lage (pi) chief, had 
., -"': .~ . 

resP~hsibl.iity for 'maintaini'hg ·';rde~. TJ:!~ army was regula~ly 

used for poiice purposes" and the pOlice were, in reality, 

military ,police. The Code called for the establishment of 

~ five-household groupsCgo ho no sei) for mutual responsibi~ 
"'" 

lity in social control in both the capital and districts. 

This is the first mention of mutual responsibility associa

tions and is the direct precursor of similar organizations 
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in later history. 

With the decline of centralized imperial government 

and the rise of feudalism during the Kamakura (1185-1333) 

and early Ashikaga (1338-1467) periods, the distinction 

beb/een the police and the army further decreased: in tirn.;~ 

of peace, they ,were police i in times of \/ar, they \-lere the 

army. The Kamakura Shogunate (bakufll) created 'the Office 

of Samurai (samupai-dokoro) which'gradually developed into 

"a military and police headquarters charged \'lith strategy I 

the recruitment and assignment of nlilitary personnel, and 

the generar superintendence of gokeniri (housemen) affairs,,,3 

The Office of Inquiry (mollchiijo) was also established, which 

·served as a court of appeals, enforced penal regulations, 

and kept various judicial and cadastral records.,,4 The 

Imperial Police (kebiishi) continued to function in Kyoto, 

at temple and shrine conununi ties" and at manors (s hoen), but 

were reinforced by the Shogun's men, Hilitary Governors 

(shugo) and !-lilitary Land Stewards (jito). 

Central government virtually ceased to exist during the 

last hundred years of the Ashikaga period, kno\17n as the 

period of ~1arring States or Sengoku period (1467-1568). 

Police work, when it \'1as performed, was handled by the feudal 

'lords (daimyo). In the constant warfare and confuQion, the 

daimyo relied more and more on the ability of peasant 

communities to manage their own affairs. lIall states the 

following: 

i 
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Such village units, called mUl'a, were 
encouraged to develop their own organs 
of self-government and even of self
defense during the years of intense 
civil war which were to follow. And 

·where this was not done, villages 
often took matters into their own 
hands and asserted the rights of 
self-governance by violent means. S 

Villagers often formed mutual responsibility groups on thb 

pattern of the go ho no sei system of the Nara and Heian 

periods. When Hideyoshi entered Kyoto at th~ end of the 

Sengoku period, he formed a similar system among samurai 

and commoners to maintain order in the capital. 6 

Edo. Japan was reunified in the Edo period (1600-1868), 

and the government and social order codified by Tokugawa 

gave political stability to the nation for over two centuries. 

Reischauer states that the Edo (now called Tokyo) government 

"has the dubious distinction of being one of the first 

governments in the world to develop an extensive and 

efficient secret police system and to make it an important 

organ of state.,,7 The "secret police" were the metsuke or 

Inspectors, a group of Officials ~who acted on the one hand 

as £ensors in ferreting out cases of misrule and maladmin-

istration on the part of Tokugawa officials I and Oil the 

other hand as secret police spying on all men or groups who 

could be a menace to Tokugawa rule. Kg 

The police apparatus covertly was supervised by the 

metsuke, but openly was under the supervision of the City 

I 
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